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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION AND METHODOLOGY
“But something created is always created out of something given ... What is given is
completely transformed in what is created” – Mikhail Bakhtin
“We genre all the time” - Catherine Schryer
Overview
Conservative women bloggers constitute a growing force, both economically and
ideologically, in the United States. However, despite their influence, they are seldom
subjects of academic research, and their public writings remain largely unexamined,
particularly in the field of rhetoric. Because of their cultural importance and their
academic underrepresentation, conservative women bloggers are an ideal demographic
for study. This project seeks to explore the intersections between these women’s online
writing and rhetorical genre theory, a lens that enables us to see the complex systemic and
individual rhetorical choices these women make.
Drawing on work from Amy Devitt, Anis Bawarshi, Anne Freadman, Michael
Warner, and Dale Sullivan, among others, this project examines how, through
homemaking blogs, conservative Christian women construct a virtual community,
reinforce common ideologies, and police the boundaries of their community. The
rhetorical choices these authors make, and the ways in which the blogs’ readers reinforce
or challenge such choices, create discursive spaces from which complex rhetorical and
generic acts emerge. The study of such spaces enriches our understanding of women’s
literate lives, as well as adding to and complicating our understanding of how genres
function in new media.
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My controlling research question for this project is: What can be learned about the
homemaking blog community through genre analyses of homemaking blogs, and, through
these analyses, what can scholars learn about genre, conservative women’s rhetoric, and
virtual communities?
Primary data for my project comes from 78 homemaking blogs written by women
who self-identify as conservative Christians. Secondary sources come from scholarship in
rhetorical genre theory, modern rhetorical theory, and literacy studies. My project draws
on grounded theory methodology (Strauss and Corbin 1997; Vaughan 1992; Corbin and
Strauss 1990; Glasser 1978; Glasser and Strauss 1967) in order to observe patterns of
discourse; grounded theory methodology (GTM) allows a researcher to collect data
without an “end goal” in sight, facilitating the collection of a fuller set of data because it
is not already guided by theoretical parameters. In the process of using GTM, which I
discuss later in this chapter, I’ve concluded that, because of its emphasis on both content
and form, the most useful lens through which to read my data is rhetorical genre analysis,
which is the central method for this project. Given my research questions, my analysis is
mainly qualitative in nature. I have collected some quantitative data on such things as
platform use, mostly because no such data currently exists and its collection was
necessary in order to make claims about large-scale community characteristics.
What follows will demonstrate that rhetorical genre theory allows me to
investigate and analyze community interactions among readers and authors of
homemaking blogs, and to extrapolate conclusions about the larger rhetorical nature of
genre. This project shows homemaking blog genres as elements of critical importance in
the formation and maintenance of ideologies central to a virtual community made up of
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women who read and write these blogs.
In order to introduce readers to both the cultural and theoretical elements
surrounding my research, this chapter discusses how the concept of “homemaking” has
recently played out in popular and online culture. It also provides background on the
history of blogging, and will explain how and why I use the theoretical lens of rhetorical
genre theory. Lastly, this chapter will situate my project within scholarly discussions, lay
out my methodology and central research questions, and outline the content of
subsequent chapters.

What is “Homemaking?”
The increasing popularity, or perhaps better worded, the increasing visibility, of
homemaking media, such as high-profile blogs with large readerships,1 reflects what
freelance writer Emily Matchar, author of Homeward Bound: Why Women are Embracing
the New Domesticity calls “new domesticity.” She defines new domesticity as a social
movement concerned with “the fascination with reviving 'lost' domestic arts like canning,
bread-baking, knitting, chicken-raising, etc.” Furthermore, Matchar interrogates current
and popular culture, questioning the current role the domestic and its relationship to
feminism and media representations of women’s private-sphere activities:
Why are women of my generation, the daughters of post-Betty Friedan
feminists, embracing the domestic tasks that our mothers and
grandmothers so eagerly shrugged off? Why has the image of the
blissfully domestic supermom overtaken the Sex & the City-style single

1

Such as Ree Drummond’s The Pioneer Woman or Lindsay’s (no last name provided) Passionate
Homemaking.
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urban careerist as the media’s feminine ideal? Where does this movement
come from? What does it mean for women? For families? For society?
While I might argue that not all our mothers and grandmothers embodied the
representation of women who “so eagerly” shrugged off domesticity, Matchar's central
premise holds a lot of import to any scholarship concerned with women, culture, media,
or gender: What does it mean for our society that many women (sometimes aggressively)
uphold traditional domestic and gender roles and ideologies? And, more pertinent to my
project, what and why does it mean for these women, and for their audiences, when they
can so easily share representations of their lives with their publics?
As this project deals explicitly with a specific type of homemaking blog, it is
useful at this early point to define what a “homemaking blog” is, what it isn’t, and where
(and for whom) the boundaries lie. After all, there are many more blogs that are
concerned with elements of homemaking (cooking, cleaning, frugality, hosting,
parenting, etc.) that are outside the focus of this study.
Because my research question is concerned with the creation and maintenance of
community ideologies, I focus in this project on one particular blog community that has
strong and explicit ideological boundaries: the conservative Christian homemaking blog
community. Unlike other blogs that could be termed as “homemaking blogs” because
they consider similar topics, conservative Christian homemaking blogs make up a virtual
community that is rather insular in nature, despite its public communication. For this
reason, a genre analysis of the blogs produced and consumed by conservative Christian
women is especially useful in creating knowledge about community ideology formation
and maintenance. In the following chapters, I use the term “homemaking blogs” to refer
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specifically to blogs within the conservative Christian community.
Given these more specific parameters, a blog might be categorized as a
“homemaking blog” if it deals primarily with the following topics: keeping a home,
cooking and cleaning, homeschooling, spiritual life, crafts, frugality and budgeting,
childcare, marriage and relationships, building community with other stay-at-home
mothers, effective use of time, organizational techniques, family planning and pregnancy,
stress-management techniques, or self-expression (through photography, poetry, personal
narrative, etc.). One of the fascinating things about homemaking blogs is that they can be
made up of such a mixture of topics. Though the above list isn’t restrictive or exhaustive,
most homemaking blogs, and especially homemaking blogs written by and to socially
and religiously conservative women,2 touch on nearly all of these at some point. A
homemaking blog, then, is not simply a blog concerned with housework; rather, it is
concerned with anything that makes up the world of women whose profession is to
“keep” a home. This is not to say that some women who read or write homemaking blogs
do not have “outside” jobs, but it is rare to find a homemaking blog, particularly a
conservative Christian homemaking blog, not written by a stay-at-home wife and mother.
Authors of homemaking blogs often self-categorize their blogs as “homemaking”
or “keeper of the home” blogs. But this is also a category placed on a blog by its
readership (for example, commenters might say, “this is my favorite homemaking blog!”
or they might ask, “Do you read [so-and-so]? She also has a homemaking blog.” Or a

2

There are, of course, different types of homemaking blogs – those written by women (and men!) with
other various focuses (urban homemaking, for example) or purposes. I do not want to suggest that these
other types of homemaking blogs are not worth study. Rather, they simply do not demonstrate as clearly
or consistently the conservative Christian ideologies I wish to explore and analyze.
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blog author may write a post or create a list with her “Top 10 Best Homemaking Blogs.”3
The category “homemaking blog” is also placed upon blogs through search-aggregate
sites such as NetworkedBlogs.4 There is often no way for search-site users to know who
nominated a blog for a specific category (Author? Reader? Search code?), and so the
classification process may be more or less accurate. However, in my research, all the
blogs I studied were both classified by a search-aggregate as well as were primarily
concerned with topics listed in the above paragraph – topics that, through large amounts
of reading and data collection, were clearly identified as fitting in homemaking blog
community.5
Ultimately, of course, and particularly for scholars of genre, classification (or
taxonomy) is a less-useful task than determining and analyzing the social action a genre
fulfills. Genre scholars have made a large-scale move away from taxonomy and toward
rhetorical analysis, meaning that genre scholars are concerned more with how a text
operates in the world than they are in putting it into a category that defines said operation
in a static way – indeed, this is the basis for our modern understanding of rhetorical genre
theory.6 For this reason, my primary concern is not how we define what is or is not a
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These lists generally don’t exist outside of the community. For example, the Webby Awards have separate
categories for “Family/Parenting,” “Religion/Spirituality” and “DIY” but nothing that would meet all
criteria for “Homemaking.”
4
NetworkedBlogs is, according to its website, “one of the largest distribution platforms for news on social
networks, connecting + 1,000,000 blogs and publications to the real identities of their writers and
readers […] NetworkedBlogs is a user-generated blog directory and syndication tools for publishers.
NetworkedBlogs is one of the largest news apps on Facebook” (“About Us”).
5
A note on methodology: I selected and perused the first 100 homemaking blogs listed on NetworkedBlogs
(results are listed by subscription numbers), and 78 of the 100 blogs fit my criteria as conservative
Christian homemaking blogs. This indicated to me that conservative Christian homemaking blogs seem
to have a “corner on the market,” as it were, and represent the most read/most popular homemaking
blogs on the Internet. Of course, NetworkedBlogs is only one search aggregate (albeit a powerful and
popular one), but my observational data seems to support this conclusion.
6
Though she wasn’t the first to make such claims, see Carolyn Miller’s well-known piece “Genre as Social
Action” for a clear picture of how scholars usually define the term “social action.” Miller argues that
genres should be understood for what they accomplish socially (the social action they produce) rather
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homemaking blog, but rather to explore the social action a homemaking blog performs –
what motives (in the Burkean sense) does it reflect? What exigencies does it address?
What communicative work does it do for members of a discourse community, and what
role does it play in how community members see themselves and others? And, in
addition, how does understanding the generic features of the homemaking blog illuminate
something about the literate lives of women who read and write them?
Like many other types of blogs, homemaking blogs have grown in popularity and
influence in recent years; indeed, the prevalence of personal and corporate blogs, as well
as the perception of such prevalence in popular culture signals blogging’s importance
(despite, as Perseus Development Corporation’s 2004 study found, many bloggers set up
a blog an only blog once, or abandon their blog after only a few months). The advent of
the personal computer and the World Wide Web has fundamentally changed who can
write and who can read such rhetoric. While computer-mediated communication hasn't by
any means been the social equalizer many hoped, texts about homemaking are much
more diffuse than they have been in previous generations – their circulation is potentially
global – and the audience for such texts can expand beyond the author’s local social
circle.
This being said, while there is no existing data about social or cultural diversity in
homemaking blogs, a similar blogging genre, the “Mom Blog” presents a striking lack of
diversity that, through my research and observation, I can qualitatively say mirrors that of
homemaking blogs. Christie Barcelos, on Sociological Images, notes that of
Babble.com's “Top 100 Mom Blogs of 2011,” there is a striking lack of racial diversity:

than understood for their formal elements. In this way, Miller moves the field away from a literary,
taxonomy-based understanding of genre and toward a rhetorical understanding.
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“only 7 of the blogs are written by African-American moms, and 4 of those refer to the
mother’s race in the title (although the same is not true for any of the blogs written by
white women).” Additional research shows that while women make up approximately
50% of all bloggers, bloggers age 21-35 make up over 50% of all bloggers, and nearly
30% of all bloggers are from the US (followed by a distant second of the UK, at 6.75%).7
In addition, in their 2011 survey, Technorati found that 60% of bloggers are “hobbyists,”
or that they blog for pleasure rather than pay. These statistics all point to the fact that,
while cultural diversity does exist in the blogosphere, in many ways those who have the
leisure and inclination to write online are the same as those who had the leisure and
inclination before the advent of the web.
This lack of diversity is clearly reflected in the authorship of homemaking blogs,
though again no large-scale quantitative demographic data currently exists on
homemaking blog authors. Most of the authors in my study are white-appearing,
heterosexual, cisgender females who have the financial resources to be part of a suburban
or rural (less often urban), one-income nuclear family. Interestingly, these characteristics
fit closely with popular media depictions of women with similar ideologies (maybe most
notably Michelle Duggar) and line up with cultural expectations.
Though this information may seem to simply reinforce stereotypes, I find these
apparent demographics interesting because of the ways in which the homemaking blog
community (authors and readers) distinguishes itself as apart from (and in opposition to)
“mainstream” communities of white-appearing, heterosexual, cisgender females. What
makes the homemaking blog community countercultural are not these demographic
elements, but the ways in which members identify as a community separate from others.
7

From http://www.sysomos.com/reports/bloggers/
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As I discuss in Chapter Three, homemaking blog community members use genre to
define their separateness, hence reinforcing the boundaries of their community and
policing who can and cannot speak within and for it.
Blog History and Scope
While blogs are ubiquitous in today's online media, they are a relatively new media form
and they evolved rapidly, both in form and content, as internet-based affordances also
evolved. In 2011, The Neilson Report stated that there were over 156 million public blogs
in existence. Blogs are no longer just the pastime of the narcissistic or the tech-savvy.
Corporations of all sizes not only have corporate blogs but hire outside bloggers to sell
their products. More recently, professionals from all walks of life use blogs, along with
other social media, to earn income, network, and share expertise. Aside from corporate
and professional uses, blogs are still popular as personal platforms. Since the advent of
free and easy-to-use platforms like Blogger, Wordpress, and Livejournal, anyone with a
personal computer, tablet, or smartphone has the ability to create and share a blog.
In The Weblog Handbook, Rebecca Blood notes that early forms of blogging,
which served to provide links to web content before the advent of search engines such as
Google, melded with journal-type blogs, providing not only a space for diary-like
reflections, but also interconnectivity and feedback (3). According to Blood, the term
“weblog” was first used in 1997, and by 1999, software specific to blogging was
available (4).
Though blogging is often connected with diary-writing, Blood notes that online
diaries existed before blogs did, and that online diaries were made up of one long entry
per day, focused on personal elements of the author's life rather than on linking and
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sharing web content (7). However, as Julie Rak notes in “The Digital Queer: Weblogs
and Internet Identity,” some still insist that the only important difference between online
journals/diaries and blogs is the length and subject matter of the posts, which may extend
beyond the personal, narrative nature generally seen in diaries (171). In contrast, as I
argue in Chapter Two, while the antecedents to blogs are complex and multifaceted, it is
the public nature of online media that most differentiates blogs from all antecedent
journal and diary genres. In this way, entry length and subject matter have less to do with
the underlying generic nature of blogs than do the readerships the authors work to engage
with.
Some scholarship, including work from rhetorical genre scholars, argues that
blogs are a new genre of computer-mediated communication (CMC), separate from printbased precursors (Miller and Shepherd 2004; Nowson, Oberlander and Gill 2005).
Commonly-agreed upon characteristics of blogs include structural features of dated
entries, shown in reverse chronological order and usually in a single column, links to
relevant source material, and “the common purpose of sharing content with others
through the Web.” (Herring and Paolillo 442-443). Blogs also generally allow for reader
feedback in the form of comments, so that reader and author interaction, as well
interaction among readers, is common.
Because blogs vary so drastically in topic but have many commonalities in social
purpose and scope, researchers have questioned whether or not blogs are a unified genre
(Herring and Paolillo 442-443). As I argue later in this chapter, rather than consider blogs
a genre, we should think of blogs as a particular type of media, and individual blog
genres as part of a genre system enabled by such blog media. We would hardly say that
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“book” is a genre; we clearly see, whether because of the amount of time that has passed
since the first book was created, or because of the important role books play in many
facets of society, that different types of books have vastly different social purposes. It’s
easy to name many book genres, and easy to understand how “book” is a medium rather
than a genre. Perhaps because of the relative youth of the blog medium, or the quickness
with which it has proliferated, it is not so easy to see the difference between blog
“medium” and blog “genre.” However, most scholars of rhetorical genre agree now that a
blog is a medium rather than a genre (Miller and Shepherd 2004), and this distinction in
terminology allows us to differentiate between generic social actions more precisely than
we could otherwise.
My purpose is to look specifically at the genres of the homemaking blog, which
fall under the larger blogging medium, and so while my research may lead me to be able
to draw conclusions about individual homemaking blogs and about the communal
features of conservative Christian homemaking blogs, I am not able to, nor do I attempt
to, draw conclusions about all blogs, all bloggers, or all forms of CMC. A “blog” is not a
monolithic medium, and while there may be commonalities through the blog medium, the
genre of the homemaking blog is likely as different from some other blog genres as
Twilight is from Interpreter of Maladies.
Literature Review
Current scholarly discussions, primarily within the fields of women’s studies, rhetorical
studies, and cultural studies, of women's blogging practices are not neatly
compartmentalized. In general, scholarly discussions typically focus either on questions
of literacy and culture in a more general, technological sense (see Hawisher and Selfe
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2004, Daniell and Mortensen 2007), or they focus rather specifically on high profile or
popular “mommy blogs”8 such as Heather Armstrong's Dooce.9 Scholars in multiple
fields are also discussing ways in which women use blogging to their rhetorical
advantage through contesting the traditional roles of woman, mother, and feminine.10
Another common theme in scholarship about women who blog is that blogging in
itself provides an avenue for social change or social justice. Scholars, most often in
women’s studies or sociology, tell stories of how women (either as individuals or groups)
have used blogging to better their life circumstances and the life circumstances of those
around them (Hashim 2007; Somolu 2007; Amir-Ebrahimi 2008; Hamilton 2009). While
this vein of scholarship sometimes offers discourse analysis on the blogs studied, it is
more concerned with social movements and the ways in which blogs (and bloggers) fit
into those than it is with the formal or rhetorical elements of the blogs themselves.
Published scholarship on genre analysis of women’s blogs is rare, however. Débora de
Carvalho Figueiredo’s “Narrative and Identity Formation: An Analysis of Media Personal
Accounts from Patients of Cosmetic Plastic Surgery” is one notable exception, and is
published in the influential collection Genre in a Changing World. It is surprising that
rhetorical genre theory is not more often applied to blog analyses, particularly to blogs by
women authors, since rhetorical genre theory can help researchers tell such rich stories
about how, why, and to what effect a text exists in the world.
8

One good resource for popular, high-profile mommy blogs is Babble’s “Top 100” list:
(http://www.babble.com/mom/work-family/top-mom-bloggers/) and here
(http://www.babble.com/mom/top-100-mom-blogs/)
9
See Madeline Yonker’s dissertation, "The Rhetoric of Mom Blogs: A Study of Mothering Made Public"
(2012).; and Rebecca Powell’s “Good Mothers, Bad Mothers and Mommy Bloggers: Rhetorical
Resistance and Fluid Subjectivities.” (2010): Armstrong’s struggles with post-partum depression are
well documented on her blog, and have contributed to scholarly understandings of the modern
representations of motherhood.
10
Such as May Friedman's “On Mommyblogging: Notes to a Future Feminist Historian.” Journal of
Women's History 22.4 (Winter 2010): 197-208. Print.
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My work adds to current discussions in rhetorical genre theory by focusing on a
specific, overlooked subset of women bloggers whose blogs are primarily concerned with
homemaking, even as that involves motherhood, family, and children. In order to situate
myself within the current discussion, I start by briefly defining “genre” as understood by
rhetorical genre theorists so that references to it in this section will be clear, and so that it
is clearly distinguished from more traditional literary definitions; in the Methods section
of this chapter I more fully develop parameters for rhetorical genre analysis and how it is
employed in this project. In addition to works in rhetorical genre studies, I also draw on
scholarship from communication studies, literacy studies, psychology, and other fields in
which scholarship has productively grappled with genre theory.
In order to give structure to the various conversations surrounding women's
blogging practices, I group the scholarship that I review into the following subtopics:
rhetorical genre theory, genre and new media, women's online writing, and epideictic
rhetoric.

Rhetorical Genre Theory
In this section, I provide a general framework for how I understand and use genre in this
project. Though I discuss new media genres in more detail in a subsequent section, here I
outline my definition of genre and provide an overview of relevant scholarship. As many
scholars of rhetorical genre theory have noted, all texts are social and have social
functions. Because of this, all texts “[use] a range of specific features to achieve [their]
function” (Thomas 146). I understand genres as dynamic rhetorical environments through
which we conceptualize and share the human experience, and which simultaneously
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change social contexts and are changed by them; while genres are always already
imbricated in power systems, they are important sites for inquiry, invention, subversion,
critique, conflict, negotiation, and identification, both through their use and their analysis.
For this definition, I draw heavily on the work of such scholars as Anis Bawarshi,
Carolyn Miller, Anthony Paré, Joann Yates, Wanda Orlikowski, and Amy Devitt.
Genre theory, like other rhetorical theories, emphasizes texts as part of larger
situations, with accurate and effective analysis hinging on the analyzers ability to see and
understand those larger situations (as Bitzer elaborates in “The Rhetorical Situation”).
However, genre theory is particularly suited to my study of homemaking blogs, even
more so than any other rhetorical analysis, because of its emphasis on (and specific terms
and theories for) the ways in which social action changes and is changed by discourse.
For example, someone conducting a rhetorical analysis on a blog entry can rely on
concepts of exigence, audience, kairos, or warrants (in a Toulmin analysis). I find that
rhetorical genre analysis, however, provides additional rhetorical terminology, such as
uptake, set, system, and habitualization, for some examples, that is useful in analyzing
texts like blogs that, for many researchers, are more diffuse or harder to pin down than,
say, a traditional media like the book. In other words, genre analysis IS rhetorical
analysis, but with a specific emphasis on social action and some additional terminology
that facilitates that emphasis.
Four key aspects of genre theory support my belief that genre is a useful lens of
inquiry for this project. First, Amy Devitt’s definition of genre as a response to social
situations and is also a construction of social situations emphasizes that genres are always
in dynamic relationship to their social context. In the homemaking blog, authors compose
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in response to a need for their content, and they also help construct a community in which
that need is valued and perpetuated; as the homemaking blog community grows, so does
its readerships’ desire for more homemaking blogs.
Second, Anis Bawarshi’s understanding of genre itself as a site of inquiry
emphasizes how genre is a rich avenue for research; to study genre is to study how and
why people communicate, and how they experience, shape, and are shaped by generic
literacy practices. In my research, studying the genres that structure, form, and inform the
content of homemaking blogs has yielded rich rhetorical data; if I were to simply study
content, I would miss all the complexity of the ways in which blog authors are
composing.
Third, Wanda Orlikowski and Joann Yates argue that though genres are powerful,
they are enacted by human beings who have the power to change, adapt, and challenge
genre forms. This is particularly relevant to any study of new media, as the change and
adaptation are often forced by the affordances of a medium. However, Orlikowski and
Yates’ argument is well taken, as well, for any project concerned with the ways in which
genre and ideology interact; the power of the individual author is seen in contrast to the
power of systems, whether generic, ideological, or, as is often the case, both.
Fourth, and finally, Anthony Paré highlights that genres and the systems of power
in which they operate should be interrogated rather than simply observed. For my
research, this distinction becomes poignant because homemaking blogs are a space where
women, traditionally denied much access to speak in the public sphere, assert their voices
(no matter that their voices may be towing the party line still) in ways heretofore
inaccessible. Observing the ideologies that inform these women’s composition is a
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worthy research goal, but it’s also important, as Paré notes, to interrogate what these
ideologies mean, and how they function, for good or ill (and for whom) within the
conservative Christian homemaking blog community.
In “Generalizing About Genre,” Amy Devitt defines genre as “a dynamic response
to and construction of a recurring situation, one that changes historically and in different
social groups, that adapts and grows as the social context changes” (580). Devitt’s
definition stresses that genre is at once a response to and construction of recurring
situations; there is no need for the either/or understanding. Because of this simultaneous
nature of genre, my project explores how both the individual and the social forces work at
the same time, whether in concert or in conflict. For example, without this concept of
simultaneity, a researcher might only notice a blog author either changing genre to fit her
specific needs or reinforcing familiar genre conventions. With Devitt’s definition as part
of my framework, I am able to observe how the author could both reinforce and subvert
genre through specific choices. This observation becomes particularly important in the
homemaking blog community, where adherence to common ideologies is internally
policed and reinforced, but where the act of speaking in a public space is itself an act of
subversion (if however small or tempered).
Since genres are simultaneous and dynamic, Anis Bawarshi argues that genres
“can and should serve as the sites for […] inquiry because genres, ultimately, are the
rhetorical environments within which we recognize, enact, and consequently reproduce
various situations, practices, relations, and identities” (336). Bawarshi’s understanding of
genres as “rhetorical environments” is useful for highlighting the complexity of genre
and, hence, the complexity of its study. Throughout “The Genre Function,” Bawarshi
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works to resist taxonomy and his description of genre as a “rhetorical environment”
highlights that rhetorical environments are complex – perhaps so complex as to be never
fully understandable or knowable. Throughout my research process, envisioning genre as
complex environments that serve as the sites for inquiry because of their importance in
human communication and thought helped me resist generalizing and simplifying those
rhetorical environments.
Despite this emphasis on the importance of genre, Orlikowski and Yates stress
that “even though genres facilitate and constrain communicative choices, genre rules do
not create a binding constraint. Instead, human agents continually enact genres, and
during such enactment they have the opportunity to challenge and change these genres”
(Orlikowski and Yates 306). Though genre forms are compelling and invite reinscription,
they also invite improvisation – whatever is most useful to the human agent at the
moment communication or understanding is needed. Much about the blogs I study seems
“facilitated and constrained” by either the author’s identification with particular
communities or by the value systems she subscribes to. This affects text construction
because the author is speaking to other members of the homemaking blog community,
and she draws on shared value systems to reach those members most effectively.
However, just as much about the blogs seems to be tailored to individual identifications,
whether as a direct address to stereotypes or through more subtle changes in form and
context. There are individual women behind these blogs – women who are different from
one another in beliefs, desires, and goals.
In ‘Genre and Identity: Individuals, Institutions, and Ideology,” Anthony Paré
explores a promising avenue for genre theory and research: the relationship between
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language and ideology. As Paré notes, the habitulization of practices results in the
naturalization of genre in much the same way that we see habitual practices resulting in
the naturalization of power structures (Pare 58). Paré explores this ideological action of
genre and, in particular, the ways in which genres locate or position individuals within
the power relations of institutional activity (59). The multiple levels of ideological
tension Pare describes (63) allow the researcher to make useful and impacting critiques of
privilege and disenfranchisement, rather than simply making observations.
In conclusion, I want to briefly summarize for emphasis some key ideas I discuss
at length in the following dissertation chapters:
Genres are sites of inquiry, which means they function heuristically – they help us
make sense of the world, and they help us decide how best to communicate. Using
genre theory allows me to talk in uniquely useful ways about how that
communication occurs in a social context.
Genre is an essential part of the social construction of language, and rhetorical genre
theory provides a useful model for understanding how discourses and discourse
communities change over time.
Genre and New Media
In this section, I look at three main elements (separated into subsections) linking genre
theory and new media. First, I argue for the importance of hybridity in discussions of new
media genres. Second, I explore the ways in which the hybridity of blogging complicates
public and private genre conventions. Third, I look at how rhetorical genre theories of
“publics” illuminate blog uptake in order to argue that an analysis of blog genres must
include an analysis of reader input and expectations. Mikhail Bakhtin has noted that
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“Many people who have an excellent command of a language often feel quite helpless in
certain spheres of communication precisely because they do not have a practical
command of the generic forms used in the given spheres” (80). My goal, here in the
following sections as well as in the project at large, is to investigate how that practical
command is complicated by new media forms.
New Media Hybridity
In “From Little Things Big Things Grow: Ecogenesis in School Geography,” Jim Martin
notes that in any analysis of genre change, we must allow for “a rich model, not a
reductive one” (264). Martin argues that the term “mixed genre” is not very useful in
describing the ways in which genres adapt and interact. Instead, Martin stresses terms
that highlight variation, such as “renovation, hybridization, multimodality, and
macrogeneric assemblages,” as well as “embedding” and “contextual metaphor” (264).
Most rhetorical genre theorists agree that genres are constantly in flux, and that
while what Bazerman terms “genre systems”11 have “complex, coordinated [and]
ongoing”12 interactions that organize communication in patterned ways, individual texts
are varied and distinguished from others within the same genre due to differences in
rhetorical situation. This is particularly true in CMC contexts, where old forms constantly
meet new media and for new purposes. Because of the fluid nature of online genres, a
controlling theme in this project is how homemaking blogs renovate, hybridize, embed,
and assemble antecedent genres with new media forms in order to meet the expectations
11

12

Amy Devitt's term for the same theoretical idea is “genre sets,” but I choose to use Bazerman's
terminology here and throughout because I think the word “system” denotes a more fluid and complex
relationship than does the word “set.”
Bawarshi's Genre and the Invention of the Writer, p. 33. Bawarshi goes on to say that an individual will
choose a genre based on existing knowledge of related genres in the same system, but that it is of course
always possible for an individual to “import and export” genres from one system to another as the
individual encounters multiple systems (34).
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and needs of an audience while balancing that need with community and individual
ideologies and identities.
I choose to use the term “hybrid” here and throughout this project to describe
these phenomena of variation for two reasons. First, “hybrid” denotes a melding rather
than a mixture in which parts remain discrete: though scholars can hypothesize about
influences and significant factors in genre development, there is no way to piece out
those factors and look at each one completely separately from another. In other words, the
whole is more than the sum of its (visible, possible) parts. Second, the term indicates that
most, if not all, new media hybrids have overlapping characteristics with other new
media hybrids, and the degree and nature of hybridization is unique to that specific form
and may change in the future: not only is it impossible to separate out influencing factors
within a genre, it is also impossible to separate out a genre from all that surrounds it –
other genres, audiences, etc. – and so there is always some level of fluidity, even in the
most ridged-seeming form.13
Blogging/New Media Genre
Not only has blogging (and CMC in general) changed generic functions of privacy and
publicity, but it has also influenced the very nature of the public, or, put another way, the
very nature of how authors imagine their readership. In this section, I examine the ways
in which new media authors, specifically blog authors, conceptualize their public, and
how that public interacts with author and genre. First, I explore how the concept of
“publics” has changed with the advent of new media. I then focus on the concept of
“uptake” in order to show how rhetorical genre theory helps us understand and theorize
13

Bakhtin calls this the “unrepeatable situation of communication.”
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about such changes. My argument here is that because, as I show in this section, uptake is
essential to the nature of any new media genres, the analysis of uptake is also essential in
any study of a new media genre.
A long scholastic history has surrounding theories of publics and the public
sphere, with notable figures like Jürgen Habermas, Frances Lyotard, and Louis Althusser
making significant contributions. In this project, I focus more specifically on the
relationship between publics and genre theory in order to analyze and discuss the ways in
which the “public-ness” of homemaking blog genres influences how blog authors
articulate their motives, and how blog readers take up those motives. John Swales, in his
influential 1990 book Genre Analysis: English in Academic and Research Settings, has
defined a public as a “discourse community” that has certain attributes (commonality in
goal, mechanisms for intercommunication, uses one or more genres, has a specific lexis,
and whose members have a certain expertise). According to Michael Warner, however, in
order to emphasize the social actions of bloggers, we must turn away from the concept of
the “discourse community,” since, as Warner argues, many blogging publics do not have
the “commonality in goal” that Swales makes part of his definition of a public (68).
Warner argues that “what binds ‘otherwise unrelated people’ together as a public is that
they have taken up the same texts ‘at different times and in different places’” (Warner
qtd. in Grafton and Maurer 50). I talk more extensively about Warner's theories in
Chapter Three, but here I briefly lay out his conception of “publics” in order to tie it to
new media genres and the concept of uptake.
While not all of Warner’s discussions is his book Publics and Counterpublics are
useful or relevant to this project, I find his discussion of public and public-ness
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particularly useful in considering the nature of online texts. Warner argues that “A public
is a space of discourse organized by nothing other than discourse itself. It is autotelic; it
exists only as the end for which books are published, shows broadcast, Web sites posted,
speeches delivered, opinions produced. It exists by virtue of being addressed” (Warner
50). In other words, a public cannot be identified or classified outside of the act of
encountering discourse. This, of course, can be a difficult concept to understand, since we
write “to an audience” all the time. Warner argues this audience only exists when it is
addressed. However, it is not an imaginary audience: “All public addressees have some
social basis. Their imaginary character is never merely a matter of private fantasy. ...They
fail if they have no reception in the world, but the exact composition of their addressed
publics cannot entirely be known in advance. A public is always in excess of its known
social basis. It must be more than a list of one’s friends. It must include strangers” (55).
Publics, then, are a mix of known and unknown, direct and imagined; the author of the
discourse bases her idea of her audience in her social experiences, but she cannot know
everyone who will ever be a part of the discourse's public. Even “private” genres such as
journal entries are addressed to a public – one's ideal self or a possible, posthumous
biographer are two examples Warner uses – and so has an audience “in excess” of what
the author can predict.
The nature of audience in new media, especially the Internet, has changed the way
publics function, particularly in relation to time:
One way that the Internet and other new media may be profoundly
changing the public sphere, by the way, is through the change they imply
in temporality. Highly mediated and highly capitalized forms of circulation
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are increasingly organized as continuous (“24/7 Instant Access”) rather
than punctual. At the time of this writing, Web discourse has very little of
the citational field that would allow us to speak of it as discourse unfolding
through time... So although there are exceptions—including the migration
of some print serials to electronic format and the successful use of the Web
by some social movements—the extent to which developments in
technology will be assimilable to the temporal framework of public
discourse remains unclear. ...It may even be necessary to abandon
“circulation” as an analytic category.” (Warner 68-59)
In other words, the ways in which genres (and our understanding of how to use them)
circulated prior to new media, and particularly prior to the Internet, are perhaps
profoundly in the past; the temporal nature of genre evolution is not accessible in new
media the way it was in print-based media.
One concept, key in both its ability to describe genre evolution and the change in
that evolution, is uptake. Anne Freadman, in her aptly titled “Anyone for Tennis?” uses
the metaphor of the game to explain uptake. Drawing on J.L. Austin's theories of speechact, Freadman says that players exchange shots the way people exchange utterances. In
this way, uptake never happens alone: we see our opponent hit the ball, and we see it
coming toward us. When we volley the ball back, that's an uptake. It happens at least in
pairs. When one person says, “how are you?” another says, “I'm fine, thanks” or “I'm
well, and you?” This is what we expect, at least.
Of course, the game only works if the players understand the rules. If one of more
people doesn’t know where to hit the ball, how to hit the ball, or how to keep score, the
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game can't be played very effectively. In the same way, genres provide rules for
communication; they help us know what to “take up” and how to “take it up” when we
are communicating with someone.
Freadman further argues that the game is really only meaningful based on the
“ceremony,” or larger context, it's in. Take my earlier example: If one person says, “how
are you?” to a stranger, we wouldn't expect 20 minutes of confession from the addressee.
However, if one person says “How are you” to her best friend, she might be in for a long
conversation – that's what we expect, and the larger context, or “ceremony,” to use
Freadman’s term, tells us what the rules are that surround our exchange.
The rules and ceremony that surround a text’s uptake can be best understood
through a few guiding principles: first, uptake is a space of encounter that reproduces
publics. Second, much like Warner's publics, uptakes can be anticipated but not
guaranteed because an uptake has a social nature. Third and finally, an uptake may both
actualize a public and imagine it anew. Through these three concepts, the importance of
uptake in genre analysis of new media texts becomes clear.
Uptake is a space of encounter, and uptake reproduces publics. In other words,
uptake itself is the thing that determines communication. To go back to the game
metaphor, it is not that the ball has a certain role in the game. The volley, on the other
hand, or how the player reacts to the fact that her opponent has done something (hit the
ball in her reaction) significant, is her uptake. So uptake is the space where
communication is encountered and taken up. Because of this, uptakes reproduce publics.
Warner argues that uptake is the “mechanism by which publics are multitextual,
multivocal, multigeneric, and multimedia, the mechanism that produces the necessary
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reflectivity to create 'an ongoing space of encounter for discourse” (qtd. in Grafton and
Mauer 51). This space of encounter is “bi-directional,” as Freadman argues, and it is
uptake itself that helps us keep the conversation going, so to speak.
Though, based on previous experience and habituated actions/reactions, uptake
can be anticipated, it cannot be guaranteed because it has a social nature. Another way to
put it is that we can make a “good guess” about how communication will occur based on
how similar communications have occurred in the past, but we cannot control how
someone (or many someones) will take up a communication. To draw on my earlier
example again, if someone says to a stranger passing on the street “Hi. How are you?” we
cannot guarantee how the stranger will react. Will she nod and smile? Say “Fine, thank
you”? Stare quizzically? Hurriedly cross the street? Ignore the exchange all together?
Freadman says that rather than being automatic, uptake “selects, defines, or represents its
object” from a range of “possible others.” This means that uptake may happen, but not
the way we might have been expecting – this doesn't make the uptake less valid or less
significant; it simply highlights the social character of uptake. Warner argues that this
social character is an “expression of volition on the part of its members” (89). So while
Freadman examines how uptake affects genre, Warner is also concerned with what he
calls publics' “scenes of self-activity” (89).
If we acknowledge both the theory that uptakes influence genres, and the theory
that uptakes are an expression of self, or of volition, we begin to see that uptake may both
actualize a public and imagine it anew. In other words, genre forms and uptake act on
publics, shaping them and forming them, but publics also, in unique ways, shape future
genre forms and uptakes. Grafton and Maurer note the importance of uptake in relation to
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blogging:
[P]ublic engagements, self positioning through uptake in relation to
publics, offer bloggers opportunities to legitimate the self as an integral
part and perpetuator of discursive publics and thereby to meet the
exigence of self validation and cultivation observed by Miller and
Shepherd: a blogger’s uptake may both actualize a public (declaring
membership) and imagine it anew (envisioning subsequent uptakes). (52)
So while, as I discussed earlier, new media, and particularly the internet, is changing the
ways in which genres form and adapt, the theory of uptake provides a useful framework
to understand how these formations and adaptations are now taking place. For my project
specifically, theories of uptake inform my understanding of how blogging communities
(both blog authors and their publics) establish and uphold shared ideologies through
writing.
Women Writing Online and Genre
I conclude this literature review with a section specifically about women's use of new
media genres in order to tie these large theoretical discussions more directly to my
project. First, I examine how gender manifests in CMC, particularly how genre and
gender interact. Second, I explore the concept of gender performance in online settings.
When the Internet (and especially email) grew in popularity in the early 90s,
scholars of many fields, including feminism, technology, and rhetoric, became very
excited at the prospect of completely genderless communication. They theorized (and
hoped) that, because of its anonymity, CMC would be a great equalizer, allowing
prejudices against race, class, or social status to fall away (Danet 1998; Rodino 1997).
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Unfortunately, it soon became clear that those prejudices, though perhaps changed
through computer mediation, were thriving as always, and researchers began to study the
less hopeful but more realistic ways in which difference is expressed through CMC
(Herring 2003, 2004).
Most relevant to this study is research that examines the ways in which gender is
expressed generically, or, in other words, what we are able to learn about gender through
gendered expressions of genre. Though CMC has not broken down traditional gender
binaries, research shows that genre is the defining factor in gendered language, rather
than the actual gender of the author. Herring and Paolillo report:
Although we analyzed linguistic features found in previous empirical
research to be gender-linked, we found little evidence for systematic
gender patterning of the features in a balanced corpus of weblog entries.
Author gender did not correlate significantly with either set of features,
and when gender–feature interactions were significant, they were nearly as
likely to contradict our hypotheses as support them. … Genre, in contrast,
correlated significantly with each set of features (diary and hypothesized
female; filter and hypothesized male). (Herring and Paolillo 452-453)
In other words, we write in “gendered genres” regardless of our own actual gender:
Herring and Paolillo found that “when blog genre is controlled for, the hypothesized
gender differences effectively disappear.” (453; italics mine). In other words, researchers
may assume that gender differences in blog writing are the result of physical gender, or
some other element of communication; however, Herring and Paolillo’s research shows
that genre is more likely to determine linguistic elements that we perceive as “male” or
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“female” rather than any other factor. Linguistic differences generally tied to gender, such
as perspective, use of pronouns, and nominal specification, are present across genres
rather than across genders.14
As Janet Armentor-Cota notes, researchers have identified patterns of
gender fluidity among those who use CMC. She states:
[T]here are several patterns in relation to gender online that can be
identified. First, researchers have documented various ways that
participants in online environments practice forms of gender fluidity.
Within this category, there are several findings discussed including gender
swapping, pseudonyms, and gender resistance. Another pattern
documented includes the ways that participants reproduce gender
stereotypes. Within this category, findings include the reproduction of
gendered identities, reproducing gendered interactions ⁄ communication
styles, and gendered expression in computer-mediated communication.
The third category includes studies that document evidence of both gender
fluidity and gender reproduction. (24)
Within all three categories of research, the study was centered on the participants in CMC
– the participants engaged in both gender fluidity and gender reproduction. What is
unclear, however, is whether that gender fluidity and reproduction happened within
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This seems to indicate that not only is genre a more dominant influence on composition than gender, but
also that when we write, we perform the genre’s “gender” regardless of our physical gender. Judith
Butler famously theorized about gender performance, or that “There is no gender identity behind the
expressions of gender; ... identity is performatively constituted by the very ‘expressions’ that are said to
be its results” (25). The remediation of discourse through email, blogs, social sites, chat rooms, etc., has
not lessened gender’s effect on our interactions, but instead paced more emphasis on the gendered
nature of the genres in which we write, as physical gender identity is more often obscured or
unknowable for the reader.
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genres or because of genres; is a woman resisting gender when she writes in a masculine
genre (i.e. sports analysis or war narrative), or is she reinforcing male/female binaries by
adhering to the expectations of that masculine genre?
Of course, the answer is likely “both/and” rather than “or” - gender is a social
structure that permeates every level and aspect of life, including genre. However, the
relationship between bodies, identities, and technology is a complicated and fluid one that
deserves continued study. I would add that it is not only the information and
communication technologies that have such potential, but, at their center, it is the genres
that accompany them that are truly transforming and transformative. Because discourses,
rather than material lives, are at the center of my study, I seek in this project to
understand how blog authors and community members, almost exclusively women (or
“passing” as women online) use genres to reinforce shared ideologies, particularly
ideologies about gender – motherhood, for example, or the biblical role of wives.
The messy nature of this relationship is, in many ways, at the core of my interest
in the homemaking blog, and at the core of what makes this population rich for and
worthy of more rhetorical study. While the women in my study do shape their individual
blogs in a number of ways, they mostly seem to be acted upon by the power of a genre to
uphold community ideologies. In some ways, this power reinforces gender norms through
discourse – women in the homemaking blog community rely on habituated genre
elements to solidify their membership within the community. But on the other hand, the
women also use these same genres to define who they are (and who they aren’t), and in
this way the make genres work for them; even though that work may consist mostly of
policing ideological boundaries, homemaking blog authors still construct their gender
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identities through genre.

Epideictic Rhetoric
Epideictic rhetoric, as one of the three genres Aristotle outlines, along with forensic and
deliberative, has endured a varied history. While at times scholars of rhetoric seemed to
almost ignore its presence, or relegate it as a less-important genre, a surge in scholarship
in the 70s and 80s, and into the present, has caused it to retake its rightful place along
with forensic and deliberative as a complex and important type of communication. It is a
modern conception of epideictic rhetoric, which I briefly define here, that informs the
larger work of this chapter.
Aristotle called epideictic rhetoric the rhetoric of praise or blame. It is often
associated with ritualized rhetorical situations, such as funeral orations, religious
ceremonies, and the like. Chaim Perelman and Lucie Olbrechts-Tyteca were some of the
first scholars to emphasize that epideictic rhetoric functions to create a sense of
community or to strengthen adherence to a particular belief or ideology. This cultural
aspect of epideictic rhetoric has since been underscored by scholars such as Bernard
Duffy, Michael Carter, Walter Beale, Scott Consigny, Gregory Clark, Dale Sullivan, and
Cynthia Miecznikowski Sheard.
Sullivan and Carter have particularly argued that epideictic rhetoric builds
communities and provides a way to share knowledge within those communities. Clark
added to this view by examining community building on a large scale. In Rhetorical
Landscapes in America: Variations on a Theme from Kenneth Burke, using Burke’s
theories of consubstantiality and identification, Clark argues that landscapes that feature
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in a national consciousness, such as the Grand Canyon, New York City, or the
Washington Monument, function as epideictic rhetoric, strengthening American’s
adherence to ideologies of patriotism and national identity.
With this modern cultural approach to epideictic rhetoric, we can see how
epideictic rhetoric goes far beyond the funeral oration. Any rhetoric that “builds and
sustains cultures,” or countercultures for that matter, is epideictic rhetoric (Sullivan,
“Exclusionary Epideictic” 284). For this project, epideictic rhetoric is central to my
analysis of how blog writers and readers position themselves in relation to one another
and to their community as a whole, and in Chapter Four I examine the epideictic rhetoric
of the “About Me” page in order to more fully illuminate its generic social action. In
order to understand a genre, we have to understand how it functions socially, and I argue
that the “About Me” page functions as epideictic rhetoric, which creates a ideologyreinforcing relationship between text, author, and reader.

Methodology and Central Research Questions
My primary interest lies in analyzing how the homemaking blog functions as a genre,
since genre analysis allows me to more fully understand the relationship between
ideology and discourse. In my study, I focus on the ways in which the homemaking blog
is influenced by antecedent forms, and how it continues to shape and adapt itself to the
fluid online environment. One central question guides my research, with sub-questions
providing clarity and focus:
What can be learned about the homemaking blog community through genre analyses of
homemaking blogs, and, through these analyses, what can scholars learn about genre,
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conservative women’s rhetoric, and virtual communities?
The central questions that guide my research are:
1. How do homemaking blogs function generically, and what can be learned about
genre through analyses of the homemaking blog?
2. How does the new media public of the homemaking blog influence its generic
formation and adaptation?
3. What role does genre uptake play in the discursive nature of the homemaking
blog?
4. In what ways do ideologies influence genre in the homemaking blog community?
5. In what ways does epideictic rhetoric influence genre formation and adaptation?
In my research process, which I detail below, I used grounded theory
methodology (GTM), a qualitative methodology that involves developing theory through
data analysis, to begin my exploration of homemaking blogs. Through my use of this
method, I began to see the ways in which the blogs’ generic functions were central to my
understanding blogging community ideologies. In short, I saw how answering the
question, “what social action does this blog element fulfill?” which is, at its heart, a
question of genre, was the most important element of my research. Then, through genre
analysis, I was able to examine the blogs in detail, observing the genre’s moving parts in
relation to social motives and actions.
Blog Analysis Methodology
Unlike research before the digital age, blog research (and indeed all online research) is
tricky because the object of analysis may change at any time. While in some ways online
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objects of analysis are more permanent, since they cannot be burned, blown away, or
eaten by the family dog, in many ways they are much more ephemeral. Even once a blog
entry is published, what I see on my screen today may not be what I see on my screen
tomorrow, and there will be no evidence available to me that the digital artifact has
changed.
This ephemerality presents particular problems for the researcher not only in
documenting the object of analysis, but in identifying how and when it is accessed by the
researcher. For example, websites are not linear products – one can enter a website at any
point, click on any internal link, and experience the website in a very different way than
another person who takes a different route through the site. Access, of course, is its own
difficulty – in order to author a blog, one must either own or have access to a computer
with an Internet connection, and have the necessary technical know-how to not only
navigate the computer but also navigate ever-changing blog software; this means that in
any study of a community, we are seeing the compositions of those with certain types of
access – there may be more community members, invisible to the researcher, and for
whom the research is unable to account. In addition, in order to read a blog post, one
must have the same access and similar know-how. Thus, the authorship and readership of
blogs is both huge and diffuse (often, to researchers, unknowably so) because of blogs'
availability, but it is also narrow and selective (also unknowably so) because of the
constraints of access.
It is because of these issues – ephemerality and access – that I chose to use
grounded theory methodology (GTM) as the basis for my textual analysis. In the early
stages of my research, after I had picked a population for my study but before I had
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decided through which lens I would analyze that population, I read through many
homemaking blogs, most of which became part of this project. I noted common themes
that seemed to span across multiple blogs. Very quickly I began to notice that I was
making note of places in the texts that dealt with community ideology, either explicitly or
implicitly. As the relationship between discourse and ideology was interesting to me, and
as it seemed to be a key element in all the blogs I was examining, I began to focus
exclusively on the ways in which ideology was expressed in the blogs.
With this focus, I began to note places outside of the blog entry text itself that I
saw as working ideologically – places such as advertisements, banners, category menus,
etc. – and, as I made note of these places, I was reminded of genre theory’s emphasis on
the relationship between form and content. I saw ideology operating at this nexus of form
and content, and, as genre scholars have argued, genre operates as this nexus as well, so I
began to view the blogs in my study through the lens of rhetorical genre theory and from
that view came my research question.
Through the process of GTM, I found that the variable central to my theorizing of
the texts was rhetorical genre theory, which became the “back bone” of my theoretical
story, so to speak. In the following section, I give a brief description of grounded theory
methodology and then move to an explanation of how rhetorical genre analysis functions
in this project.
Most often used in qualitative social science research, GTM is being applied with
increasing frequency in the humanities.15 First outlined in Barney Glaser and Anselm
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See Neff, Joyce Magnotto. “Grounded Theory: A Critical Research Methodology.” Under Construction:
Working at the Intersections of Composition Theory, Research, and Practice. Ed. Christine Ferris and
Christopher M. Anson. Logan: Utah State UP, 1998. 124-35.
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Strauss’ The Discovery of Grounded Theory: Strategies for Qualitative Research (1967),
GTM holds that theory should emerge from data through the researcher’s analysis of
narratives or themes, rather than that the researcher should take theory and apply it to
data deductively.
Based on Ralph LaRossa's description in “Grounded Theory Methods and Qualitative
Family Research,” five principles are central to my understanding of grounded theory and
inform my methodology (838):
l “Language is central to social life.”: we understand relationships with others
through language, and use language to create, maintain, reinforce, or change
every element of our social selves.
l “Words are the indicators upon which GTM-derived theories are formed.”: just as
language is central to social life, words are central to language, and from them
valid and useful theories about the human experience can be formed. Language
has not always been viewed as constitutive of social life, but since the social turn,
this is a commonly held perspective. However, LaRossa stresses, and I want to
highlight, that the relationship between words and theories is reciprocal. Put
another way, words (the objects of analysis) inform the theories we have in our
minds, but the theories in our minds also inform how we read and see the words.
l “Coding and explanation are built upon a series of empirical and conceptual
comparisons.”: LaRossa calls this the “infusing [of] dimensionality” into the
theorizing process. For example, as I conducted GTM, I made observations across
multiple blogs, noting trends and repeating themes, and comparing the ways in
which many blogs addressed common issues. Had I only observed one blog, but
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tried to draw conclusions about the blog community from that one blog, my
conclusions would be unsupportable. GTM allowed me to look at the larger
patterns and narratives that surround and infuse the homemaking blog community,
helping me avoid the error of narrowing my researcher’s gaze too soon and
potentially missing important elements.
l “From a grounded theoretical perspective, theories are sets of inter-related
propositions, whereas propositions state how variables are related.”: In other
words, through grounded theory methodology, a researcher first looks to discover
how variables are related (which creates propositions), and then looks to discover
how those propositions are related, which forms theory. This is a common GTM
definition of theory, and the one that I subscribe to. For example, in my research I
noted that nearly every blog has an “About Me” page or section, and that within
that page or section the author invites readers to join her on her blogging
“journey,” I can then propose that one of the major purposes of the “About Me”
page is to create a sense of shared community and rhetorical purpose.
l “There is value in choosing one variable from among the many variables that a
grounded theoretical analysis may generate and making that variable central when
engaged in theoretical writing.”: While this variable, LaRossa argues, should be
well grounded in the texts studied, the variable “can and should be chosen for
artistic as well as procedural reasons. There is an aesthetic quality to GTM, as
there is in all research, that cannot be denied. If anything, it should be celebrated.”
Grounded theory additionally calls for what LaRossa terms (though he does not originate
the common phrase) “the six C's”: causes, contexts, contingencies, consequences,
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covariances, and conditions (537). After initial coding of the text (looking for those
connections between variables, or identifying common themes), my methodology moved
to the axial coding phase, where I investigated the larger rhetorical issues surrounding the
text (moving to look specifically at the relationship between genre and ideology). Next, I
conducted selective coding, in which I decided the main story – genre – underlying my
analysis. I aimed to trace the narrative thread of genre theory throughout both the texts
themselves as well as the larger rhetorical situations.
It might seems strange to use the social science method of GTM in a humanities
project, though writing studies often uses both social science methods and humanities
methods. In this project, I chose to use GTM for a few reasons. First, as I began to
investigate the blogs in my study, I became overwhelmed with all the possible narratives
a researcher could follow throughout the text. By allowing myself to embrace that sense
of being overwhelmed, and taking time to just read through each blog with the
knowledge that I wasn’t “picking and choosing” yet, I think I was able to come to a more
informed decision about what narratives were most potentially fruitful to research (genre,
virtual community, gender, new media, etc.), and which narrative (genre and ideology) I
was most interested in exploring. Second, GTM facilitated new connections in my early
research process – as I discerned what I felt was relevant and important in the blogs, I
began to see connections between these themes that otherwise may not have been clear to
me – for example, the relationship between epideictic rhetoric and rhetorical genre theory
is one that I doubt I would have made had I gone into my data collection and research
with already-set parameters on what my research narrative “should” look like.
I use the theoretical frame of rhetorical genre theory, a theory that examines what
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Pierre Bourdieu calls “principles which generate and organize practices and
representations” (53). It is through an examination of these principles, these “structured
structures predisposed to function as structuring structures” that a researcher is able to
draw conclusions and make claims about the nature of a communication. This means, in
my data chapters, that I often examine not only the forms communications take (such as
navigation menus or sidebars) but also the social action such forms enable people to
engage in (like reinforcing the values of biblical womanhood).

Chapter Outlines
Chapter 2
In this chapter I show how individual genres work in a system of activity and how genre
influences and is influenced by ideology within the system of the homemaking blog. I
establish that: 1) each homemaking blog is a genre system, 2) individual homemaking
blogs come together online to form an activity system, 3) though individual authors use
genre sets within their blog’s system in unique ways, the overall system effects enact a
community rhetoric over an individual one, and 4) form, genre, and ideology work
together to create both the genre system and the activity system.
I begin by establishing community parameters and describe common generic
practices in order to demonstrate that the homemaking blog is an activity system.
Following that, I analyze the formal generic elements common to homemaking blogs to
show the rhetorical significance of generic elements within the larger ideological and
communicative purposes of the homemaking blog. In short, this chapter examines the
ways in which an activity system, here specifically the homemaking blog, works to
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reinforce community ideologies through rhetorical elements that, even as they evolve, are
strengthened through genre.

Chapter 3
In this chapter, I argue that because of the nature of online communities, in order to fully
understand the homemaking blog community, we must first understand the nature of new
media publics. I begin with an overview of Michael Warner’s theoretical framework of
publics, which I employ in my analysis of the homemaking blog activity system. First, I
discuss the nature of homemaking blogs’ publics, according to Warner’s seven defining
elements of publics. I then argue for the counterpublic nature of the homemaking blog
(according to Warner, a public may simultaneously be a counterpublic; the two are not
mutually exclusive). By examining the homemaking blog through the lens of Warner’s
theories of publics and counterpublics, I show how homemaking blog authors
individually negotiate their new media public and argue that as a community,
homemaking bloggers and commenters enact a counterpublic through their rhetorical
moves, the effect of which is to strengthen ideological ties within the virtual community
by setting it apart from other seemingly-similar communities.
I next move to tie homemaking publics to the theory of uptake, and examine
homemaking blog comments as evidence of counterpublic uptake. Using Anne
Freadman’s metaphor of “uptake as ceremonial,” in conjunction with Warner’s notion of
counterpublic allows me to argue that the role of commenting within the homemaking
blog activity system is central to the formation of the system’s public. Furthermore, I
show ways in which homemaking blog authors and commentators regulate comments in
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order to regulate possible uptakes, further reinforcing community ideologies.
I next consider the relationship between uptake, publics, and theories of metagenre in order to show how homemaking blog authors negotiate publics and feedback
(the discursive nature of blogging) through meta-generic constructions. By connecting
uptake to meta-genre within the homemaking blog, I show how homemaking blog
authors take up their own social action. I also argue that homemaking blog authors’ use of
meta-genres works to reinforce community ideologies.
Finally, I discuss the nature of antecedent genres and their relationship to metageneric formations in the homemaking blog. I argue that homemaking blog authors draw
on antecedent genres through meta-discourse in order to situate themselves and their
public, and I conclude that while such antecedent links may be more complex than blog
authors are explicitly aware, their acknowledgement of antecedents signals their uptake
of community purposes.

Chapter 4
In this chapter I build on the relationship between genre and community in order to show
how the modern understanding of epideictic rhetoric can illuminate and inform our
understanding of genre. I establish that: 1) while modern definitions of epideictic rhetoric
are rarely employed in rhetorical genre theory, scholars of genre would benefit from an
examination of the ways in which genres function as epideictic rhetoric, 2) homemaking
blog genres, specifically the “About Me” page, function as epideictic genres, 3) epideictic
genres play a central part in establishing blog authors’ authority, as well as the authority
of the community’s dominant ideological views, further reinforcing the anticipated
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uptakes discussed in Chapter Three.
I begin by briefly defining three key terms I use in this chapter: epideictic
rhetoric, orthodoxy, and ethos. I next provide a more thorough look at the connections,
both those already established and those I wish to establish through this project, between
rhetorical genre theory and modern scholarship on epideictic rhetoric. Then, drawing on
Dale Sullivan’s discussions of the purposes of epideictic rhetoric16, I demonstrate how the
“About Me” section of the homemaking blog, a nearly universal and highly generic page,
functions as an complex and important site of epideictic rhetoric that serves to create
orthodoxy, both for author and reader. I then explore the ways in which visual generic
elements contribute to the epideictic nature of the “About Me” page, and conclude by
arguing that it is important for genre scholars to consider how epideictic rhetoric and
genre interact in order to have a fuller understanding of the social action genres
accomplish, not only within this particular community of the homemaking blog, but also
expanded to other potential sites of genre inquiry.

Chapter Five
In this chapter, I discuss this study's contributions to scholarship, followed by a
discussion of the limitations of and alternative theoretical frames for the study. The bulk
of this chapter, however, is dedicated to an examination of the ethical borderlands that
arise in feminist methodology when online affordances allow the researcher to lurk in a
community where she is not welcome. (How) can we, as feminist researchers, enact an

16

While Sullivan isn’t the only scholar to discuss these five purposes (Education, Legitimization,
Celebration, Criticism, and Demonstration), I draw on his particular terminology and definitions
because I later, and extensively, draw on his concept of “orthodoxy,” which relies to some extent, on his
definition of epideictic rhetoric’s purposes.
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ethics of care and hope (Kirsch and Royster) in such situations, and (how) do those
ethical practices encourage us to value rhetorics different from our own? Drawing from
my experiences researching for this project, I address these questions in order to further
dialogue, both practical and theoretical, on ethical ways of researching anti-feminist
spaces. I conclude the chapter with suggestions for further research on homemaking
blogs and rhetorical genre theory.
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CHAPTER TWO
“PURPOSE AND PRINCIPLE”: GENRE DEVELOPMENT AND NETWORKING
Introduction
To study the homemaking blog community is to discover a demographic that is at once
antiquated and acutely modern. Women who author homemaking blogs belong, nearly
exclusively, to nuclear families that employ traditional gender roles. The average number
of children per family in the US, as of 2010, is .9, while more than half of all families
(52%) have no minor children.17 In contrast, in my sample of 78 homemaking blogs,
none of the women were single, and all but one were mothers, with the average number
of children at 3.518 per family. Additionally, while some women identified as a particular
ethnicity or national identity (one woman, for example, identifies herself as “a little
Dutch girl,” while others emphasize their family heritage), all women who provided
profile pictures were white-appearing. Moreover, while the 2010 Census shows that 23%
of families with children under 15 have a stay-at-home mom, my sample showed that
96% of women authors who self-identify an occupation (56 out of 58 women) identify as
stay-at-home moms.19 Of women who identified their husband’s occupation (though only
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From www.Census.gov, 2010 data
I should note here that some women in my sample include the number of miscarriages when they state
how many children they have. I followed each woman’s preference here and calculated the average
number of children based on each woman’s self-reported number of children. Because of this, the 3.5
average may not necessarily reflect the average number of living children in the sample. For example, if
a woman stated in her “About Me” section that she has “6 children, 2 already in heaven” I calculated
based on her having 6 children rather than 4. I did this for several reasons. First, I don’t feel it’s my
place as a researcher to determine how another woman defines motherhood. Second, the majority of the
women in my sample believe (and have stated on their blogs) that life begins at conception, and so I feel
their self-defining of each miscarriage as one of their children is ideologically significant and should not
be overridden by my own ideological viewpoint.
19
Two notes on this data: First, I’ve included under “stay-at-home moms” similar self-identifications such
as “full-time mommy,” “wife and mother,” “helpmeet,” and “homeschooling mom,” which all indicate
that the woman doesn’t seek employment outside the home. Second, I believe, given my familiarity
18
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22 of the 78 did so), more than half (63%) defined their husband as involved in
ministerial work.20
Given these observations, what can we discern about this community? First, they
embody, almost exclusively, the traditional nuclear family of several generations ago –
they have more children than the typical current American family, the father is the
breadwinner, and the mother is the keeper of the home. And in addition to being stay-athome mothers, nearly all the blog authors currently homeschool, have homeschooled
children who are now grown, or plan to homeschool once their children reach school age.
Of course, none of these characteristics should be surprising, given that my
sample only surveys blogs tagged on the blog aggregate site as “Christian” and
“homemaking.” However, as I discuss more at length in subsequent sections, this
lifestyle is a reflection of ideological principles, and the “facts” of these women’s lives
give them rhetorical authority to speak to, and at times for, the homemaking blog
community.
The blogs in the homemaking blog community, as I’m defining it, span
geography, generation, and denomination, so what makes their authors and readers part of
a community? There are two main elements that make this a community. First, members
have a common goal: to further embody the values of biblical womanhood. These values

with all 78 blogs in my sample, that a more accurate percentage of “stay-at-home moms” would be
99%, with a couple of women identifying as “bloggers” or as having part-time businesses run from the
home. However, because 20 women do not self-identify their occupation, I chose not to make
assumptions for them and thus excluded them from this data set.
20
Again, I am only reporting here what women have themselves defined as their husbands’ occupations.
I’ve gleaned from reading the blogs that many have husbands who work in construction or contracting,
or other occupations that would place their families in lower-middle to middle class. However, women
seldom self-reported their husband’s occupation unless it was ministerial in nature, which in itself is an
interesting rhetorical choice, and one that I hope to explore further in the future. No hard data exists on
the socio-economic status of homemaking bloggers, so my conclusions in this footnote are purely
observational.
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span denominations (a catholic author, an evangelical author, and a Mormon author in
this community would likely all agree on the fundamental role of women in the home and
in society, even if they disagree on many other points of doctrine). Of course, sharing
values doesn’t along create a community. The second element that makes these blogs a
community is that members are generally reading the same blogs. As one example of this,
I showed my mother-in-law the list of blogs I was studying for this project, and she noted
that she already read about half of them regularly. Also, in my own perusal of the blogs
over the last several years, I’ve often seen blog authors referencing other conservative
homemaking blogs in their own posts, commenting on those same blogs. In other words,
those within the community often act as both writers and readers, and there are popular
blogs within the community (Passionate Homemaking, for example) that many
community members read regularly. In this way, the community is built through shared
texts and shared values, both of which inform the interactions members have online
(through commenting or other connections such as linking).
Despite the similarities that exist across members of the homemaking blog
community, I do want to stress the individuality each of these women brings to their
conservative, Christian-values-heavy community. It would be easy to dismiss these
women as simply embodying stereotypes, but that would be doing them an injustice.
Some women have 13 children, while others have one. Some women believe that their
heads and bodies should always be covered before God, while others post patterns for
halter-top sundresses. Some women have Master’s degrees, while some never finished (or
began) high school. The wide range of personal experience, personal faith, and personal
circumstances cannot be erased by their membership in the homemaking blog
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community, even though the community often comes across as homogenous and
pedantic; rather, I’d argue, it is through their use of genre that these women, with their
disparate backgrounds, are able to come together and meet in ideologically significant
ways online.
In contrast to their conservative views and lifestyles, homemaking bloggers are,
by their use of blogging technology, modern and multimedia literate. They often exhibit
an acute rhetorical awareness of various Internet social networks, and capitalize on these
networks to promote their blog, their brand, and their identity. For example, most of the
blogs in my sample provide links to the author’s Facebook or Pinterest page, and
encourage readers to “like” or “follow” them on these various networks, increasing the
visibility of the author’s online presence.
This paradox – exhorting traditional values through use of a modern medium –
results in a unique display of rhetorical appeal and ideology. In this chapter I show how
individual genres work rhetorically within a larger activity system (the grouping together
of genres for a larger social purpose), and how genre influences and is influenced by
ideology within that larger system of the homemaking blog. Though similar to a genre
system in many ways, an activity system is the umbrella under which groups of genres
function together. The system of activity is the result of what a genre system enables
individuals to accomplish, but it is also the impetus behind that individual action. Like
many concepts associated with genre theory, activity systems are both a “push” and a
“pull” – systems of genre emerge to address the needs within an activity system, but
activity systems also inspire the formation of genre systems.
In Genre and the Invention of the Writer, Anis Bawarshi notes that “Avoiding the
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abstraction and homogeneity often associated with the idea of discourse community, an
activity system describes the complex, coordinated, ongoing, and often contradictory
interactions of individuals within ‘systems of purposeful activity’” (33). For Bawarshi,
the contradictions often inherent in activity systems are what make genre theory so useful
for understanding how individuals communicate within larger schemes. He continues by
adding, “An individual’s choice of genre, then, is based to a large extent on his or her
participation in and knowledge of the sphere of communication and its related genres,
although of course it is also possible for communicants to import and export genres from
one sphere to another as they travel through the various systems of activity that make up
their lives” (34).
For this project, activity system is a more useful descriptor than discourse
community for two reasons. First, homemaking blog community members belong to the
community because of “purposeful activity”; while “discourse community” is useful for
describing how people communicate, “activity system” is more useful for describing for
what purpose they communicate (or why they communicate; to what ends they
communicate). Second, theories of activity systems stress the idea that genres come into a
sphere of communication from somewhere else; this is particularly important in the study
of new media forms, as understanding how authors are drawing on previous media forms
helps us understand their composing processes and the social action they hope to
produce.
In addition, the concept of spheres of communication, important to my study and
to genre theory at large, helps explain how individuals are more successful at creating
certain types of communication and less successful at others. The familiarity with the
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activity system, with its actions and purposes, as well as with the genre systems that help
individuals accomplish their communicative goals, all influence how effective an act of
communication will be. In sum, activity systems, the umbrella under which one or more
genre systems operate, function much like discourse communities, but with an emphasis
on the social actions and outside influences that guide communication.
In Genre: An Introduction to History, Theory, Research, and Pedagogy, Anis
Bawarshi and Mary Jo Reiff argue that what defines genres as a system or a set “are the
actions that these genres, working in dynamic interaction with each other, enable
individuals to perform over time, within different contexts of activity” (87). For Bawarshi
and Reiff, the interaction of genres must result in individuals' ability to complete or
perform an action or actions. A key portion of Bawarshi and Reiff's definition is that the
action or actions, with the help of the genre system, can be performed within different
contexts. In other words, the genre system allows the individual to orient himself towards
an appropriate or expected action, even if the context of that action has changed over
time.
Similarly, in Writing Genres, Amy Devitt defines a genre system as “the set of
genres interacting to achieve an overarching function within an activity system” (56).
This definition is important because it outlines two essential characteristics of a genre
system: first, a genre system is made up of genres that interact with each other, and
second, the interaction of these genres itself is not enough to create a genre system. The
genres must interact in order to achieve a central function – their interaction must have
the goal of making something happen.
Furthermore, Devitt describes genre sets as “the more loosely defined sets of
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genres, associated through the activities and functions of a collective but defining only a
limited range of actions” (57). Bawarshi and Reiff add that “Genre sets are more bounded
constellations of genres that enable particular groups of individuals to accomplish
particular actions within a genre system” (88). If an activity system is the umbrella under
which genre systems function, then a genre system is the umbrella under which genre sets
function. Of course, this metaphor leaves us with a rather Seussian vision of a multilayered umbrella, and may not actually make the concepts clearer, so I will attempt to
provide an example below.
Within any college writing classroom, there are multiple genre sets. A teacher’s
genre set might include the syllabus, assignment sheets, grading rubrics, and feedback on
student work. A student’s genre set might include papers, notes, feedback to peers,
doodles in her notebook margins, etc. One of these sets alone does not fulfill the needs of
the class, but taken together, all the genre sets that make up the classroom create a genre
system. The genre system, then, helps all participants in the classroom understand their
relationship to the activity system, (which might be defined as a particular department,
college, institution, or even “higher education” itself) and how to act appropriately (or
inappropriately) in that context. The student, then, is layered within, influenced by, and to
a varying degree can influence, her particular classroom, the department, her institution,
and the higher education system of her state and country.
A genre theorist could examine the ways the particular student understands, enacts
or resists a genre, such as the syllabus, she encounters in her writing classroom, and such
an examination would take into account all the levels of power, and all the various forces
(from genre to activity system) that influence how she “takes up” and acts with that
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syllabus. When the student reads the syllabus, does she feel empowered as a learner, or
does she feel like a Freirian vessel ready to be filled? Are there any ways she can resist
the values of the syllabus? How does this syllabus compare with other syllabi she’s
received, and what does that comparison do for her understanding of this particular
classroom? From that examination, the genre theorist may be able to make claims about
how, why, and to what effect an act of communication occurs.
For my project, the distinction between genre system, activity system, and genre
set is important for several reasons. First, understanding how individuals relate to a
community is best accomplished by understanding how those individuals are using genre
at both the set and system level. For example, if a blog author has copyright information
on her blog, that in itself is a genre, but it is working in reaction to or in concert with
larger community forces. Second, when, later in this chapter, I discuss the elements that
make up the homemaking blog, I am at different times discussing genres, genre sets,
genre systems, and activity systems, each of which have a different significance for the
“product” I call the homemaking blog. Finally, as I discuss manly in Chapter Four, but
which is relevant throughout this project, the distinctions between genre, genre set, and
activity system, have profound implications for the ways in which power is distributed,
enacted, shifted, and challenged in the homemaking blog.

Genre and Ideology in Homemaking Blogs
In The Rhetoric and Ideology of Genre: Strategies for Stability and Change, editors
Richard Coe, Lorelei Lingard, and Tatiana Teslenko state that one of their main goals in
compiling the text is to “enhance understandings of reading, writing, speaking, and
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listening as socially situated and motivated activities […] and how they act, both socially
and on individuals” (1). They argue that, “like other aspects of discourse community,
genres are neither value-free nor neutral and often imply hierarchical social relationships”
(2). In order to conduct productive genre analysis that interrogates these relationships,
Coe, Lingard, and Teslenko note that much of the current scholarship on genre and
ideology commonly asks the following questions, or variations on these:
•

What sorts of communication does the genre encourage, what sorts does it
constrain against?

•

Who can – and who cannot – use this genre? Does it empower some people while
silencing others?

•

Are its effects dysfunctional beyond their immediate context?

•

What values and beliefs are instantiated within this set of practices?

•

What are the political and ethical implications of the rhetorical situation
constructed, persona embodied [cf. subject positioning], audience invoked and
context of situation assumed by a particular genre? (6-7)

In many ways, genres work as regulatory features and as tools of subversion (and often
act as both regulatory and subversive within the same system). They may serve a
regulatory function long after their practical need has disappeared, or a practical need
may arise that upends the dominant power structure within a discourse through the use of
a new or adapted genre. In short, because genres are dynamic and socially constructed,
they are as much interpolated into ideologies as any other aspect of communication.
The “commonsense” nature of genre use is, in many ways, what makes genres
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such powerful ideological tools. As Catherine Schryer argues in “Genre and Power: A
Chronotopic Analysis,” genres “habituate” users to their structures (85). The habituation
of genre works to solidify genres and make them resistant to change, whether ideological,
technical, or practical. This habituation is often a source of ire and irony – think of the
1990s comedy Office Space, with the endless TPS reports workers neither want to fill out
nor find useful in any way – but in many cases, habituation can do real harm, such as
when a government form doesn’t allow for differences between sex and gender identity,
or when a homily only uses the male pronoun. These genre customs, often thought of as
“common sense” because of their habituation, are generally slow to change, and usually
change from the bottom up as cultural shifts call into question dominant power structures.
Genres, in this way, can be powerful, dangerous tools, but to whom the power is allowed,
and for whom the genre is dangerous, are categories that are often multiple and shifting.
Genres can be used to call into question dominant power structures, but this
subversive use is not available to everyone. In his discussion of social work’s workplace
genres, Anthony Paré argues that “resistance or subversion is not always easy or possible,
especially for the student, the new practitioner, or those who practice social work (or
other professions) in the shadow of more powerful disciplines” (“Genre and Identity:
Individuals, Institutions, and Ideology” 69). Paré argues that even those who work to
build critical consciousness in such students and workers must “work to escape the
identities our own discourse compels” (69). As Foucault famously termed it, ideology
forms capillaries of power and “inserts itself into [individuals’] actions and attitudes,
their discourses, learning processes and everyday lives” (39). However, this is not to say
that genres only work, or even primarily work, to reinforce dominant ideologies – they
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are dynamic forms, able to be appropriated by the dominant power structure as well as
groups or individuals looking to challenge the status quo.

Ideology in Homemaking Blog Genres
In the previous section, I listed five questions genre scholars commonly ask when they
explore the connections between genre and ideology. In this section, I briefly address
each of those five questions, using evidence from this chapter’s data collection, to sum up
the major ways homemaking blog genres function ideologically. Though individual
genres and genre sets within the homemaking blog system work in different
ideologically-laden ways, here I address the overall systemic effect of those individual
genres and genre sets on the homemaking blog (system). In other words, in subsequent
sections of this chapter I looked at individual genre and genre set functions, but in this
section I look at the larger picture of how the blog as a whole functions ideologically.
Focusing on the big picture of the homemaking blog community’s ideological
interactions allows us to see the blogs at a systemic level, a level at which large patterns
of social interaction and norming are more visible.
1. What sorts of communication does the genre encourage, what sorts does it
constrain against?
While I discuss at greater length in Chapter Four the common generic trends in
homemaking blog post content, I will say briefly here that the homemaking blog
encourages narrative, personal writing, as well as the use of personal ethos as evidence,
whether it’s to promote a product or to make an argument within a post. In addition, the
strong evangelical influence on and within the homemaking blog community encourages
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familiar genres such as blog entries that function as testimonials, confessionals, or
witnesses in similar ways to other forms of evangelical communication.21
Conversely, the homemaking blog system discourages dispassionate, scientific, or
formal discourse in the sense that blog authors gain much of their ethos by adopting a
casual, personal, and intimate persona – a large part of their credibility often comes from
the fact that they align themselves with values that discourage women from seeking
employment, or even fulfillment, outside the home, and a formal, impersonal identity lies
at odds with those values.
2. Who can – and who cannot – use this genre? Does it empower some people while
silencing others?
While anyone can technically begin and maintain a homemaking blog, readership, as
evidenced in part by the number of NetworkedBlogs followers and Facebook followers,22
seems to follow authors who closely align themselves with the already-dominant values
of the community. The homemaking blog community represented by my sample, then,
creates a community of conservative, Christian mothers and wives who wish to present
their blogs as a non-subversive enactment of common beliefs and practices. In this way,
homemaking blogs, and I’d venture blogs in other communities as well, often serve an
epideictic function, strengthening the adherence of authors and readers to common,
dominant, already-held beliefs rather than offering a challenge or alternative view to
21

See Stephen Marini’s “Hymnody as History: Early Evangelical Hymns and the Recovery of American
Popular Religion” for a look at early evangelical forms of revivalism and ritual, as well as Richard
Cimino’s “ ‘No God in Common:’ American Evangelical Discourse on Islam After 9/11” for a
discussion of the ways in which common forms of communication serve to strengthen evangelical
identity.
22
Determining the number of readers is, of course, an inexact science even under the most ideal
circumstances. Authors themselves, unless their blogs are private and require registration for viewing,
may have little idea of how many readers they have, and from my end as a researcher, this is even more
guesswork. And, I suspect, my point here about the most-read blogs being those that support alreadydominant community values is one that holds true for many blogging communities.
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those beliefs. If there is a place for generic subversion, it is not (yet) within the blogs in
my sample, which represent many of the most-read, most-referenced homemaking blogs
within the activity system
3. Are its effects dysfunctional beyond their immediate context?
While I have questions about the authors’ use of the term “dysfunctional”23 here, I think
the question remains important because it calls the genre scholar to consider the
repercussions of a genre’s use. In other words, who benefits and who doesn’t benefit from
the genre in ways that perhaps are not apparent in an analysis of the immediate rhetorical
situation? Those who benefit from homemaking blogs are likely both the authors and the
readers (and many women fill both roles simultaneously) who either uphold the dominant
community values or who wish to join (or more closely adhere) to community values and
are seeking models for participation. Those who don’t benefit are likely women who
want to read and/or write about homemaking within the Christian homemaking
community, but who also want to, or work to, question, subvert, or stray from dominant
ideologies. Homemaking blogs that don’t uphold dominant ideologies may be successful
on their own, but they do not seem to be successful within the blogging community in my
sample, as such subversive blogs were not represented among NetworkedBlogs’ Christian
homemaking blog list, a list generated based readership.
3. What values and beliefs are instantiated within this set of practices?
For the homemaking blog community, common beliefs and values may be stated or
implied, but they are strongly present. Homemaking blogs reinforce the values members
23

I’m not sure how I feel about the use of “dysfunctional” in this case. The editors quote Coe and
Freedman (from “Generative Rhetoric”) as characterizing these questions as “crucial [and] metarhetorical” (qtd. in Coe, Lingard, and Teslenko 6), but the word “dysfunctional” is itself a loaded term,
and privileges the researcher’s definitions of “function” and “dysfunction,” which always will beg the
question: functional or dysfunctional for whom?
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already hold, whether from family, church, or culture, such as traditional gender roles
(Figures 1, 2, and 3), Christian mythologies and their accompanying values (Figures 4
and 5), separation from the “ways of the world,” (Figure 6) proselytization (Figure 7),
childrearing (namely attachment parenting, breastfeeding, and elimination
communication, a practice that largely eschews the use of diapers even for infants)
(Figure 8) and generally conservative (often, though not exclusively, Republican)
political values (Figure 9). These are the more explicit community values –that are often
subjects within blog posts. In a more meta-cognitive sense, the community values the
sharing of experiences, sometimes very personal and intimate, through writing and
image. Blog authors often acknowledge that what they are sharing is intimate in subject
and delivery, but they often also acknowledge that their blog is a safe space for such
sharing because they’ve come to expect the community will support such sharing. The
community also values itself as an important resource and support for existing members
and for those women who are attempting to gain membership; with membership comes
both practical and emotional support, as well as a network of like-minded women who
are eager to form friendships.
4. What are the political and ethical implications of the rhetorical situation
constructed, persona embodied [cf. subject positioning], audience invoked and
context of situation assumed by a particular genre?
I here want to highlight two elements of homemaking blogs that seem relevant to the
ethics of the homemaking blog community. First, homemaking blog authors themselves
often comment on the responsibility they feel toward their fellow homemakers and the
readers of their blog – they often describe their desire to act as guides or mentors to
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younger women just learning the arts of homemaking. Second, and I discuss this at more
length in Chapter Four, the epideictic nature of homemaking blogs, and the strength of
identification they elicit among readers and authors, serves a powerful purpose within the
activity system of the homemaking blog community – in this case, the ethical
implications of homemaking blog genres lie in their power to reinforce and perpetuate
dominant ideologies while functioning as a clear marker of membership.
In the following section, I work toward two goals. First, I work to establish that
the homemaking blog is a genre system; by establishing this, I am able to talk about the
ways in which the homemaking blog functions at both the level of individual genres AND
at the level of genre systems, both levels being important for our understanding of
community rhetoric. Second, using the above-mentioned five questions to guide my
analysis, I work to establish the ways in which each individual genre enacts a common
ideology; I am able to then make claims about the systemic ideology of the homemaking
blog. In short, genre analysis allows us here to better understand how the generic pieces
fit into the ceremonial24 whole, and how both pieces and whole work to reinforce a
common ideological rhetoric for the homemaking blog community, thus furthering our
understanding of how genres themselves are ideologically-significant forms.

Portrait of a Community: Genre Systems
In “Genre Systems: Chronos and Kairos in Communicative Interaction,” Wanda
Orlikowski and JoAnne Yates state that “genre systems serve as organizing structures
within a community, providing expectations for the purpose, content, form, participants,
24

I discuss this concept at more length in Chapter Four, but, briefly, “ceremony” is a term used by Anne
Freadman, most notably in her essay “Anyone For Tennis?” to describe not just rules, but the entire
context that makes up a genre, including elements that are not part of a genres “rules” or “guidelines.”
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time, and place of coordinated social interaction” (104). In this section, I outline the ways
in which the homemaking blog enacts a genre system, and how this system is central to
the formation of both individual and community rhetorics. In their article, Orlikowski and
Yates organize the functions of a genre system by the why, what, how, who/m, when, and
where of the system. I follow this organization in my analysis of the homemaking blog
community’s genre system functions because it provides a clear and consistent
methodology in what is a shifty, often ambiguous, and overlapping subject.
Orlikowski and Yates state that “[t]he genre system provides expectations about
its socially recognized purpose and those of the genres that compose it” (“Genre
Systems” 106). This is the WHY of the genre system. It exists in order for genres to be
able to work together to perform, as Carolyn Miller famously termed it, social actions. A
community has or develops a need for certain forms of communication in order to fulfill
its practical or ideological purposes. The genre system, then, helps members of that
community, or soon-to-be-members just learning about who and what the community is,
know what types and forms of communications are acceptable and expected.
In the homemaking blog, the genres commonly used and accepted as “typical”
clearly work together in a genre system to provide expectations about the social purpose
of homemaking blogging. For example, the genre sets and actions available to the reader
of a blog, such as commenting, emailing the author, “liking” the blog on Facebook,
subscribing to the blog’s RSS feed, “pinning” blog entries to Pinterest, linking to the blog
on their own blog, or responding to the blog on another platform such as Twitter, all
reinforce the socially recognized purpose of blogging as interactive and reciprocal. In a
similar way, the genre sets and actions available to the blog author, such as responding to
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reader comments, posting blog entries that underscore ideologies, controlling how and
when the public is able to access the blog, using genres typical of other blogs within the
community, and linking to other blogs within the community, all reinforce the socially
recognized purpose of blogging as not only interactive and reciprocal, but also as an
individual contribution to a larger community – the blog author has a great amount of
control over the blog’s nature, but the closer the blog aligns to other blogs within its
community, the more effectively it is taken up by a common audience.
Further, Orlikowski and Yates add content to exigence by highlighting that “[a]
genre system provides expectations about the generic content of both the genre system
and its constituent genres” (“Genre Systems” 106). This is the WHAT of the genre
system. Genres do not dictate content, but they do inform both community members and
non-members about what is expected of them. For example, as I discuss at length in
Chapter 4, a popular genre in the homemaking blog genre system is that of the
“testimony,” where an author describes an obstacle or trial that she overcame or endured
through the grace of God. This genre has obvious roots in the Christian faith, and many
blog authors and readers have likely experienced listening to or speaking their own
testimonies in a physical church setting. So not only are members of the homemaking
blog community familiar with what it means to “give testimony,” they are also used to
seeing testimony blog entries on homemaking blogs. This has a two-fold effect, just as
Orlikowski and Yates argue: First, the homemaking blog genre system has provided
expectations about generic content through commonly-reoccurring generic themes, and
second, the constituent genre of “testimony” is reinforced through antecedent
associations and system-wide ideological reinforcement.
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Orlikowski and Yates also note that “[a] genre system provides expectations about
the form of both the genre system and its constituent genres” (“Genre Systems” 106).
This is the HOW of the genre system. Not only does this mean that the medium of
delivery (blogging, internet, computerized, electronic) is an expected form of the genre
system, but also the way a blog looks, how its organized, or the types of fields it has, says
a lot about community expectations. For example, within the homemaking blog
community, the visual aspect of the blog plays a large role in community membership.
Homemaking blogs are often visually centered around themes like “in the kitchen,” “in
the garden,” “country living,” “simple and natural,” “my family,” or traditionally femalecentric colors and patterns like pinks, purples, florals, and the “scrapbook” look.25 If a
homemaking blog doesn’t have these themes or similar ones, it is presumably because
there is a complete lack of visual customization on the blog – any homemaking blogger
who customizes her site tends to customize towards these common themes; given my
data, I am unable to determine whether authors who don’t customize their sites don’t do
so because they choose not to or because they don’t know how. Most blog platforms,
including the most popular, Blogger, allow for custom themes.
There are few, if any, of the 78 blogs in my sample that one might call “modern,”
or “minimalist.”26 Because of the common aesthetic, the genre system provides
expectations about the form of an individual’s blog, but also indicates its place within the
larger activity system of the homemaking blog community. As I discuss at length in the
25

The “scrapbook” look, as are my other descriptions in this sentence, are completely coined by me and
don’t reflect anything the blog authors themselves have stated on their blogs. The “Scrapbook” look is
when a blog theme has the look of layered and patterned paper, decals, coat buttons, hand-cut paper
images, or hand-drawn lettering – all the things you’d see in a hard-copy scrapbook. It’s a popular
aesthetic, though it’s a little hard to describe because each theme has a unique look depending on the
artist/developer.
26
Clean lines, monochromatic color schemes, color blocking, Spartan layouts, etc.
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subsequent section of this chapter, constituent genres (genres that make up sets) are also
rhetorically and generically in line with the larger systematic purposes of the blog system
and the activity system.
If we wish to fully understand how a genre system functions, we must also
understand by whom, or for whom, it functions. Orlikowski and Yates state that “A genre
system provides expectations about participants in specific types of communicative
actions and interactions” (“Genre Systems” 106). This is the WHO/M of the genre
system. In this way, the genre system helps writers imagine their audience, and helps
audiences imagine their authors. Generally speaking, homemaking blog authors write as
though they are speaking to an audience who holds the same value system. While the
particulars of, for example, religious doctrinal beliefs may vary,27 the large ideological
system is assumingly shared between author and audience. Because of this, blog authors
often use genre forms common within Christian religions, such as testimonials, as a form
of ethos (they can “talk the talk,” in other words, because of who they believe their
audience to be).28 In similar fashion, readers often use language within their comments to
build ethos. For example, a comment that begins “Oh, Sister, I’ve been there!” signals
that the commenter is familiar and comfortable with biblical rhetoric (such as calling
other members of one’s church or religion “brother” and “sister”) and so reinforces a
shared value system between author and commenter.
27

These particulars, such as the use of birth control, for example, are discussed less often than one might
imagine, or they are couched in a more communal frame. For example, rather than write a post about
the evils of birth control, an author might instead write a post about the virtues of the rhythm method,
thereby shifting a “don’t do that” lecture into a “try this!” encouragement, even though the warrants
behind such rhetoric remain the same.
28
While I do think “witnessing” or proselytization does play a role in the homemaking blog community, it
doesn’t seem to be a central role for most bloggers. In an epideictic sense, they may witness to other
believers so that everyone’s faith is rejuvenated and strengthened, but rarely do they employ language (I
actually can’t think of, and couldn’t find a single example) that explicitly reaches out to the nonbeliever, the non-Christian, or, in other words, the outsider to the community.
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For whom and by whom a genre system functions is heavily dependent on the
timing of its social action. Orlikowski and Yates state that “[a] genre system provides
temporal expectations (sequencing and pacing or timing) for the entire genre system as
well as specific constituent genres” (“Genre Systems” 107). This is the WHEN of the
genre system, and is a key to understanding how the homemaking blog genre system
functions. As with all blogs, temporality is important, but, as I discuss in the subsequent
section, temporality is not paramount in the homemaking blog as it is within other blog
systems such as the news blog. Because homemaking blogs are blogs, and a blog is, by
virtue of its operation, different from a website because of its dependence on time, the
homemaking blog genre system provides the expectation of frequent posting. However,
the importance of “jumping” through time is highlighted in the specific constituent genres
that allow a reader to browse content non-chronologically, such as the archive page,
categories, tags, popular posts, and menu genres. A blog can’t thrive without frequent
updates, and the most successful homemaking blogs (the ones with the most reader
comments) are updated daily or near daily. The genre system provides the expectation of
frequent updates, while also providing the expectation of access to non-chronological
content.
Finally, Orlikowski and Yates state that “a genre system provides locational
(place) expectations for the genre system and its constituent genres” (“Genre Systems”
107). This is the WHERE of the genre system, and is a particularly tricky and ambiguous
criterion in the digital age. If we assume that the Internet is a location, then where within
that location does the homemaking blog lie? In an age when the online world is almost
inextricable from the offline, it is not enough to say that the homemaking blog is located
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online, because “online” is too big a place.29
I’d like to conclude this section with a nod toward the messiness of genre studies
in general and of genre analysis in particular. In “Fuzzy Genres and Community
Identities: The Case of Architecture Students’ Sketchbooks,” Peter Medway puts it
simply:
Genre theory may amount to little more than this; that it’s helpful to be able to say
that when people do roughly similar sorts of textual things in circumstances
perceived as roughly similar, then we are in the presence or a construct that is a
real social fact – and let’s call it a genre. In doing not more than this, genre theory
takes us a sizable step forward from those taxonomic grids that locate texts in
terms of function, audience level of abstraction, and the like, by adding to those
dimensions an acknowledgement of localized and historical situations types. (141)
In other words, genre theory does not seek to separate and categorize and label and make
static. Instead, genre theory’s greatest asset as a methodical base, I’d argue, is that
analyses of genre are messy because communication is messy. Orlikowski and Yates call
genre systems a form of “choreography” (“Genre Systems” 107), and while my analysis
in this section seeks to separate out the who, why, how, etc. of a genre system, I want to
stress that this is a tool for analysis, not a taxonomy of the genre. Choreography lets us

29

This conception of online “place” has been one that has been difficult to articulate for this project. Early
work in our field, such as that by Selfe and Selfe, moves toward defining and problematizing this
conception, though I believe it has become more problematic over time, as online “place” has moved
from something we access through a computer to something we access almost constantly through
multiple devices, and with the advent of such technology as Google Glass, which makes access to the
“place” of the internet almost indistinguishable from “not-access.” However, if we are to extend the
metaphor of place further, and just as a way to better understand the cultural arena of the homemaking
blog, it seems that the homemaking blog is, perhaps, not located in New York or Los Angeles. Rather, it
might be located in rural Oregon or the fly-over zones of the Midwest. It is important and influential,
politically, socially, and historically, but it does not occupy much of the attention of the mainstream
media.
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know that we’re dancing, and even gives us expectations about what kind of dance we’re
performing, but separating out how we dance, the moves we make, how we look as we
dance, and how we make our viewers feel through our dance, is only an attempt to
describe what actually happens in, as Medway says, the “social fact” that we are dancing.
Platform

Occurrence

Blogger

47

Wordpress

15

Custom

15

Other

1

Table 1
Menu Topic

Occurrence

About

35

Parenting/Family

19

Homeschooling

21

Spiritual

18

Homemaking

22

Ads/PR

10

Contact

13

Food/Kitchen

23

Table 2
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Category

Occurrence

Parenting and Family

32

Daily Walk/Devotions

28

Homeschooling

27

Kitchen/Food Topics

31

Pregnancy

20

Reviews

16

Cleaning/Housekeeping 31
Womanhood

22

Table 3
The Influence of Blog Platform on Genre
The influence of medium on content is nothing new. However, what is new is that the
technological advances in the blog medium are more in the hands of the content providers
(the authors) than they ever have been with previous media. Whatever “web savvy” a
blog author has, obtains, or lacks, has a profound and direct influence on that author’s
ability to communicate through her blog.
As I mention in the first chapter of this study, the advent of such sites as
Blogger.com and Typepad.com have made blogging more accessible to those with littleto-no experience creating online communication. These sites provide ready-made
templates that allow authors to provide content without also needing to provide format or
knowing how to make their content publically available. Blog templates are simple, easy
to use, mostly free, and customizable enough to be attractive to the “everyday,” nonprofessional blogger.
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Because the vast majority of homemaking bloggers fall into the category of nonprofessional blogger, ready-made templates play a large role when authors are building
their sites (and making rhetorical and generic choices). Over half of the blogs in my
research sample (47 blogs, or 60%) were hosted specifically by Blogger, with a number
of others hosted by other free platforms (see Table 1 above). The prevalence of pre-made
templates has important implications for any discussion of blogging genres. In this
section, I explore the ways in which pre-made templates influence blog authors’
rhetorical choices and rhetorical effect, and note how blog authors use the pre-made
forms and genres to their advantage and to further strengthen their membership within the
larger activity system of the homemaking blog community.
The first, and perhaps most striking, difference between pre-made templates and
customized designs30 lies in the amount of personal information given. In one particular
genre heavily influenced by blog platform, the “About Me” genre, authors using premade Blogger templates, on average, write 77 words. In contrast, authors using custom
templates write an average of over 700 words in their “About Me” section. While some
Blogger template users dedicate a separate page to their “About Me” genre, the default
setting is a narrow sidebar form that encourages brevity for the sake of clarity – it’s
awkward to have a long “About Me” running down the entire sidebar of one’s page, and
it’s difficult to read the text box, which is only 5 or 6 words wide. This formal restriction

30

Pre-made templates are those that don’t require any coding work on the part of an author (or a designer
hired by an author). Generally, they are freely available online and can simply be copied and pasted into
the appropriate field on the blog platform’s dashboard. In contrast, customized designs are those that are
built for one particular site. For example, the blog Many Little Blessings features a custom design by
Jessica Barnard, a graphic and web designer at Bourn Creative (this info is available via a link on Many
Little Blessings). Custom designs are obviously not free, so require a certain amount of financial
commitment but generally produce more user-friendly results (authors can have almost complete
control over how their blog looks and functions, what elements is has, even what customized artwork it
displays).
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influences how much a Blogger author tells the reader about herself. While she may be
very candid and open in her daily posts, her “About Me” often reveals only the “bare
bones” of her life. “About Me” sections that read something like “Christian, mother of 5,
homeschooler, wife to Jason” are common in Blogger templates, while custom templates
allow for personal histories, mission statements, testimonies, lengthy descriptions (and
photos) of family members, and any other personal information the author would like to
share. (I discuss the rhetoric of the “About Me” genre at length in Chapter Four.)
Another influence of blog platform lies in the types of genred spaces employed.
Blogger templates provide default genres, even though authors may not use them
effectively. For example, Blogger templates provide a “categories” section, but not all
blog authors use that feature (perhaps only occasionally categorizing a post) or use it
ineffectively (providing a unique category title for each post, defeating the purpose of
categorization).
However, this is not to say that homemaking blog authors are unable to use
Blogger templates to further establish their membership within the homemaking blog
community. As discussed earlier in this chapter, blog authors often use pre-made
templates that reflect their community aesthetic – there are thousands of free, pre-made
Blogger templates, and so even authors using Blogger, with little or no knowledge of
programming languages (such as HTML or CSS) are able to choose an aesthetic that
reflects individual and community values.31 In addition, the ways in which homemaking
blog authors use Blogger features to reflect generic expectations include their use of the
31

Two examples, from among many, of blogs that do this are A Simple Midwest Mom and A Mother’s
Apron, both of which use pre-made templates that highlight an aesthetic of simplicity, blessings, rural
outdoor living, nature, and biblical values (A Simple Midwest Mom’s template features weathered wood
and a picture of a barn, even has the word “blessed” stitched into the border of the blog, while A
Mother’s Apron features flowers and the words “kindness,” “tender,” and “love.”)
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“Lists” and “Links” features – authors commonly create lists of “Best Homeschooling
Textbooks,” “Bible Verses I Love” or “Things I’m Thankful For,” and create lists of web
links with titles such as “Homeschooling Resources,” “My Favorite Recipes,” or “Fun
Activities for Kids,” that serve to reflect not only their individual blog’s purposes, but
also help align them within the larger activity system of the homemaking blog
community.

Formal Elements that Create Rhetorical Genres
In this section, I outline the generic forms common to most homemaking blogs I
analyzed, identifying the ways each form functions rhetorically in order to understand
how it works to underscore shared community ideology. Carolyn Miller argues, in
“Genre as Social Action,” that “genre is a form at one particular level that is a fusion of
lower-level forms and characteristic substance” (163).32 In other words, genre is both the
content of a communication and the form it takes – the two cannot be separated out and
understood separately. A discussion of ideology, motive, and community rhetoric would
not be complete, then, without a discussion of form, as form fuses with characteristic
substance (in other words, typified social action) as genre. By identifying and analyzing
common blog forms, we can see how they inform and are informed by characteristic
substance.
While some may see discussions of generic form as simply a gloss of information
rather than a type of analysis, rhetorical genre theorists often use this sort of discussion as
32

Amy Devitt goes further, in a more recent piece, to say that, “although necessary at times for the analyst,
any distinctions between form and substance or content deny the essential fusion of the two. One does
not exist without the other in the reality of actual texts,” an opinion that seems commonly accepted in
current genre theory (“Re-fusing Form in Genre Study” 34).
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a central analytical element. From Charles Bazerman’s seminal work on the experimental
scientific article genre to Dias, et al.’s Worlds Apart: Acting and Writing in Academic and
Workplace Contexts, along with many other articles, chapters, and books, the practice of
analyzing individual generic elements in order to better understand the whole is a
common one, as it allows scholars to answer questions both of motives and materiality;
what does this genre say, and how does it say it? And what does the combination of the
answers to those two questions tell us about the purpose of the communicative act?
This doesn’t mean, of course, that taxonomy is the end goal. The very basis of
rhetorical genre theory moves inquiry away from such cataloguing (as was, and still is,
more common in literary genre analysis) and toward the analytical act of looking at
pieces in order to better understand the whole, or, in other words, to understand the social
action a form allows, encourages, or discourages. In the case of rhetorical genre theory,
scholars look at generic elements in order to better understand a set or system, and,
ultimately, to better understand particular motives for communicating.
Because of these precedents, my goal in the following section is twofold: first, I
believe it is important to examine each common generic piece of the homemaking blog to
provide a basis for discussing, as Miller called it, the fusion of form and substance that is
genre. Second, to my knowledge, this work has not yet been done on the homemaking
blog community or similar communities, and so this section may provide a basis for
future scholarship, both my own and others’.

Site Genres
In this section, I analyze the static genres that remain constant independent of blog posts.
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While these genres might be thought of as “peripheral to” or “just surrounding” the
content of the blog (in its posts), these genres, which I refer to as “site genres” from here
on, play an integral rhetorical role in the creation, reception, and perpetuation of the
homemaking blog.

Website Title
For this project, I am defining “Website Title” as the static and defined portion of the blog
that occupies the top of the screen and generally includes the blog’s name. In my sample,
website titles (both the graphics and words) ranged from simple pre-formed templates
(Fig. 10) to custom-made art (Fig. 11). However, no matter the level of technical
sophistication present, all titles reflected both the subject matter of their blogs as well as
larger, community-level ideologies. The title serves to identify the purpose and type of
blog, but it also identifies the blog’s membership within the larger community of
homemaking blogs. Examples include: “A Mother’s Apron,” “In the Blessed Wilderness,”
“Old Fashioned Motherhood,” “Sweet Kisses and Dirty Dishes,” “Hallee the
Homemaker,” and “Covenant Homemaking.” Website titles are often accompanied by
subtitles, usually a phrase that more fully explains the website’s purpose or a Bible verse
that embodies the website’s mission (Fig. 12). Visually, each website title reflects topic,
community, and ideology as well. Few website titles have a modern or minimalist look;
instead, most reflect the values central to the authors, with images of homemade goods,
crafts, or family members indicating the authors’ preferred aesthetics (Figs. 13, 14, 15).
The website title, then, is a rhetorical space where blog authors can immediately
create identification with their audience, align themselves with larger ideological
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movements, and establish membership in the larger online community through both
words and visuals. It is also a space for a rhetoric of individuality – a space that will draw
the reader in though the implicit argument that not only is this blog part of a larger
community of common ideologies and goals, but it’s also a unique approach with
something different to offer the reader that other blogs of the community may not have.

Menu Bar
The menu bar, generally either along the bottom margin of the website title space or
along the top right- or left-hand side of the page, gives the reader a navigational guide to
the blog, but also acts as a rhetorical space because it identifies themes and topics
common to the homemaking blog community. The menu bar allows readers to select only
the blog entries under a certain umbrella topic, and hence filter their blog-viewing
experience. For example, many blogs list Recipes, Homeschooling, Family, and Faith, or
some slight variation on those topics, on their menu bar (see Table 2). These topics,
central to the purposes, goals, and values of many homemaking blogs, identify the blog
author as a member of the community, as well as give the reader familiar navigation
options. Unlike the “Categories” space, which I discuss later in this chapter, Menu
options are often more sweeping, large-scale groupings (Fig. 16). For example, a Menu
option might be “Recipes,” while Category options might include “crockpot meals,”
“cakes and cookies,” and “pasta dishes.”
The menu bar, much like the Website title space, serves important functions both to
solidify the blog’s membership within a larger community, and to distinguish its
individual purpose for being. The menu identifies for the reader what is most important to
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the author and her blog’s purpose, but because menu options are often similar across the
blog community, the author and reader both can draw on this shared generic feature to
build a sense of community identity.

Cross-Media Connections
While connections from blogs to other media platforms take various forms within the
homemaking blog genre system, the most common form is a section along the right or
left sidebar near the menu, with themed buttons that allow readers to easily perform
multiple functions, most commonly subscribing to the blog’s RSS feed, emailing the
author, linking to the blog’s Facebook, Google+, Twitter, or Pinterest page, or
subscribing via email (Figs. 17, 18, 19). Cross-media connection forms may also show
the blog’s followers via NetworkedBlogs (Fig. 20) or show the blog’s Facebook followers
(Fig. 21).
Cross-media connections create recursivity and interaction in the blog space,
encouraging participation by the reader in multiple settings. Readers are able to access
multiple platforms through which they can both give and receive communications. Such
connections indicate an author’s complex and prevalent online identity and increase her
ethos as an online presence. Readers can choose the amount and nature of their
participation in the author’s online world – they can subscribe to each post, each
comment, the author’s personal Facebook, the site’s public Facebook, twitter, Pinterest,
Google, and email, or they can pick and choose which of the online components of this
author’s world they’d like to be a part of.33

33

This trend, in part, is reflected in Henry Jenkins’ Convergence Culture. He defines convergence as “flow
of content across multiple media platforms, the cooperation between multiple media industries, and the
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Cross-media connections also foster community development and maintenance.
For example, many of the bloggers in this study are networked with each other via these
other platforms. This is a visible way in which authors of the community are also readers,
and so the boundary between speaker/listener or rhetor/audience is blurred. Such
boundary blurring seems to promote community interaction, with authors and readers
commenting on connections (i.e. a reader mentioning on one blog that she’s also a big fan
of “your friend X’s” blog).
While cross-media connections may seem to foster community development, they
don’t serve to foster community openness; contrary to what one may assume, more points
of connection don’t mean more points of access. In other words, just because a blog
author can be connected via four different platforms doesn’t mean that an outsider can
become part of the community more easily. As in a small town, if everyone knows
everyone, the stranger sticks out more thoroughly. This doesn’t mean, of course, that
outsiders can’t become insiders over time, or that everyone who “likes” a blogger on
Facebook is multiply-connected with everyone else who “likes” that same blog. What it
does seem to mean, however, is that those who are already on the inside of the
community have multiple avenues for maintaining boundaries, preserving ideologies, and
fostering community rhetoric.

Ads
A 2012 entry on NPR’s health blog, Shots, asked the question “When does Mom’s Blog
migratory behavior of media audiences who would go almost anywhere in search of the kinds of
entertainment experiences they wanted” (2) Though Jenkins is identifying a more sweeping, systemic
cultural shift in his book, I believe it is reflected in the smaller moves homemaking readers and authors
make in their cross-media participation,
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Become an Ad?” (8/17/12). In the entry, author Jessica Camille Aguirre explores how the
Federal Trade Commission is handling the uptick in personal blogs, particularly by
mothers, that shill products for companies. A personal blog, such as a “mommy blog” or
a homemaking blog, can become monetized in a few ways: through the author selling ad
space on her blog, through her explicit endorsement of products (for which she is paid),
or through her implicit promotion of products in the content of her post, with this last
category becoming ethically murky if her readers are unaware that she has been paid to
promote those products.34
While the issue of disclosure is something I touch on more at length later in this
project, ads in homemaking blogs take a few different forms, all of which are rhetorically
significant. First, ads often show up where you’d expect them to – along the left or righthand margin, static and clearly separated from the blog text (Fig. 22). This type of ad
space has a clear rhetorical purpose – to highlight products for readers in a traditional
sense (readers will notice the ad, click on it, and be taken to the product website). In
homemaking blogs, these product ads generally reflect themes prevalent in the blog itself
– ads for a homeschool textbook publisher, a meal planning service, or an online
devotional series (Fig. 23). Of course, the ads don’t always reflect the blog’s theme (Fig.
24), but this is an exception to a well-followed rule.
A second type of ad commonly seen in homemaking blogs is the sponsored
contest or “free giveaway” blog post. Rather than being clearly separated from the blog’s
content, this type of ad is presented within a blog post itself (Fig. 25). Usually, the blog’s

34

Of course, some personal blogs feature ads that the blog author has no control over – these ads are put
there by the blog platform’s company, and monetarily benefit the company, not the blogger. I’ve left out
this kind of monetization from my analysis, as it’s not a feature I came across more than once or twice,
and isn’t a part of Blogger, the most frequent platform in my study.
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author asks that readers leave a comment and one comment is chosen at random as the
winner of the giveaway. The giveaway is usually a product that, again, underlines the
themes already prevalent in the blog. Giveaways are often products made by small
companies – soaps, children’s mittens, self-published recipe books – and the author of the
blog usually discloses in the blog entry itself that she either received a sample of the
product, is a friend of the company’s owner, or has some other small connection that
legitimizes the giveaway and provides context for the cross-promotion. While this form
of advertisement is more integrated with the blog’s content, it is still clearly a separate
“type” of blog entry with the explicit purpose of promoting a product.
A third type of ad perhaps shouldn’t be called an “ad” at all. This type of product
promotion involves an agreement between blog author and company that, for example,
the blog author will mention the company brand X number of times per week. While in
many cases, blog authors are required by law to disclose these agreements, such
advertising is rhetorically very different because a) it is virtually indistinguishable from
the other content on the blog, and b) the author’s disclosure is on a separate static page,
which requires a reader to have previously read the disclosure in order to realize that the
blog post she’s reading includes sponsored material (in other words, the disclosure isn’t
right there with the material to remind her that it’s sponsored).
An example of this third type of ad comes from TrinaHolden.com, where the
author, Trina Holden, often promotes various items in her blog posts. A July 2013 post on
pregnancy (“10 Favorite Things That Help Me Love Being Pregnant” 7/23/13) promoted
pregnancy books, vitamins, a fitness website, and a brand of tea. While a savvy reader
may suspect that these recommendations might not just be based on the author’s personal
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experience, it takes a bit of digging to discover, in a separate page, that the author belongs
to a group of bloggers who help each other “promote products,” a phrase that is left
questionably vague. While there may not be any nefarious intent on the part of the
blogger or group, the virtual distance between the product promotion and any information
about promotion practices makes it more difficult for a reader to know whether or not she
is reading a promotion or a personal blog entry.
Some homemaking blogs even court corporate sponsorship. Filling Quiver, a blog
that promotes the quiverfull lifestyle,35 for example, outlines on its “Ads/PR” page why a
company should be interested in promoting their products here, and what exactly the
company will need to do in order to be considered for a “giveaway” or contest post (Fig.
26). Other blogs may have a page that simply states that the author receives
compensation for discussing certain products.
Ads, particularly the second and third types I discussed above, are a rhetorically
tricky element for the homemaking blog author. Above all, blog authors, readers, and the
community at large seem to value authenticity. Living the life, walking the walk, and
actually being homemakers, mothers, Christians, and wives, is an essential part of their
ethos as bloggers. Authors gain credibility by recommending products with which
they’ve had success or which they’ve found useful in their homemaking; however, they
also risk losing that credibility if readers feel they’re simply shilling products with which

35

I’m not sure that “lifestyle” is the right word here, as it’s often referred to as the “quiverfull movement,”
but “lifestyle” seemed a more accurate description of the blog’s focus. Members of the quiverfull
movement believe that it is their duty to have as many children as they can (or as God sees fit to bless
them with) so that they may, in part, work to populate the world with godly men and women. They pull
from Psalm 127:5, which says “Happy is the man that hath his quiver full of them: they shall not be
ashamed, but they shall speak with the enemies in the gate.” They also pull from other verses (Genesis
1:28, 20:18, etc.) that call for being fruitful and multiplying, as well as verses that indicate that God has
complete control over a woman’s womb and can “open and shut” it at His will. The Duggars, with 20
children, are a well-known example of a quiverfull family.
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they have little or no experience. This seems to be a particularly risky move if part of the
author’s ethos is built on being “the mom next door” who is just writing down her
thoughts and wanting to share her experiences, joys, tears, and tips with other women like
her.

Categories
The categories section of the blog allows a reader to read only blog posts on very specific
subjects (Fig. 27). Categories, any number of which are selected or created by the blog
author for each blog post, give insight into how the author defines her own topics; authors
typically create them to enhance the searchabilty of their site (see Table 3 for the most
common category topics). Blog authors simply type a category into a small field before
they publish their post, or choose from a list of categories they’ve previously used. For
example, Noble Womanhood includes categories such as “Refuting Feminism,” “Tea
Time Tuesday,” “Home Education,” and “Hope for Weary Mothers.” Of these categories,
some are straightforward topics, such as how to create a homeschooling unit on long
division, while others share an ideological viewpoint rather than specific subject matter,
such as extolling the biblical virtues of homeschooling. Still others, such as themed
devotionals or photo series, fit into a weekly category or recurring theme that has less to
do with their subject matter than it does their role in the blogger’s schedule.
One of the rhetorical effects of the categories section is that it indicates to the
reader than chronology is less important (though, once one clicks on a particular
category, the relevant posts usually do still appear in reverse chronological order), and
that the blog is to be perused based on need, much more like a dictionary than, say, a
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diary, where chronology is paramount. Categories are visible to readers at the end of each
individual post, and are often also collected into a list on the left or right-hand side of the
blog; readers can select the category they’re interested in, and pull up a list of blog entries
with that particular categorical designation.
In another way, if we imagine the homemaking blog as analogous to a book, then
it is a strange mix of novel, diary, photo album, reference work, and choose-your-ownadventure. I’ve found that my experience as a reader is profoundly different depending on
how I approach each blog. If I peruse by category, I get hints of the person behind the
writing, and snapshots of her life often peek through, but my focus is on specific content
rather than and overarching narrative structure. However, if I read the blog
chronologically, the categories become almost irrelevant, and the personal story is the
connecting thread between entries. In this way, a homemaking blog can provide
profoundly different genre sets that work toward different purposes for individual
readers. Writers facilitate these different readings by providing categories for their
readers, but readers ultimately control how they wish to experience the blog.

Popular/Latest Comments/Posts
Often in a section along the sidebar, the most popular/most recent posts/comments are
showcased for several rhetorical purposes (while this is an automatic feature on most
blog platforms, it is one authors can opt in or out of, at least on Blogger and Wordpress,
and obviously on custom sites). First, the “latest comments/posts” provide a sense of
timeliness for the blog – it is easy for the browsing reader to see how recent the latest
activity really is. Second, the “most popular comments/posts” provide evidence of reader
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participation and interaction. Third and finally, the section provides interest for the new
viewer – it is a snapshot of the blog’s “action” and gives the reader a quick way to judge
whether or not she’s attracted to the topics and tone of both the comments and the posts.
Often, blogs (and this is true of most blogs, not just homemaking blogs) have
regular commenters, those who comment frequently, usually regardless of post topic.
Interestingly, I’ve found that a reader may be a regular commenter on multiple blogs (I
make this assumption because of a common handle and similar writing style/voice). A
regular commenter, whether on one or multiple blogs, is always, without exception in the
blogs I studied, a voice of ideological assent. . In my research, I did not find any regular
commenter who expressed differing ideologies, even if they were occasionally critical of
an individual post (and the criticism is very, very occasional). Regular commenters often
reinforce the community’s dominant ideologies in their interactions with other
commenters as well; a regular commenter may call out another commenter who is
expressing non-dominant ideological viewpoints, taking an authoritative role even though
she is not the blog’s author
As a tool of community boundary enforcement and ideological preservation, the
regular commenter’s function can’t be overstated, and the common blog form that makes
such comments immediately visible to other readers serves to emphasize the important
role commenters such as these play in the formation and maintenance of community
rhetoric.

Copyright Information
Copyrighting and licensing information, usually found along the bottom of the blog page
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(Fig. 28) but sometimes on a sidebar (Fig. 29), provides not only legal information for
other online entities, but also helps the blog author promote transparency, accountability,
and personal ethos. By providing copyright and license information on her blog, an
author is signaling her membership within the large online group of everyone who
produces content on the web. This larger membership, though it’s sometimes framed in a
friendly, down-home way, such as on The Frazzled Mama, where the author states “every
frazzled right reserved” with an accompanying smiley face (Fig. 30), lends a sense of
value and credibility to the author’s writing without necessarily framing the author
herself as a professional writer or blogger – a mix, I’d argue, that works especially well
for the homemaking blog author who strives to seem credible, reliable, relatable, and
trustworthy, but who doesn’t necessarily want to be thought of as having any profession
besides mothering, homemaking, or homeschooling.

About Me
Though the “About Me” page or section is a complex and rich space that serves to
promote and uphold community ideologies, which I discuss at length in Chapter Four, I
will only mention it here as a near-constant genre form in the homemaking blog. It is
highly sensitive to platform issues (i.e. “About Me” sections on Blogger-hosted blogs
usually look different than “About Me” sections on other platforms, and serve different
rhetorical purposes), and yet is a highly-charged, high-stakes element in which much of a
blog author’s identity is encapsulated. This page often works to highlight the author’s
identity, purpose for writing, and authority within the community, and even functions as a
testimonial, all of which serves to reinforce the role of the author as a worthy and
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worthwhile voice within the community.

Archive
A blog’s archive, sometime appearing in a sidebar (the Blogger default option, though it
can easily be changed) (Fig. 31) or as a separate page, gives the reader a map, much as a
table of contents serves a printed book. Organized by date (and, in professionallydesigned blogs, sometimes by topic, but this isn’t common), the archive allows readers to
select any blog post without scrolling back through each page. Rhetorically, the archive
function exists much for the same reason that categories exist – on the assumption that
blog readers want multiple ways to access blog posts, and that the most recent post isn’t
necessarily more valuable than a post written three years ago.

Links
As a common sidebar section, often titled “Favorite Links,” “Blogs I Read,” or a similar
variation, a list of links ties the author to the homemaking community in several ways
(Fig. 32). First, her links define her as a reader rather than just a writer, and, in most
cases, her links define her as a reader of other homemaking blogs or of websites
concerned with common homemaking topics (recipe sites, homeschool resource sites,
etc.); she exists in the community not only as a producer, but also as a consumer of
information. Second, by exhibiting her links, the author is building ethos as a member of
the community “in the know” about blogs similar to her own, strengthening ties across
the community. In the process of conducting my research, I quickly came to the
realization that the many of the bloggers in my sample were reading each other’s blogs.
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They would reference each other in posts by name, and would commonly draw upon
similar sources for inspiration – this reciprocal relationship is clearly reflected in the
“Links” genre.36
As a tool of community building and maintenance, links provide a quick and easy
way for a potential reader to see if the blog they’ve clicked on is “legitimate” in its
community membership; of course, such a judgment can only be made by a potential
reader who is already a community member herself, and so this “insider knowledge” is
unavailable to those outside the community. Much like jargon or insider discourse, the
link list is useful to community members, and provides them with heightened sense of
their belonging in the community,37 while it does nothing for outsiders, and only
reinforces their outsider status by their inability to use such knowledge.

Posts
Within each blog post itself, there are multiple generic fields that contribute to the
rhetorical effect of the post and the overall blog. In this section, I transition from the
previous section, in which I described the more static genres surrounding blog posts.
Here, I briefly describe each of the common generic fields38 within a homemaking blog

36

I’m reminded here of early Internet use of “web rings” which allowed the reader to browse websites
within a certain category by clicking a link on the bottom of a website which would take them to the
next website in the “ring.” In the wake of efficient search engines, these web rings seem to have largely
disappeared, or, I’d argue, have taken the slightly different form of the “links” section at least in the
homemaking blogosphere – while the “links” section is not necessarily reciprocal, there is often such
profound overlap that the “links” form a sort of web ring. The move from formality (stated membership
in a particular closed group of web sites, as the web ring operated) to informality (a casual, unregulated,
but none-the-less strong bond through linking) would make for an interesting topic in the study of
antecedent online genres and genre adaptation.
37
One could argue, then, that the link form is profoundly epideictic (a term I discuss at length in relation to
genre in Chapter Four), as are many of these forms. In fact, one could argue that all the typified forms I
discuss in this section are epideictic, as they serve to reinforce what community members already
expect/believe about their rhetorical and ideological experience with homemaking blogs.
38
I use the term “generic field” here because a) “field” is a common term used to describe website “parts”
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post itself.

Title
A blog post title, created by the author, is a quick identifier of the post topic. It is
generally straightforward and informative in nature (Examples: “Quick Crockpot
Casserole Recipe,” “Edward’s 9th Birthday Party,” “Matthew 3:16 Devotional
Reflections”). Because readers often scan blogs rather than reading them chronologically
or in full, the post title allows for the reader to make a quick decision about whether or
not she’d like to read that particular post. A rhetorically savvy blog author keeps her titles
short, punchy, and to the point in order to meet her readers’ online reading habits.

Author
Usually a function of platform (it’s a required default setting in Blogger), the author field
generally falls directly beneath the title, and simply states that the post is “by” the blog
author’s online handle (this can be modified on Blogger). This is useful when there is
more than one contributor to a blog, but in the case of solo authorship, as is the case in all
the blogs I studied, it often feels unnecessary. However, the reinforcement of
“authorship” as an important part of blogging creates some rhetorically complex
questions about the role of identity and personal ethos in the blogosphere that are ripe for
further study.

Time and Date Stamping

or “sections” within a page, and b) these fields are generic because they embody typified rhetorical
actions.
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Both time and date stamps are common on most blogs, indicating the importance of
timeliness in blogging. However, for the majority of women in my sample, time and date
stamps are default settings on their Blogger-hosted blogs, and so reflect (as do many of
the other genre forms I discuss) the needs and values of the blogosphere as a whole rather
than any rhetorical choice unique to homemaking bloggers.

Category
As I discussed in the previous section, categories play an important rhetorical role in
blogging. On most blogs, within an individual post, a reader is able to click the linked
categories and go to a page that lists all posts in that category. This makes it easy for a
reader to go from chronological-based browsing to subject-based browsing. Rhetorically,
categories listed within the post itself (usually at the bottom, but sometimes just under the
title) give the reader an idea of how to read the post, acting as a framing device for the
reader’s experience of the post. If a post is about how to grocery shop for a large family
on a small budget, categories like “frugality,” and “couponing” might be obvious links,
but other categories, more value-laden (like “God provides,” “blessings, “ or “simple
living”), may have an effect on how the reader processes what she’s reading.
For example, if a post is about how an author’s son has recently been diagnosed with
leukemia and a listed category is “God is my strength,” the reader is reminded of the
religious ideology that guides the author’s interactions with all life events – bad news is
met with a sense of Godly perseverance – and the rhetoric common to all community
members is reinforced through a category label. In addition, clicking on the “God is my
strength” category link will take the reader to all other posts within that category, creating
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connections between posts which may not seem obvious on the surface – if a post about a
son’s leukemia and a post about struggling to make ends meet are both under the same
category, readers will experience those two posts as ideologically connected in a way
they wouldn’t have if not for the category function of the blog.

Post a Comment
While the setup and interface of the blog commenting feature is a product of platform,
commenting is common to all the blogs in my sample, and indeed is one of the most
central features to blogging in general. Comments obviously are a driving force behind
the sense of community in blogging – readers read, then comment, becoming authors
themselves. The blog’s author then responds to her readers’ comments; with her reply
being another comment in the sequence, she becomes a commenter in turn. This backand-forth between reader and author is very common, with some authors taking the time
to respond to each and every comment they receive, often replying multiple times as the
conversation evolves in the comment section. This allows reader and author both to take
on multiple roles – teacher, learner, arguer, confidante, mentor, regulator – in one space.
I discuss commenting itself as a genre set in later chapters, but as a genre form,
the comment space on a blog varies quite a bit, as determined both by authorial
preference and platform default or constraint. Authors must ask the following questions
as they set up or modify their blog: do commenters have to leave a name, email, or
website with their comment? Do they need have an account and be logged in (especially
in Blogger-hosted blogs) in order to comment? Is the comment field threaded (do replies
to a comment fall directly under the comment?) and how deeply? Does the blog use anti-
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spam features such as a Captcha?
These individual rhetorical choices reflect how the blog author assumes her
readership will interact with her blog entries – will there be a lot of back-and-forth among
commenters (the need for deeply-threaded comments)? Does the blog receive spam (the
need for spam filters)? Is a certain level of transparency desired (the need for personal
information)? By answering these questions, authors, even within the constraints of blog
platform, are making rhetorical choices about who they think their readers are and how
they hope interaction will occur.

Subscribe to Comments
Another common blog entry component is the ability to subscribe to the comments on
that particular entry, with each entry allowing for separate subscription. This elevates the
importance of comments – they are worth subscribing to, just like posts. It also assumes
that readers will be following the conversation happening in the comments – rather than
just reading a post, commenting, and moving on, readers will comment and then want to
know what comments come after theirs, what comments respond to theirs, and will likely
comment again in an ongoing conversation.

Conclusion
All of the above-discussed forms, sometimes overlooked as important parts of rhetorical
genres, are complex sites of communication; fused with higher-level generic elements,
they build and maintain community, and in order to understand how the homemaking
blog functions generically, it is important to acknowledge the role form plays. As I’ve
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shown, each element (genre or genre set) requires blog authors to make choices about
how they’ll communicate based variously on guiding ideologies, audience, antecedent
genre forms, and available technologies, even if that’s as seemingly-simple a choice as
opting in or out of a default option on Blogger. These choices, in turn, work to further
identify blog authors as members of the larger activity system of the homemaking blog
community, and so serve important rhetorical and ideological purposes.
In this chapter I have explained how individual genres, genre sets, and genre
systems work to reinforce activity system ideologies. Specifically, I examined common
genres within the homemaking blog in order to determine their rhetorical significance and
tie them to larger ideological purposes. I have also demonstrated the ways in which the
homemaking blog works as a genre system, as separate from genres, genre sets, and
activity systems.
In addition, I have shown how the genre system of the homemaking blog
functions as an ideologically rich site for community value reinforcement. It is important
to understand the systemic nature of the homemaking blog in order to understand how an
individual blog can serve to reinforce the values of a community much larger than that
individual blog’s readership; through the typified features and common social action
across blogs, not just within them, community ideologies are sustained.
I build on this background in the next chapter with a detailed analysis of audience
and public media and examine how new media publics influence and are influenced by
genre use, adaptation, and generation. Specifically, I focus on Michael Warner’s theory of
publics in order to examine the commenting genres and genre sets found within
homemaking blogs, and through my analysis I build a deeper understanding of how
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genre, ideology, and audience work, sometimes together and sometimes at odds, to form
communication.
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CHAPTER THREE
“ALL THIS ONLINE-NESS”: PUBLICS, UPTAKE, AND META-GENRE
Introduction
In the previous chapter, I examined the homemaking blog as an activity system, arguing
that individual genre elements work together to uphold and reinforce community
ideologies. I demonstrated the rhetorical nature of generic elements within the
homemaking blog and argued that the effect of homemaking blog rhetoric is to reinforce
community values.
In this chapter, I argue that because of the nature of online communities,39 in order
to fully understand the homemaking blog activity system, we must first understand the
nature of new media publics. I begin with an overview of Michael Warner’s theoretical
framework of publics, which I employ in my analysis of the homemaking blog activity
system. First, I discuss the nature of homemaking blogs’ publics, according to Warner’s
defining elements of publics. I then argue for the counterpublic nature of the
homemaking blog (according to Warner, a public may simultaneously be a counterpublic;
the two are not mutually exclusive). By examining the homemaking blog through the lens
of Warner’s theories of publics and counterpublics, I show how homemaking blog
authors individually negotiate their new media public and argue that as a community,
homemaking bloggers and commenters enact a counterpublic through their rhetorical
moves, the effect of which is to strengthen ideological ties within the virtual community
39

For a good, and recent, discussion on this topic, see Jeffrey T. Grabill & Stacey Pigg (2012): “Messy
Rhetoric: Identity Performance as Rhetorical Agency in Online Public Forums,” Rhetoric Society
Quarterly, 42:2, 99-119. Grabill and Pigg argue that identity is a less accurate term to describe online
rhetorical moves than agency, a distinction which, as I discuss further into this chapter, Warner echoes
in his discussion of publics, though he affords readers less agency than do Grabil and Pigg.
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by setting it apart from other seemingly-similar communities.
After establishing the counterpublic nature of the homemaking blog, I next move
to tie homemaking publics to the theory of uptake. I make this connection because uptake
within a counterpublic, I argue, is central to the anticipation and realization of
community-strengthening rhetoric. I examine homemaking blog comments as evidence of
counterpublic uptake, and using Anne Freadman’s metaphor of “uptake as ceremonial” in
conjunction with Warner’s notion of publics allows me to argue that the role of
commenting within the homemaking blog reinforces possible uptakes, further
strengthening community ideologies.
One specific way in which homemaking blog authors negotiate and anticipate
such comment-driven uptake is through their use of meta-genre (genres that articulate
how other genres should/can function). In this chapter, I further my arguments about
homemaking blog ideologies by connecting uptake to meta-genre; I show how
homemaking blog authors take up their own social action. I argue that homemaking blog
authors’ use of meta-genres also works to reinforce community ideologies. I ultimately
conclude that the counterpublic construction of the homemaking blog community has a
profound effect on genre uptake, reinforcing community boundaries and strengthening
insider/outsider dichotomies.
One useful lens through which to view the homemaking blog community is
Warner’s theory in his book Publics and Counterpublics. For Warner, a public “is the
only kind of public for which there is no other term. Neither crowd nor audience nor
people nor group will capture the same sense” (51). Unlike audience or group, a public is
completely text-based, and is “a space of discourse organized by nothing other than
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discourse itself […] it exists by virtue of being addressed” (50). The public doesn’t exist
outside of the text – even in the case of a common interest. Warner calls this the
“conundrum of the self-creating public” (50), and argues that even when a text seems to
be speaking to a well-defined, already-existing group, the public for that text always
includes strangers (i.e. a text written to just a group of friends would not constitute a
public at all) and so cannot be defined by anything other than the discourse itself.
Warner provides some examples of publics – “The people, scholarship, the
Republic of Letters, posterity, the younger generation, the nation, the Left, the movement,
the world, the vanguard, the enlightened few, right-thinking people everywhere, public
opinion, the brotherhood of all believers, humanity, my fellow queers” (55) – and I argue
that “homemaking blog readers,” along with many other blog readerships, fits easily
within this list. The blog readers who homemaking blog authors address fulfill the criteria
Warner puts forth to define publics.40 Warner argues that there are definable elements to
publics. In this section, I discuss each one, tying it to my analysis of homemaking blog
genre functions in order to show how the homemaking blog activity system is functioning
as a public.
In the homemaking blog, as in many blogging communities, readership and
membership is entirely driven by self-determined actions. Starting a blog, for example,
does not require the permission of any person or body, and requires very little technical
knowledge – most blog platforms are designed for the non-technical user and are free,
40

Though this isn’t something Warner discusses much, it seems important to note the recursive nature of
the homemaking blog community means that blog authors are also blog readers, while blog readers are
also authors through, at least, their comments, further solidifying the homemaking blog activity system
as a public. In other words, while the homemaking blog community is an insular one, authors are
always speaking, at least in part, to strangers, and their rhetorical negotiation of known and unknown
audience members means that their blogs are public texts, no matter how narrowly they imagine their
ideal audience to be.
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easy to use, and readily accessible on multiple operating systems. Readers, in a similar
fashion, can easily access homemaking blogs on multiple systems and platforms, and are
not required to gain admission through any fact but their own interest. In addition, not
only are homemaking blog publics self-organized, they also exist organized solely around
discourse – there is no other necessary feature to readership than desire to access, and
homemaking blog publics exist only by virtue of attention.
Much in the same way, Warner argues that a public is self-organized (50). In other
words, there is no organizing force that, top-down, bottom-up, middle-out, or in any other
way, creates or delineates a public. No group of people is necessarily a public, apart from
the attention they give to a text, and so no public can be, in a sense, organized “before the
fact.” While, as Warner notes in his discussion of text circulation, there are social patterns
that publics often follow, each public is organized solely around discourse.41
While the homemaking blog community is self-organized, it is also a public that
is diffuse and dispersed. In the homemaking blog, though readers and authors often
identify themselves, whether with their real names or screen names, and while most
authors and commenters who identify their location live within the United States, the
universal accessibility of the web, along with ever-increasingly accurate translation
software, means that at any time, the homemaking blogs’ public may constitute anyone
with access to the internet, whether via computer, smartphone, or other networked device.
Warner argues that such a diffuse and dispersed community constitutes a public,
which is a relation among strangers (55). For example, writing an email to a group of
41

Though real-life connections may exist, to some degree, in the homemaking blog community, I think it
unlikely, given the geographic spread and often isolated rural areas homemaking bloggers live in, that
such connections are common. Though I have no hard data for this, in my study I rarely came across
authors or commenters who mentioned knowing each other “outside” of the digital realm. The
occasional exception is when an author’s mom comments on her blog.
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colleagues does not constitute a public, because all the readers of the email are known. Of
course, this doesn’t mean that no one else will ever read the email (and maybe in 100
years, the email will become a scholarly artifact read and analyzed by unknown
academics). However, a public is not addressed by the email, and so a public is not
constituted. Warner states that a public “is always in excess of its known social basis”
(55), though he acknowledges that the boundaries between texts with and without publics
is not a “sharp” one (50). An email without a present public may later, in a different
circulation at a different time, have a future public. This vast “excess of …known social
basis” means the homemaking blog public, like many other online publics, has readers
truly being connected only through their attention to discourse.
In a seeming contradiction to its diffuse nature, homemaking blog readers are
often addressed by blog authors as “dear readers,” “dear sisters,” or “my friends”; the
indefinite nature of such readers both contains and explodes the homemaking blog public.
On one hand, the narrow focus, prominent ideology, and particular positioning of
homemaking blogs means that a blog author has a likely and specific idea of the type of
reader she is writing to. On the other hand, the writer is writing to an indefinite audience,
not a particular one, and so a blog author must speak to “evangelical homemaking
women who read homemaking blogs,” though the blogs’ public includes others (my own
readership is a case in point here, though homemaking blog authors likely do not think of
“women writing dissertations” as part of their social pattern).
Warner’s theory of publics can help us better understand such a contradiction.
Warner argues that the address of public speech is both personal and impersonal. In other
words, when we are addressed by a text, we know it’s not to us as specific individuals,
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but to, as Warner puts it “the stranger we were until the moment we happened to be
addressed by it” (57). Warner notes that this idea of “personal and impersonal” address is
missing from what is perhaps the most famous and established concept of public – Louis
Althusser’s conception of interpellation in ““Ideology and Ideological State
Apparatuses.” In Althusser’s example, a police officer shouts at a man on the street. As
the man realizes he’s being hailed, he is interpolated as a subject. However, as Warner
notes, this interpellation is a specific one – the man being hailed is being hailed in only a
personal way. He is the only man being hailed, and so the policeman’s shout is not also to
others – it is to him only. For a public to exist, argues Warner, the policeman must be
addressing indefinite others, not singling one man out (58). When we are singled out by a
text, address, speech, etc., it is “not on the basis of our concrete identity, but by virtue of
our participation in the discourse alone and therefore in common with strangers (58). To
address a public, the policeman must, in effect, shout out to “men who cross streets,” not
a man crossing a street, and, in the same way, we see homemaking blog authors speaking
to “women who read homemaking blogs” in both a personal (“Dear Sister”) and
impersonal way (“Dear Sister” appeals to all women reading the blog).
One effect of the distinction between Althusserian and Warnerian conceptions of
public interpellation is that, as Warner emphasizes, though a public is always “in excess
of its known social basis,” and so includes more than one man crossing one street, it is
“not imaginary in the same way as writing to Pinocchio is” (55). This social basis of
publics means that, to stay with Althusser’s example, a policeman wouldn’t address “men
who cross streets” as public if no man had ever crossed a street. The exigence for
speaking, for creating a text, for addressing a public, comes from a social base, and so a
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public is indefinite but not indefinable.42
Because of the “indefinite but not indefinable” nature of its public, there is a clear
“real path for the circulation of discourse” in the homemaking blog community (Warner
62), based on the shared values exhibited through the way blog authors characterize their
readers. As I mentioned above, authors often address their “dear readers,” or “dear
sisters,” or even, more specifically, “sisters in Christ” or “sisters in ministry;” not only
does this hearken back to a type of Austenian “dear reader” rhetoric that seems popular
among women who often idealize and romanticize “old-fashioned values,” both authors
and readers/commenters, it also creates ties to Biblical rhetoric, in which writers,
particularly of the gospels, address readers as “brothers and sisters.” This specific
address, while indefinite, signals an uptake based on patterns founded in social bases of
romanticized culture and biblical rhetoric.
The reinforcement of ideology and generic purpose through uptake, as blog texts
circulate, allows both authors and readers to imagine the social basis of the homemaking
blog activity system’s public in specific ways that foster community values. Warner
argues that a public is the social space created by the reflexive circulation of discourse.
He claims, in other words, that “[it] is not texts themselves that create publics, but the
concatenation of texts through time. Only when a previously existing discourse can be
supposed, and a responding discourse be postulated, can a text address a public” (62). To
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Warner’s concept of attention here is central to the homemaking blog, and is important for researchers to
remember, given how easily conservative, particularly evangelical, women are typecast into particular
roles by those outside. Women who blog in this community may have greatly different doctrinal beliefs
– Mormonism, Catholicism, and evangelical Christianity would seem to be at odds within any gathering
of religious individuals. However, these doctrinal differences are not what constitute the homemaking
blog public, and so are not criteria on which members pass judgment; the criteria which DO matter, as I
discuss in earlier chapters, are more likely to be ideological views on motherhood, wifehood, and the
role of women in modern society.
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again use Althusser’s concept of interpellation as an example for contrast, a policeman
yelling out to a man across the street doesn’t allow for that yell to circulate before and
after. In contrast, a policeman addressing “men who cross streets” allows for the reflexive
circulation of discourse through time – future men may hear the address, and men in the
past may have heard it as well.
However, it is not “mere consecutiveness in time” that creates the necessary link
between past, present, and future discourse. Warner argues that this link, “social in
character,” is “a context of interaction” (62). In other words, because the public imagined
by the author of a text is not totally made up, but is rather “recognized as a real path for
the circulation of discourse,” that “path” is a social characterization.43 Texts do not
circulate willy-nilly – they follow patterns, or paths, with social bases. The link, then, is a
social space realized through shared attention circulated over time rather than
(necessarily) shared space.
Given the role of time in the constitution of publics, temporality becomes both
more and less important in the homemaking blog, based on individual reader’s purposes.
On one hand, the nature of the frequently-updated blog highlights the importance of
temporality, as the newest text is presented as the most important, most visible, and most
relevant to the reader. However, as I discussed in Chapter Two, many of the genres
present in the homemaking blog, such as archiving and categorizing of blog posts,
highlight the unimportance of temporality; a reader may be just as interested in a post
published two years ago, based on content or theme, as one published two minutes ago.
43

I use Warner’s terms here, instead of what is perhaps a more traditional or central concept of “audience,”
as I think “audience” is more often imagined or theorized as being based in more than discourse.
Audiences share more than publics, at least in the way I understand their differences; imagining an
audience as one that exists through time and space, only being constituted in the moment of attention,
might be a hard sell to many modern rhetoricians, particularly those in the tradition of Bitzer, etc.
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The genres prominent in the homemaking blog signal that circulation is not as dependent
on time for its patterns of readership as, say, a print newspaper or journal may be.
As Warner argues, publics act historically according to the temporality of their
circulation (68). With the advent of technology, textual circulation, and the temporality
of such circulation, changes dramatically. The printing press made books more affordable
and accessible to a larger population, and typecasting meant that printing could be done
even more cheaply and quickly, giving rise to periodical publications and a larger literate
public.44 More recently, the advent of the screen has again fundamentally changed the
way we view texts and consider ourselves as members of a public.
Warner’s criterion of circulation through time is perhaps the one most affected by
the advent of online texts and online publics, such as the homemaking blog community.
Warner notes that new media and the Internet may be “profoundly changing the public
sphere […] through the change they imply in temporality” (68). Though he acknowledges
that “the extent to which developments in technology will be assimilable to the temporal
framework of public discourse remains unclear,” that the extent will enact a profound and
essential change is, by now, I think, undeniable. Warner notes that “circulation,” as a
category of analysis in his theory of publics, may need to be abandoned all together,
eventually, as the nature of how and when people read changes so drastically to render
local or temporally-based circulations meaningless or even absent.
In conclusion, while scholars of various disciplines could profitably study online
genres through a variety of theoretical lenses, my interest lies in the relationship between
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For an in-depth look at these developments in American culture, see Volume Two of A History of the
Book in America: An Extensive Republic: Print, Culture, and Society in the New Nation, 1790-1840
(Ed. David Hall, 2010), which underscores the relationship between physical affordances in technology
and cultural and social shifts within the reading public.
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genre, ideology, and the publicness of the homemaking blog. Michael Warner’s
scholarship, which is often closely associated with queer theory scholarship, may seem
like a strange lens through which to better understand rhetorical genre practices in the
homemaking blog. However, I find that Warner’s discussion of publics and
counterpublics is useful in understanding the social action that surrounds homemaking
blog communities. I believe that the articulation of the homemaking blog community as a
public is an essential foundation to our understanding of genre uptake within the
community.

Counterpublics
For rhetorical genre theory, Michael Warner’s theory of publics is important in the study
of genre formation and adaptation – how does a genre’s public influence its possible or
likely uptake, and how do publics partake in the social action of genre? For my project
specifically, exploring the publics of the homemaking blog activity system allows both a
broader and deeper view of the context in which the system functions, and Warner’s
theory of counterpublics, which are publics that exist in contrast to dominant publics,
complicates homemaking blog genres and purposes in unique and useful ways by
showing how community members, both authors and reader-commenters, define the
boundaries of their discourse.
Publics are not mutually exclusive to counterpublics, and in this section I explore
the ways in which the homemaking blog public is also a counterpublic. The significance
of seeing the homemaking blog public as a counterpublic lies in its relationship to
dominant ideology, and how that relationship influences genre function. In the previous
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section, I established that the homemaking blog activity system has a public, and that it
anticipates and engages with that public in particular ways. In this section, I argue that,
through Warner’s theory, we can understand the homemaking blog activity system as a
particular type of public, a counterpublic, in order to more fully grasp how its members
define the boundaries and permit or police boundary-crossing. Such a discussion furthers
our understanding of the ways in which ideology and genre work to reinforce communal
purposes and goals.
Warner argues that any conception of a public as unified or as an entity with unity
is an ideological conception. The “unity of the public” depends on many ideological
factors: “it depends on the stylization of the reading act as transparent and replicable…
on institutionalized forms of power to realize the agency attributed to the public… [and]
on a hierarchy of faculties that allows some activities to count as public or general, while
others are thought to be merely personal, private, or particular.” It is because of this
unifying function of ideology that some publics seem more universal than others, or that
“some publics…are more likely than others to stand in for the public” (84). In other
words, in order to conceptualize of “a public,” we use highly ideological constructs, and,
as a result of such constructs, some publics are easily interchanged with “the public,”
further solidifying their dominant ideological perspectives.
Because ideology often glosses over (or subsumes) the complex, contradictory
nature inherent in any public, no matter how seemingly “universal” that public appears,
we can’t understand what a counterpublic is without acknowledging that both dominant
publics and counterpublics are ideological “in that they provide a sense of active
belonging that masks or compensates for the real powerlessness of human agents in
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capitalistic society” (Warner 81).45 However, dominant publics and counterpublics differ
in some significant ways. First, a counterpublic “maintains, at some level, conscious or
not, an awareness of its subordinate status. The cultural horizon against which it marks
itself off is not just a general or wider public, but a dominant one.” Second, “the conflict
extends not just to ideas of policy questions, but to the speech genres and modes of
address that constitute the public and to the hierarchy among media.” Third and finally,
the discourse that constitutes a counterpublic “is not merely a different or alternative
idiom, but one that in other contexts would be regarded with hostility or with a sense of
indecorousness” (86). In the following pages, I discuss these three defining
characteristics of counterpublic in their relationship to and presence in homemaking
blogs, and I argue that by so clearly defining itself as a counterpublic, the homemaking
blog activity system is able to better solidify members’ insider status, and can more easily
police its boundaries, not only through content, but through genre and mode as well. And
because I established in the previous section that the homemaking blog is a public, we
can discuss the ways in which homemaking blog readership, circulation, and temporality
(and Warner’s other criteria for “publicness” of a text) function rhetorically. In other
words, a counterpublic is also (or necessarily) a public, and the nature of its public still
concerns us as we consider its counterpublic-ness.
Counterpublics, first, mark themselves in contrast to a dominant public. The
rhetorical move of “us, not them” doesn’t only characterize authors, but also defines who
the authors anticipate will be their public. It is not simply that homemaking blog publics
45

Of course, this idea comes fairly directly from Marxist and Foucauldian critical theories of power
structures. Warner, it seems, would agree that even sites of resistance are interpolated into the power
structures they work against – there is no escaping ideology. I would afford “human agents” more
power than Warner does, but I don’t think this difference weakens his point about the power of ideology
within both publics and counterpublics.
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are different than dominant publics, or are a subset of dominant publics. Rather, they are
engaged because they are “not” dominant – they contrast and separate themselves.
For example, much of the rhetoric on homemaking blogs has to do with defining
the public as separate from “the world”- conservative Christians, here, become the public,
and are contrasted with all others (“the world”) who are not conservative Christians.
Conservative Christians are not imagined as a subset of “the world,” but are constructed
as being “in but not of” it.46 In her blog, A Joyful Heart for Home, Gabrielle urges her
readers to fight against dominant ideologies:
Right now, we are living in the midst of a revival. A revival to return to
godly, biblical living. There are growing numbers of families and
individuals who are choosing to go against the popular American ways of
life. To fight for what is right in God's eyes, not mans. To live based on
godly convictions instead of trendy fads. To raise our children with a
biblical worldview not a secular one. To live a life that is pleasing to
God. A way of living that makes the feminist and liberals scared. We are
the greatest threat to their political agendas. And we as a people are
growing in number, daily, by reproducing the image of God through
having more children or adopting unwanted children and raising them to
follow the Lord.” (A Joyful Heart for Home “Who Then Shall We Vote
For?” 10/29/12 Gabrielle)

46

This is common biblical rhetoric that references 1 John 2: 15-17, in which John urges the young church
to love not the world, though how exactly Christians should enact this is contested. Some religions
eschew all modern technologies such as electricity or motor vehicles, while others simply call for their
members to be wary of secular attractions. The women in this study’s sample obviously use modern
technology, and so their calls to love not the world seems to stem from a desire to not engage with
secular ideology, which can lead to sin and separation from God.
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The values she outlines here are numerous, but all serve to separate, to contrast, her
public from a dominant one. Her readers are going “against the popular American ways
of life,” they are living” based on godly convictions instead of trendy fads,” and they are
making “the feminist and liberals scared.” These are clear rhetorical moves that not only
define the blogs counterpublic in contrast to a dominant public, but move to define the
counterpublic with “not dominant” as its ideological center.
In her blog, Titus 2 Homemaker, Rachel Ramey takes a similar view, but in even
clearer terms:
The righteous have always been a remnant, not a majority. We’re like
Gideon. There are not enough of us to win this war. To pretend there are,
and try to do it the world’s way will fail miserably. We are better off doing
without those who are fearful and taking our new, even smaller minority
and standing for truth and trusting God. (“Lament, Mourn, and Weep”
11/7/12)
Ramey defines her public as “a remnant,” not as a lack but as a virtue – comparing her
public to Gideon, an Israelite who conquered an army much larger than his own.47
Separation and minority isn’t just a fact of the homemaking blog counterpublic, it’s a
defining ideological feature, one to be emphasized and upheld.
The contrast of a counterpublic discourse against a public one influences not only
the content and policy of such a counterpublic, but extends to genres, modes, and media.

47

Judges 6-7. Gideon was chosen by God to conquer the heathen Midianites ruling the Israelites. When he
gathered a large army, God told him the army was too large, and Gideon sent most of his men away – he
was left with only 300 men from an original 32,000; Gideon’s small army went on to defeat the
Midianites. Gideon’s victory is often used in religious rhetoric to illustrate how trusting in God, despite
overwhelming odds, will profit the believer.
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In other words, homemaking blog counterpublics are anticipated through not only what
authors say, but how they say it. The genre of the testimony serves an apt example of this.
The testimony is a popular genre, used in many contexts, both religious and secular.
However, the testimony seen in the homemaking blog provides a contrast to secular
testimonies. Homemaking blog testimonies are testimonies in the purest religious sense
of the term – sharing with a public notable workings of God in one’s life and how such
workings affirmed one’s faith or adherence to particular tenets of one’s faith.48
A blogger who goes by the handle “Mama Rachel,” a Mormon mother of 13,
provides a testimony in her post “The Purpose of Motherhood” that serves to define the
testimony genre as counter to dominant ideology. Mama Rachel relates a recent
conversation she had with a friend, also a mother of many, who is feeling depressed
because her child-bearing years are over and she feels her purpose in life has ended.
Mama Rachel says, “After an afternoon, evening, and night of pondering and rolling her
questions over in my mind, I feel I can now better share my heart and convictions on the
subject.” Here she is clearly defining testimony not in the sense of “courtroom testimony”
or “impartial truth” but as a statement of value.
Mama Rachel goes on to make her case for the importance of motherhood by
arguing that motherhood “is more than bearing children. While the sacrifices we make to
bring children into the world are sacred and humbling, the days beyond are where the true
journey of courage and sanctification live.” This is the truth as she sees it; it is her
testimony, as an expert at mothering and as a religious woman, that creates her ethos. She
further works to contrast her truth against her construction of dominant ideology: “This
48

This is my general definition of testimony within homemaking blogs. Each religion uses slightly different
language to describe the act and purpose of testimony, but I think this definition covers the general
sense of contemporary Christian, Catholic, or Mormon testimony.
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statement may shock some, and anger others. We live in a world that has turned serving
our families in our homes into the lowest of the low, the untouchable, the most wretched
work anyone must do.” This reinforcement of the “us, not them” rhetoric further situates
the testimony as value-laden rather than fact-based.
Mama Rachel most clearly situates her testimony within the religious sphere with
this explicit statement:
There are voices all around us, shrilly insisting that the menial work of
home and family are the least important work a woman can do. But with
all the conviction I have within me, I declare and testify that the work
of motherhood is the highest, noblest, most important and crucial
work that can ever be done, any time, any where [emphasis
original]. There is no mission higher, no calling greater, no ambition more
noble than that of a mother who sacrifices and serves her family, day in,
day out.
Through her conviction, Mama Rachel is declaring and testifying her faith, using the
genre of the testimony; she simultaneously uses religious testimony to contrast her views
with dominant ones and align them with her counterpublic readers. She ends her blog
entry with, “I testify this is true, in the name of our perfect example, Jesus Christ. Amen,”
further solidifying the realm of this testimony within religious ideology rather than
(dominant) secular ideologies. In this way, Mama Rachel uses genre to the advantage of
her anticipated counterpublic – a counterpublic that will recognize and embrace the
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religious testimony genre.49 ( “The Purpose of Motherhood” 7/26/12)
The testimony is not the only homemaking blog genre that constitutes a
counterpublic. Private-sphere genres, not normally thought of as genres intended for a
public, such as family food menus, shopping lists, budgets, homeschooling plans,
personal devotions, and prayers, feature prominently on homemaking blogs, as do genres
like the birth story, which often contain intimate and explicit details (and photos!), all of
which provide contrast to a dominant public which doesn’t generally value these genres
as part of public discourse. This contrast also echoes traditional gender lines, where
women’s private-sphere activities are often overlooked in dominant public discourse.
However, and as I discuss at more length in Chapter Five, exposing these private genres
to a public, even if that public is set-off from a dominant discourse, may actually serve as
a space of challenge or rebellion – not challenge to or rebellion of community ideologies,
but challenge to and rebellion of dominant discourses that belittle or give no value to
such genres.
Counterpublic discourse is not merely different than public discourse in its
construction; it also is seen, outside of the particular counterpublic, as inferior or suspect.
In other words, while homemaking blog authors anticipate a counterpublic that exists in
contrast to dominant ideology, dominant publics define the homemaking blog
counterpublic in largely negative terms – the contrast and separation goes both ways.
Common rhetoric concerning conservative Christian women in dominant publics
often depicts such women as brainwashed, simple, backwards, illiterate (figuratively or
literally), or not worthy of attention. Or, as is the case within academia, conservative
49

Some recent sources that discuss testimony as rhetoric and genre: Tozzi (2012); Lyon and Olson (2011);
Assmann (2006); Weiten and Wetters (2004)
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Christian women are often simply ignored. One particularly problematic relationship is
between feminists and their construction of/identification with conservative Christian
women. In “Reading Conservative Christian Women” blogger The Princess (blog handle
of author Skye Kilaen) discusses her experiences with and relation to the texts of
conservative Christian women. A self-defined feminist, The Princess laments the
disconnect the feels between her desire to read conservative Christian women’s writing
and her dislike of reading how these women construct feminism:
Unfortunately for my desire to just read and enjoy their writing, quite a
few conservative Christian women seem to revile feminism. Many of them
believe that feminists look down on mothers, especially stay at home
mothers. In their view, feminists hate children. They hate men. Feminists
screwed up society by causing an epidemic of divorce. They created a
culture of sexual promiscuity. They think men and women should be
exactly the same. They're Marxists. They don't believe in God. They hate
America. They kill babies AND THEY LIKE IT. Since I find a lot of these
women to be smart, funny, nice people, it stings when I read stuff like this
on their blogs or in their readers' comments.
The Princess acknowledges, though, that this separation goes both ways:
Let me tell you, many feminists don't have good things to say about
conservative Christian women either. We call them brainwashed. They're
benefiting from feminism while spitting on it. They think women are
second class citizens. They're backwards. They're stupid. They're victims.
They're hypocrites. They're collaborators in oppression. They're crazy.
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They're wackjobs. They're theocratic zealots.
Such strong, values-heavy and ideological language serves to create conservative
Christian women as a counterpublic from both the inside and the outside.
As a case in point, in her article “All About Eve: The Christian Roots of the GOP
War on Women,” Susan Brooks Thistlewaite writes in the Washington Post that
conservative Christian theory “has a fundamental contempt for women and their equal
dignity and worth.” She goes on to tie Eve’s sin in the Garden of Eden to the ways in
which the GOP positions women politically. Thistlewaite’s point may be well-taken, but
regardless, such rhetoric positions conservative Christian women as a counterpublic –
such women, complicit in a particularly visible and unpopular form of objectification and
subservience (different, of course, from the types of objectification and subservience
dominant discourse enacts but will not acknowledge), cannot be part of the dominant
discourse, both by their own choice and by its positioning as inferior or suspect by the
dominant public.
Commenting and Uptake
Some work has been done already in the relationship between blog genres and
commenting, but it has been rather cursory in nature. Herring, et al. (2004) found that
only 43% of blogs have a commenting feature, a percentage much lower than the one I
observed (100%), likely because of the default options on popular, free blogging
platforms such as Blogger, that the authors in my study frequently use, and which
defaults posts50 to have a comment section.51 Cornelius Puschmann, in “Lies at Wal50

In Amy Devitt’s “Re-fusing Form in Genre Study,” she states, “With Blogger, [authors] cannot easily
allow comments. Actions they might have chosen, such as interacting with their readers, become more
difficult. Of course, the genres of blogging software and blog interact in the reverse as well. If bloggers
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Mart: Style and the Subversion of Genre in the Life at Wal-Mart Blog,” further notes the
rhetorically important nature and function of blog comments:
To someone visiting the blog website, what is presented is very often not
the expression of a single author, but a mosaic of contributions by different
individuals citing, quoting and linking to each other. In contrast to
traditional means of publishing there is almost a symmetry of power
between the different parties, with everyone being able to equally
contribute to the discussion in a typical scenario (58).
While Herring et al., Puschmann, and others have noted the vital role commenting plays
in the formation of blogging genres, they often stop short of a full, theoretical treatment
of the feature. They answer the questions “does it exist?” and “is it important?” with
affirmatives, but move on to other matters before fully exploring the theoretical
implications behind such affirmatives. However, I’d argue that a theoretical look at the
commenting section, precisely because it is so admittedly important to blogging, would
greatly benefit our understanding of the social action afforded by comments, comment
features, and the interaction that happens between authors and readers because of the
comment form.
One useful way of theorizing blog commenting, both for this project and, I
believe, for genre theory at large, is by conceptualizing comments as “uptake,” a term
used by Anne Freadman to signify the ways in which people “give” and “receive”
insist on allowing comments in their blogs, perhaps choosing different instances of blogging software in
order to allow comments, then the blogging software genre is likely to change to incorporate
commenting in more instances” (45). I have wondered if this is a typo or just an error on Devitt’s part,
as Blogger defaults are clearly set to allow comments (authors can select “don’t allow comments” from
a menu, but must do so manually. And this has been the way Blogger has operated for many years.
51
Wordpress, like Blogger, does have an option to remove the comment sections from posts, but the author
must do so manually when publishing each individual post.
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communicative acts. Uptakes, as defined by Freadman, are the “rules for play” that
genres enact. In other words, genres are not static or absolute, but always allow the
opportunity for changing and shifting boundaries. Though Freadman uses the metaphor
of tennis (and eventually, she favors the metaphor of “ceremonial” as more accurately allencompassing than the metaphor of “the game”), I liken the relationship between genre
and uptake to jazz – musicians play within a particular genre of music, but, knowing the
typical (accepted and expected) chord progressions, modes, etc., they are equally able to
either follow those rules as they play, or to stretch, bend, or break the rules for the sake of
musical (rhetorical) effect. We often think of poets making similar moves with words, or
artists with paint, but rarely do we imagine every form of communication capable of such
“playfulness.” Freadman argues that this playfulness (the way genres are taken up)
always happens at least in twos (one cannot play tennis without a partner, after all; I don’t
ask, “How are you?” to a wall. I ask it to a person and have an anticipation that person
will respond), and it is that “back and forth” motion that forms the basis for social action.
Though Freadman’s tennis metaphor is useful, a discourse-based example may
help to further illuminate what is often a confusing concept.52 When I see a colleague in
the hall, I say “Hi, how are you?” and she responds with some variation of “Fine,
thanks!” or “Good, how are you?” This is what I expect, and both my colleague and I
know what is expected of us in that particular type of interaction. With a close friend,
perhaps who has just suffered a break-up, I might say “How are you?” and her reply
might be very different than my colleague’s. But the expectations my close friend and I

52

I suspect that the term itself, “uptake,” and the verb form, “take up” are part of the difficulty here. I once
attended a job talk in which the candidate spoke engagingly for 45 minutes on her theories of uptake
and used both popular and academic examples to illustrate said theories. At the end of the presentation,
the first faculty member to raise her hand simply asked, “Ok, but what IS uptake?”
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have for our interaction have shifted considerably from the expectations that surround my
colleague and me. These expectations help my friend, my colleague, and me know how
we should interact, how we should “take up” the question, and how we should respond.
When I teach the concept of uptake to my students, I write “How are you?” on the
board, and have them brainstorm typical answers to the question. Inevitably, after they’ve
put up six or seven variations on the board, an astute student will say something like
“well, that’s what you expect, but, you know, some people are socially awkward and will
over-share…” The failure of someone to “take up” a communicative act may stem from
many reasons – perhaps they ARE socially awkward and are unsure of the appropriate
response. Perhaps my colleague thinks we are close friends when I think we are merely
acquaintances. The potential for a failure of uptake is always there.
There are many examples of unanticipated or failed uptakes: people who don’t
realize The Onion is satire, the Sokol hoax,53 many of Mitt Romney’s jokes.54 Or, of
course, the more mundane daily failures we encounter, such as not understanding that
there’s only one answer to the question, “do these jeans make me look fat?” The very
nature of uptake means that whenever I say something, there are a host of factors
informing what I expect you will say, what you expect I expect, and the way in which
you choose to respond. Expectations can either be met or not, for many reasons, as hard
as we try to control how the person we’re speaking to “takes up” what we say.
For rhetorical genre theory, the concept of uptake has been central in
understanding how texts function as dynamic genres – successful uptake (in certain ways
53

See Robbins (2000) and Ryan (1998). Alan Sokal was a physicist who “hoaxed” a humanities journal
into publishing nonsensical, made-up research. Many genre theorists hold that the success of this hoax
was a result of failed uptake – editors reading Sokal’s nonsensical article “took up” the specialized,
obscure language on faith.
54
To be fair, many politicians have this problem.
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by certain people) is one of the main motivators for generic adaptation. When a genre is
not taken up successfully (or is taken up in a way not anticipated by the author), the result
may be a change in the genre, or it may be a change in the purpose of the genre,
broadening its public in meaningful ways.
For this project specifically, using Freadman’s metaphor of “uptake as
ceremonial,” in conjunction with Warner’s notion of counterpublic allows me to argue
that the role of commenting within the homemaking blog activity system is central to the
formation of the system’s public. Furthermore, I show ways in which homemaking blog
authors and commentators regulate comments in order to regulate possible uptakes,
further reinforcing community ideologies. Because the homemaking blog counterpublic
positions itself in contrast to dominant publics, the ways in which insiders and outsiders
to the blog community “take up” the blogs is vastly different. As I argue in Chapter Four,
community insiders take up the blogs epideictically because they already agree with the
logic and authority of the blog authors; because of the homemaking blogs’ counterpublic
nature, we must understand how blog authors and readers anticipate and take up blog
texts in order to understand how such strong virtual community and ideological bonds are
formed.
One of the most cited works on genre uptake is Anne Freadman’s “Anyone for
Tennis?” (and, to probably an equal degree, her article “Uptake”). In both these pieces,
Freadman argues for the importance of understanding genres not as individual forms but
as forms fundamentally connected to other forms in their social action. Freadman uses the
metaphor of the game to describe uptake (I hit the tennis ball toward your side of the
court; you respond by hitting the tennis ball back to me. We are only successful in this
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back-and-forth volley if we both understand the rules we’re playing by), but perhaps
more relevant to my discussion in this section is Freadman’s larger argument concerning
ceremonies, not games. Freadman argues that “Ceremonies are games that situate other
games: they are the rules for the setting of a game, for constituting participants as players
in that game, for constituting participants as players in that game, [sic] for placing and
timing it in relation with other places and times. They are the rules for playing of a game,
but they are not the rules of the game. Games, then, are rules for the production of certain
acts in those ‘places’” (Freadman 46-47). This relationship, of games inside games, is
profoundly important to our understanding of how commenting works within the
homemaking blog activity system.
By thinking of Warner’s theories of publics in conjunction with Freadman’s
theories of uptake, a more nuanced view of publics emerges: Genres are typified social
interactions, uptakes are typified ways of understanding and responding to genres, and
publics take up genres, along with all the associated ceremonials, rather than only taking
up texts. Publics take up a text in socially patterned ways, as Warner states, though he
doesn’t use rhetorical genre terminology. Authors anticipate potential uptakes of their
work, and strive to foreground a particular uptake through their rhetorical moves.
As a rhetorician, one of the most fascinating things for me about the blogging
medium is that I am able to see evidence of uptake manifested on the screen. As
Freadman says, a text “is not a game, but a move in a game. It expects an uptake” (62).
Further, she adds, a text “expects an uptake; but it is also, itself, an uptake” (63). In
blogging, we are able to see texts, uptakes in the form of comments, and, in turn, uptakes
of the comments by both the author and other commenters. Of course, comments
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represent only a slice of potential or actual uptakes of any blog post – only those who
speak up are heard – but the blog provides a rich rhetorical microcosm in which to trace
and analyze uptakes over periods of time.
I should note here that uptake is not a monolithic title – though there are typified
uptakes (or, to use more Warnerian terminology, dominant uptakes), all readers maintain
agency55 to take up a text in a non-typified or non-dominant way. Sometimes, this nontypified uptake comes about through a misunderstanding on the part of the reader or
through a unique past experience that shapes the reader’s understanding of the text.
However, it is the typified social act of taking up a text that an author anticipates, and so
that is what I focus on in this section.
As a central function within the homemaking blog activity system, commenting
plays a large part in how both authors and readers relate to the text. Blog authors often
ask their public for comments, sometimes in an individual post (“I’d love to hear your
comments on this topic!”) or as a static feature of the blog (such as a banner along the
bottom of the page reading “I love your comments, and I read each and every one of
them!”) Almost without exception, blog authors invite, and seem to thrive on, reader
comments. Of course, authors may have other motives for blogging (as I discuss in a
subsequent section of this chapter titled “Antecedents, Meta-Genre, and Community
Building”), but the desire for feedback, to know if an anticipated uptake has become an
actual uptake, is a visible and often-stated motivator for blog authors.
55

Again, the question of agency here is a tricky one. “Publics,” in the Warnerian sense, are not concerned
with agency, as their attention is what makes them a public, not any individual act outside of attention.
However, as a rhetorician, I would hold that while dominant uptakes are anticipated, likely, and “the
norm,” there is always room for individual or group resistance to a dominant uptake. I don’t think this
puts genre theory and Warner’s theories in direct opposition; they are simply concerned with different
acts, and by bringing them together, I am able to theorize the ways in which readers are both part of a
public in the attention-contingent sense Warner describes as well as in the more agency-driven,
communal sense we typically theorize in rhet/comp.
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For example, in her post “Blogging Without Guilt,” author Margi calls for her
readers to comment on her posts in order to keep her from feeling “guilty” about the time
she spends blogging rather than playing with her young children. Implicit in her plea for
comments is that comments are the validating sign for a blogger – that it’s all worthwhile
if someone not only reads, but responds, to her writing. For this post, Margi does receive
comments, though one commenter, Ronnica, says “I’m here! Though I LOVE readers and
comments, that can’t be WHY we blog, right?” (Between Loads of Laundry 5/7/09). This
theme – that authors love getting comments but that they feel like they should have a
larger purpose for writing that goes beyond receiving feedback – is a common one within
the homemaking blog activity system.56
In a contrasting example, Courtney Robyn writes, in a post titled “Do I Offend?”
about her frustration at receiving no comments on a piece of fiction she’d recently posted:
Imagine me sniffing my armpits, raising an inquiring eyebrow, and asking
"Do I offend?" Do I, in fact, stink so bad as a writer that not one person
could comment on my blog about the story? Sure, I don't need effusive
letters of praise and I certainly don't expect a publishing company to
knock on my proverbial internet door asking for a contract . . . . but . . . .
something?? One or two "hey that was sweet, you do not completely
suck." or "That was a creative story and I enjoyed getting a peek into your

56

Why this is such a common theme is a fascinating question for me. Is it because the authors in my study
also believe that theirs is a higher purpose (glorifying God and becoming more Godly women is a much
larger, and less selfish goal, than getting readers and comments) or is this a theme that is more
universal, perhaps something that stems from the Romantic poetic ideals of inspiration and spontaneous
emotion (that one needs not write to a reader; rather, one has the need and desire to create art regardless
of whether or not it will be seen)? Or perhaps it’s an example of genre confusion; is the blog a diary? A
journal? A newsletter? A testimonial? A psalm? Do the blog authors imagine their audience as desirable
but not necessary for their craft? These are questions I’d love to answer, and which I suspect cannot be
answered without interview or case study methods.
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warped brain processes." At this point, I'd have accepted a "you're a
totally shite writer and stick to the kitchen, woman."
(Courtney Robin’s Nest 9/30/12)
Sadly, even after this, Robyn’s post received no comments. Most blog sites have
applications that allow the author to track how many viewers a particular post has. We
can’t know how many viewers Robyn was seeing on her tracker application, but her sense
of frustration seems to indicate that she thinks someone is reading, and if someone is
reading but not commenting, she is unable to gauge his or her uptake of her fiction.
After this frustrated post, Robyn continues to update her blog, but does so
somewhat infrequently, and her post topics include “pictures of our new house,” “moving
to a new state, ” etc. Without speaking to her, I can’t determine what effect the lack of
comments has had on Robyn’s blogging decisions, but she certainly hasn’t posted another
work of fiction or creative writing since her “Do I Offend?” post. I think what’s central to
take from this example is that the ways in which authors take up the comments left for
them (or the lack thereof) seem to influence their future posts. And, as a complicating but
important layer, the fact that blog authors are speaking to a counterpublic, one with which
they already feel a sense of ideological solidarity, may cause authors to think more about
their audience’s uptake (or at least anticipate that uptake within narrower parameters) and
hence may make commenting a more central feature than it otherwise might be.
In their posts, blog authors often reference past comments, or anticipate future
ones. By eliciting comments, blog authors are anticipating a particular uptake by their
public, and are working to regulate that uptake through their generic and rhetorical
choices. This manifests both in implicit and explicit references from the blog authors. In
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one implicit anticipation of her public’s uptake, Debra from Sweet Kisses and Dirty
Dishes shares:
I've been blogging for a while now, but have never done much with my
blog until recently (and still not a TON). Lately though, I have a feeling
that people are starting to see my little corner of the blogosphere. The bulk
of my readers are actually no longer people I know in person, and lately
comments have included "Debra" in them. That's not weird since I am
Debra, but it seems all of a sudden people are not just seeing a post, they
are seeing one written by Debra from Sweet Kisses and Dirty Dishes. This
is a wee bit unsettling for little me, not that I do consider it a bad thing. I
do, after all, keep a blog. My hope with this blog is it will be a blessing to
people. That is what I hope and pray God is able to accomplish through
this young whipper snapper who always hated English growing up that he
called to blogging” (“A Few Things You Might not Know about Debra
from Sweet Kisses and Dirty Dishes” 4/4/12)
Debra’s awareness of a public seems to be influencing her desire to anticipate, and in
some ways control, her public’s uptake of her writing. She is now writing for a public,
which seems to influence her writing motives. She is motivated now not by a definite
audience but by one over which she has little control.
Unlike Debra’s implicit desire to control a certain kind of uptake of her writing,
other blog authors are commonly more explicit in their solicitation of particular uptakes.
Often, blog authors directly ask their audience to comment on the form, structure,
content, and presentation of their blogs. They ask how their audience encountered the
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blog, how they read it, and how they share it. These questions, while in part based in the
author’s desire to understand her public’s reading habits, also signal a desire to control or
shape how the blog is taken up by the public. Additionally, when blog authors update
features of their blogs, such as organization visual themes colors font, etc. they often
solicit feedback from their readers in order to better understand how their readers are
taking up the new forms. Even something as simple as asking readers whether or not a
font is readable to them is a solicitation that further defines a public uptake.
While blog authors often solicit comments in order to further define and control
(or attempt to control) uptake, some blog authors are explicit in defining the ways in
which readers should demonstrate their uptakes through the comment function. For
example, Hallee the Homemaker has a static page with guidelines for commenting. She
explains that her blog welcomes all kinds of comments “as a blessing in the furtherance
of our ministry.” She also lists an objective for her blog as being to create “a place where
you feel at home and at ease to speak from the heart over a cup of coffee or tea (and
maybe a slice of cheesecake), a place for open discussion about issues like homemaking,
cooking, recipes, tips, gardening, preserving, menu planning, parenting, love, marriage,
relationships, the body of Christ, our ministry, your ministry, and anything biblical that
affects our daily walk.” In order to facilitate a safe space for her readers to comment on
the above topics, Hallee gives some guidelines for her readers, such as “staying ontopic,” “being respectful,” “keeping it fun,” and “keeping it real.” She also explains that
any comments may be edited or deleted at her discretion if they contain anything illegal,
offensive, or abusive, or if they include swearing, personal attacks, misrepresentation, or
spam. Hallee also says that her readers may include links in their comments in order to
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enhance the discussion, but she argues that “nothing but links isn’t a comment.” She
finishes her discussion on commenting by asking the reader to “please make yourself at
home!”
Hallee’s discussion of commenting, while explicit, holds some interesting
unstated assumptions about and anticipations of uptake. First, she wishes to create
boundaries around what are acceptable uptakes and what are unacceptable uptakes by
delineating what will and will not be allowed in her blog comment section. Second, while
Hallee has anticipated her public’s interests by listing the types of issues readers will be
most likely to discuss, it is not only content that is regulated on Hallee’s blog. She also
seeks to regulate the features of comments (such as the use of links in a comment) so that
they are able to do the most “social action” on her blog. Finally, the values that she holds
are reflected in her desire for her readers to take up her writing and the writing of other
commenters in a way that is in line with her Christian ideology and desire to create a safe
place for conservative women to read and write without fearing they will come across
something offensive. She sets up the relationship that she desires between herself and her
blog readers and commenters as one of friendship, openness, and ministry. However,
because her readership is an indefinite public, she can only anticipate, rather than control,
how they will take up her writing. In this way, Hallee is not only anticipating a public, as
Warner discusses, she is also anticipating dominant uptakes and trying to guide her
readers away from non-dominant or non-typified uptakes that would not be in line with
her ideology or the ideology of her blogging community.
Blog authors not only attempt to guide or control uptakes through their
anticipation of how publics will relate to and comment on their blogs, they also seek to
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regulate community boundaries and reinforce community ideologies by reinforcing
particular uptakes as they happen. Through the policing and regulation of comments,
author content, and outside sources, blog authors and blog commenters reinforce uptakes
in line with dominant ideologies within the homemaking blog activity system. In some
cases, this policing happens when a blog commenters’ uptake changes the ways in which
a blog author takes up her own text. In other words, because uptake, as Freadman
emphasizes, is a back-and-forth, not a “top down” model, an unanticipated uptake of an
author’s writing may volley back to the author in a way that changes her relationship with
that writing. For example, in the blog Renewing Housewives, the author wrote a post on
ministering to others that received much criticism from readers in the comment section.
Her reaction, “because of so many negative comments,” was to remove the post.
However, she later wrote a new post explaining her actions and shared with her readers
what she had learned through the experience. She says, “nothing happens without our
learning from it though, and what I’ve learned is:
•

I need to pray more before posting,

•

I need to be sure to speak the truth in love

•

I need to make sure I’ve done my research (especially when writing
something potentially controversial)

•

And I need to write as the Lord leads not as I have a ‘eureka’ moment.

(Renewing Housewives 8/28/12)
Based on her readers’ unanticipated uptake of her text, the author changes her own uptake
of the same text,57 realizing that the rhetoric she used, or the way in which she made her
57

In light of the comments she received, the author now reads her original post with a new understanding.
The reader comments have changed her perception of her own writing; it is possible, and perhaps even
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argument, was taken up in ways she hadn’t accounted for. Her blogs’ public has the
agency to not only take up a text in a way the author didn’t intend, but also to change the
way in which future uptakes of that text (or of anything the blog author writes) occur. For
example, if many readers within the homemaking blog activity system remember taking
offense at something the author of Renewing Housewives wrote, the next time they
encounter her writing, they bring that memory with them, and it informs how they take
up anything else she writes.
Using Warner’s theories of publics in conjunction with Freadman’s theories of
uptake is illuminating in two main ways, as far as this project is concerned. First, the
concept of uptake complicates the relationship between public and author – publics take
up an author’s text, but the author also takes up her own text, and both of those uptakes
are dependent on the other. Through the theory of uptake, publics have agency to take up
a text in the anticipated way (the dominant way the author intended the text to be taken
up), or they may take up that text in unanticipated and unintended ways, which I think
gives more space to the idea that a public’s relationship to a text is dynamic and can
change at any moment.
The dynamic nature of the relationship between public and text is significant, too,
because it highlights how powerful communal ideologies are, particularly in the
homemaking blog community but also, I suspect, in many other blogging communities as
well. In my research, there were so few visible instances of unanticipated uptake
occurring (the example above, about the post on ministering, is a notable exception to a
near-rule), which seems to signify that while the possibility of change exists, the

common, to take up a text oneself has written in a new way – changes in time, opinion, feedback, etc.
all influence how one takes up a text.
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practicality of change is a distant one. Perhaps there are readers who take up a blog post
in unanticipated ways and choose not to comment; there’s no way to know whether or not
this has occurred. What is visible, notable, and recurrent within the homemaking blog
community is a sense that readers and authors have come to the blog with the alreadyshared understanding of the ceremonial in which they’re operating, and with the desire to
stay within acceptable ideological boundaries. Understanding the generic “rules for play,”
coupled with a desire to not rock the boat (or, in more academic language, to uphold
existing ideologies) means that uptake failure is rare. Perhaps this has something to do
with the heavily epideictic nature of much of the homemaking blog community’s writing,
but it seems that the two elements (epideictic rhetoric and rarity of uptake failure) likely
go hand-in-hand, underscoring the importance ideology plays in the generic function of
these blogs.
Second, Warner’s theories of publics and counterpublics enhance Freadman’s
notion of uptake by emphasizing that authors anticipate how a public will take up a text
based on social patterns. They cannot control the uptake of a text, but they can anticipate
it and make their rhetoric as accessible to community members as possible. Freadman
talks about readers’ uptake, but the “indefinite yet not unknowable” element of Warner’s
publics sheds light on how an author can anticipate and try to influence a public’s uptake,
but there are many factors (the “lifeworld”) that will change how publics (a term more
abstract than “audience” or “Readers”) take up a text. These two theories, then, when
used in conjunction, are useful to this project because they complicate and illuminate the
complexities inherent in the social acts taking place in the homemaking blog activity
system.
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Antecedents, Meta-Genre, and Community Building
In her article “Meta-Genre,” Janet Giltrow defines meta-genres as “atmospheres of
wordings and activities, demonstrated precedents or sequestered expectations –
atmospheres surrounding genres” (195). In other words, much like meta-discourse is talk
about talking, meta-genres are genres that guide our understanding of how genres should
operate. Giltrow explains that “Like genres themselves, meta-genres are indexed to their
context of use: every activity – or discipline – having its own relation to and life in
language, and meta-genres representing or advancing these relations, positioning genres
in relation to other activities” (195-96). Bawarshi and Reiff concur that the function of a
meta-genre it is “to provide shared background knowledge and guidance in how to
produce and negotiate genres within systems and set of genres” (94). Based on these
definitions, we see how meta-genre is essential in the formation, typification, uptake, and
modification of genre.
The ways in which authors exhibit meta-knowledge (critical awareness of their
rhetorical moves as writers) is central to this chapter, and to this project, because
regardless of whether the genre knowledge of homemaking blog authors is tacit or
explicit, and whether it is accurately or inaccurately motivated, it is part of the
community genre functions and expectations. In other words, examining meta-genre is a
way of examining how homemaking blog authors conceive of themselves as meeting or
challenging community and ideological conventions
Aviva Freedman, in “‘Do As I Say’: The Relationship between Teaching and
Learning New Genres,” argues that “critical consciousness becomes possible only
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through the performance: full genre knowledge ( in all its subtlety and complexity) only
becomes available as a result of having written” (206). In other words, the analysis of
genre does not provide the same awareness as performance of genre.
However, practice alone doesn’t guarantee genre knowledge or critical
consciousness. In many cases, such genre practices come from tacit knowledge, and, as
Lorelei Lingard and Richard Haber note in “Learning Medical Talk: How the
Apprenticeship Complicates Current Explicit/Tacit Debates in Genre Instruction,” “the
tacit knowledge implied may also be flawed, and, equally troublesome, the social action
of the presentation misdirected and inaccurately motivated” (167). Of course, it is
through misdirection and inaccuracy that we learn as much about genre formation and
adaptation as we do through explicitly savvy meta-generic awareness.
Scholars of genre theory often used example of meta-genre in their work such as
guidelines rulebooks, instruction sheets, in the types of writing found in text books, style
guide, or professional guidebooks in order to illustrate how meta-genres function in
relation to genre. However, meta-genre, as a theoretical concept, is far more complex
than these illustrations might suggest. A close look at how meta-genre functions with in
homemaking blog system allows us to further see the ways in which rhetorical genre
functions within that system to regulate and reinforce dominant ideologies and
community practices.
There is a close relationship between meta-genre and the concept of uptake.
Freadman might argue that meta-genres are forms that help us better understand the
ceremony or game we are engaging in; Giltrow argues that meta-genres teach and
stabilize uptakes. In the homemaking blog, we see authors using meta-genre throughout
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the blog in order to do the same; this may range from an author stating the purpose of a
particular blog post before launching into a narrative (such as identifying a post as a
“testimony” before the testimony begins) to devoting an entire blog post to the craft and
purpose of blogging effectively within the homemaking community.
While the use of meta-genre manifests in many ways, in this section I examine
three particular ways in which meta-genre, both as form and content, is used to both
describe and to prescribe the genre function within the homemaking blog activity system.
First, meta-genre is used explicitly – authors and commenters state outright that the
purpose of their writing is to instruct others on how to be better writers (usually within a
particular online genre). Second, meta-genre functions as a tool for self-analysis, in
which authors, in their blog posts, explore their reasons for writing and their reasons for
sharing that writing online. And third, meta-genre is used to provide instruction on how
posts should be taken up ideologically so that the uptake is in line with community values
and purposes.
One example of the relationship between meta-genre and the homemaking blog
activity system is through the use of explicit writing and genre instruction on the part of
the blog author, directed to her public, on one level, in order to help them become better
writers, and, on another level, to help regulate and anticipate how that public will take up
her texts in the future. Amy Bayliss, author of Cajun Joie de Vivre, has a post titled
“Guest Post: Advice from an Editor” where the guest author lists “top ten article
submission tips,” which are essentially meta-genre guidelines. Additionally, in “Honing
Your Writing Skills,” Bayliss discusses everything from dangling participles to creating
online ministry, explicitly instructing her readers how to create more effective online
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genres. In a similar fashion, Judith, a commenter from Renewing Housewives, also relates
her explicit meta-genre knowledge, though she sees ways to challenge meta-generic
guidelines rather than conform to them:
I have done some research on blogging and it is often said that a post
should ‘be short and sweet,’ but I tend to differ. I appreciate those ladies
who take the time to write a thorough thought showing us how to be a
better homemaker, homeschooler, mother, friend, and in this case, wife. I
hope each of you ladies reads this post right to the end. It is so packed full
of help for our marriages, none of which is perfect…Yes, those shorts
posts are great too…there are times I have been too wordy on a post when
I could get the point across with fewer words, but not so with this lovingly
written letter!!” (Renewing Housewives 5/15/12)
Though Judith argues that it is the content of the particular post she references which
makes its length worthwhile, she performs a complex generic move by acknowledging
dominant generic forms, such as the “short and sweet” blog entry, but then modifying this
dominant form by providing meta-generic context that justifies the need for longer posts.
Judith here is both acknowledging typification of genre and, using her agency through her
unique uptake, challenging the dominant meta-generic guidelines that surround blog
posts.
Homemaking blog authors not only use meta-genre to explicitly instruct their
readers in the art of blogging; they also use meta-genre to examine their own writing
practices and purposes. Put differently, meta-genre, for many of the homemaking blog
authors, is a way to more clearly articulate what social actions their blog fulfills. As
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Carolyn Miller argues, genres are social actions, and we see here homemaking blog
authors working through the “how and why” their blog genres function.
Through meta-generic discourse, many blog authors examined the social purpose
of their writing. Tiffany, on Glorious Womanhood, surmises, “I think the reason that the
public nature of blogging appeals to me is because, like most of us, if I can help someone
else, even in some small way, it makes me happy” (“Blogging” 5/22/10). Similarly, the
author of Renewing Housewives says, “My prayer for that is that it will not only instruct
young mothers in homemaking skills, but encourage them as well. Not to mention give
them hope and to remind them why they are doing what they are doing. The blogging I
do because I LOVE it! Outside of my family, my absolute heart’s desire is to encourage
other homemakers. I LOVE it!!” The social acts that genres enable, such as instructing,
encouraging, and giving hope to others, are the guiding purpose this meta-generic
comment explains.
In her post titled “From a More Practical Place…,” the author of Graceful
Abandon ties reading to writing, aligning her purposes for reading other blogs within her
homemaking community with her purposes for writing within that same community:
I love to blog because it’s writing, and I love to write. I love to blog
because I most often type up parts from my prayer journal that are
encouraging, and I feel like my purpose in ministry is to encourage
women to love god and find their purpose as His beloved. I love to read
blogs because I grow from them, and I find myself enjoying three main
types of blogs:
1. Blogs that help me grow as a Christian
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2. Blogs that help me become the woman I want to be
3. Blogs that help teach me about homemaking and homeschooling
I keep meaning to blog about the homemaking side of things but I am just
learning so I don’t necessarily consider myself accomplished enough to
offer advice on the subject. But it has recently occurred to me that there is
beauty in becoming and I want to share that beauty, so mixed in with the
devotions, thoughts, and messages of what I hope are encouraging words,
I’m going to start adding snippets from our lives” (Graceful Abandon
4/18/2009)
As a meta-genre, this excerpt is a powerful example of all the work meta-genres can do to
define, anticipate, and guide genres and uptakes. The author here outlines why she writes,
who she’s writing for, what she’s modeling her writing on (her reading), why she uses
particular genres or topics, and how she’s taken up the idea of “beauty in becoming” and
wants her readers to take it up in the same way – her failings at homemaking are not
failings, in this uptake, but are snapshots in the process of finding and realizing her larger
Christian purpose in life; this is a very specific uptake, and one that she is guiding her
reader to through her use of meta-genre.
Other blog authors emphasize that while their blog is public, it also serves a
private or personal purpose in their lives. The author of Renewing Housewives says, “I’ve
been thinking a lot about different things lately. Family, friends, businesses our family
has, all this online-ness…And blogging. I started this blog September 2, 2009 to renew
my own mind. Somehow writing helps me with my thoughts, etc. (I have notebook after
notebook of written prayers.).” Rhetoricians easily claim writing as a heuristic, a tool for
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thought, and the author seems to easily make the same claim. However, she struggles
more with her purposes for writing, which I quote at length below because she works
through her thoughts as her post unfolds:
But now? I don’t know…do I write to you, my readers? Do I write for
you? I wonder…I always thought having 7,000 followers like Sarah Mae
or Courtney from Women Living Well would be great! Because if you
have something amazing to say, shouldn’t a lot of people hear about it?

Again…sigh…

I wrote to strengthen my walk with the LORD. I wrote to learn more about
Him. I wrote to be more like Him.

I want to go back, back to writing for the LORD. Back to writing to
deepen my relationship with Him and with those around me. And back to
writing to organize my thoughts and be His. Truly His. Nevermind the
‘how-to’s’ of blogging. Forget the ‘how to get more followers.’ And away
with the ‘build a blog everyone loves!’

So back it is. But really, it’s a step forward. And I’m inviting you to follow
along. Do keep the comments coming!! I learn so much from you too!”
(Renewing Housewives 3/1/12)
As a meta-genre, we see the author defining her scope, purpose, audience, and
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relationship with herself through the act of blogging. Despite this, interesting questions
remain: in the penultimate paragraph, the author states she is no longer concerned with
attracting readers to her blog. However, in the next paragraph, she invites readers to
“follow along” and to be sure to comment on her work. This seeming contradiction can
be best understood through the theory of uptake. The author is defining her social actions
(her genres) as different from the social actions of most blogs, which seek to increase
their reader base. In contrast, she is encouraging her readers to take up her desired and
stated purposes for writing – to build her relationship with her God and with those around
her, and to organize her thoughts. By inviting her readers to follow her on her journey, the
author is aligning herself ideologically with a community that is often distrustful of
worldly motives, pride, fame, pandering, or ambition. Her meta-genre indicates a
framework, an atmosphere that will surround her future writing and influence how her
readers take up her texts from that moment on.
In discussing the why, how, and to what purpose of their blogging genre practices,
homemaking women use meta-genre to reinforce community ideologies, which in turn
reinforces particular dominant uptakes in line with those ideologies. In “Rules for
Blogging Like a Good Girl,” author Cindy from Apron Strings and Apple Trees describes
what was wrong with her use of blogging:
Insidiously, I became obsessed with numbers. How many followers
today?! What are my stats!?! How can I promote mySELF?! I would
spend HOURS promoting each post on different linky's, twitter, pinterest,
facebook and whatnot (Take a look at the # of blogs I linked with for
my Best Bread Ever post). And then strive to post each day. That adds up
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to many, many hours each week just promoting mySELF. I just couldn't
post and let it be what I had intended it to be... a creative outlet. No, it
became WORK. Work that gave nothing back to my family or I. Work that
did not help me grow spiritually, rather it ate into my time that I could
have been spending with God” (4/3/2012)
The conclusion she draws, which is similar to the conclusions that many homemaking
blog authors draw, is that ideology (here, purpose for writing or spending time on the
blog) should drive blog use, habits, topics, genres, and rhetorics – anything not in line
with an author’s conservative Christian ideology doesn’t have a place on their blog or in
their online community (or their offline ones, for that matter). Blog authors take up their
writing tasks (indeed, many state that their call to blogging is one directly from God)
based on their ideological understandings of what a woman should and can do as a
blogger, and through their explicit and implicit meta-generic discussions, they create
guidelines for readers and other bloggers, anticipating and influencing how their public
will take up their mission as well.

Conclusion
It is clear from this chapter’s analysis that uptake is a central concept in
understanding the social actions of homemaking blogs: how and why individuals and
communities take up a genre, what influences their acceptance or rejection of certain
uptakes, and how they anticipate their readers’ uptake of their writing through their use of
meta-genre. It seems, to come back to Freadman’s metaphor of the volley, that uptake by
members of a community is profoundly influenced by how those members understand
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their relationship to the “outside” world. As Freadman notes, it’s not just a text that
matters in the exchange, but all the surrounding influences that make a single game part
of a larger ceremony; one of those influences is the nature of a community’s public.
More research is needed on this particular intersection between rhetorical genre theory
and critical theories of publics/counterpublics in order to understand the implications for
more communities, but at least within the homemaking blog community, we can see how
members position themselves in opposition to dominant ideologies, and that position
informs how, and to what end, they take up genres within their counterpublic community.
In chapter four, I analyze the specific homemaking blog genre of the “About Me”
page, demonstrating how this genre functions as epideictic rhetoric and seeks to increase
adherence to community purposes and values even as individual authors challenge that
adherence.
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CHAPTER FOUR
EPIDEICTIC, ETHOS, AND THE “ABOUT ME” PAGE
Introduction
In the previous chapter, I demonstrated the ways in which genre uptake serves to
reinforce and demarcate community values within the homemaking blog public. In this
chapter I build on the relationship between genre and community in order to show how
the modern understanding of epideictic rhetoric can illuminate and inform our
understanding of genre. I establish that: a) while modern definitions of epideictic rhetoric
are rarely employed in rhetorical genre theory, scholars of genre would benefit from an
examination of the ways in which genres function as epideictic rhetoric, b) homemaking
blog genres, specifically the “About Me” page, function as epideictic genres, c) epideictic
genres play a central part in establishing blog authors’ authority, as well as the authority
of the community’s dominant ideological views, further reinforcing the anticipated
uptakes discussed in Chapter Three.
I begin by briefly defining three key terms I use in this chapter: epideictic
rhetoric, orthodoxy, and ethos. I next provide a more thorough look at the connections,
both those already established and those I wish to establish in this project, between
rhetorical genre theory and modern scholarship on epideictic rhetoric. Then, drawing on
Dale Sullivan’s discussions of the purposes of epideictic rhetoric,58 I demonstrate how the
“About Me” section of the homemaking blog, a nearly universal and highly generic page,
functions as a complex and important site of epideictic rhetoric that serves to create
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While Sullivan isn’t the only scholar to discuss these five purposes (education, legitimization,
celebration, criticism, and demonstration), I draw on his particular terminology and definitions because
I later, and extensively, draw on his concept of “orthodoxy,” which relies to some extent, on his
definition of epideictic rhetoric’s purposes.
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orthodoxy, both for author and reader. I conclude by arguing that it is important for genre
scholars to consider how epideictic rhetoric and genre interact in order to have a fuller
understanding of the social action genres accomplish, not only within this particular
community of the homemaking blog, but also expanded to other potential sites of genre
inquiry.
Epideictic Rhetoric
Epideictic rhetoric, as one of the three genres Aristotle outlines,59 along with forensic and
deliberative, has endured a varied history. While at times scholars of rhetoric seemed to
almost ignore its presence, or relegate it as a less-important genre, a surge in scholarship
beginning in the 70s and 80s, and into the present, has caused it to retake its rightful place
along with forensic and deliberative as a complex and important type of communication.
It is a modern conception of epideictic rhetoric, which I briefly define below, that informs
the larger work of this chapter.
Aristotle called epideictic rhetoric the rhetoric of praise or blame. It is often
associated with ritualized rhetorical situations, such as funeral orations, religious
ceremonies, and the like. Chaim Perelman and Lucie Olbrechts-Tyteca were some of the
first scholars to emphasize that epideictic rhetoric functions to create a sense of
community, or to strengthen adherence to a particular belief or ideology. This cultural
aspect of epideictic rhetoric has since been underscored by scholars such as Bernard
Duffy, Michael Carter, Walter Beale, Scott Consigny, Gregory Clark, Dale Sullivan, and
59

Aristotle’s definition of “genre,” as well as all definitions before the advent of rhetorical genre theory, are
rather different than the way I’ve defined it in this project. For Aristotle, epideictic, forensic, and
deliberative genres were the three types of argument one could make, and were more formalized than
modern rhetorical genre scholars see them. In addition, before rhetorical genre theory came on the
scene, most conceptions of genre were entirely literary taxonomies. Bakthin was perhaps the first to
really point to a rhetorical conception of genre in “Speech Genres.”
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Cynthia Miecznikowski Sheard, and the term “epideictic” is now commonly understood
in the field of rhetoric and composition in the broader, modern sense rather than in the
narrower, Aristotelian one.
Sullivan and Carter in particular have argued that epideictic rhetoric builds
communities and provides a way to share knowledge within those communities. Clark
added to this view by examining community building on a large scale. In Rhetorical
Landscapes in America: Variations on a Theme from Kenneth Burke, using Burke’s
theories of consubstantiality and identification, Clark argues that landscapes featuring in
a national consciousness, such as the Grand Canyon, New York City, or the Washington
Monument, function as epideictic rhetoric, strengthening American’s adherence to
ideologies of patriotism and nationalism.
With this modern cultural approach to epideictic rhetoric, we can see how
epideictic rhetoric goes far beyond the funeral oration. Any rhetoric that “builds and
sustains cultures,” or countercultures for that matter, is epideictic rhetoric (Sullivan,
“Exclusionary Epideictic” 284). For this project, epideictic rhetoric provides another
useful lens for analysis of how blog writers and readers position themselves to one
another and to their community as a whole, and I examine the epideictic rhetoric of the
“About Me” page in order to more fully illuminate its generic social action – in other
words, in order to understand the genre, we have to understand how it functions socially,
and I argue that it functions as epideictic rhetoric, which creates a specific relationship
between text, author, and reader.
Orthodoxy
Sullivan uses the particular term “orthodoxy” to describe how a community enacts
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epideictic rhetoric. Drawing from the word’s Greek origins, Sullivan says that orthodoxy
is “seeing in a way common to other members of a culture” (“Exclusionary Epideictic”
286). He uses the metaphor of a city to illustrate this principle:
Those inside the city, or polis, constitute a culture based on shared cultural
interpretations and practices. Those inside the walls are the orthodox.
Those who have never been inside the walls are foreigners (or in some
cases, the laity), but those who are members of the orthodoxy, and then act
in such a way as to warrant being set outside the walls, are heretics, or the
heterodox. (Sullivan “Exclusionary Epideictic” 286)
For this project, I argue that the homemaking blog community is an orthodoxy, for
reasons I explain and discuss in subsequent sections. As I argued in Chapter Three, the
homemaking blog community is made up of a counterpublic, which positions itself
against the dominant public through both practice and belief. This is complicated by the
fact that the homemaking blog community is itself a proponent of this Othering. This is
not a community that is unwillingly excluded from the dominant public; on the contrary,
the homemaking blog community deeply values its separation from “the world,” as its
members might term it. I would add here, then, that the counterpublic nature of the
homemaking blog community makes it a strong orthodoxy, with high and thick walls, and
that the homemaking blog orthodoxy uses epideictic rhetoric to reinforce community
values and strengthen its public’s adherence to a commonly held ideology. Just as
Michael Warner’s concept of “publics” helps us see a nuanced understanding of blog
readership, Sullivan’s concept of “orthodoxy” helps us see a nuanced understanding of
how that readership is sustained and strengthened.
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Ethos
Though always an important rhetorical appeal, ethos becomes of paramount concern (and
complexity) in epideictic rhetoric. As Sullivan notes, “Epideictic rhetoric creates a
situation that magnifies the importance of ethos over logos primarily because it does not
argue to win a particular debate” (“Ethos of Epideictic Encounter” Sullivan 117). In other
words, the epideictic rhetor cannot rely on logos to carry her argument – her audience
already agrees with her – so she must rely on the power of her character (and all that
entails) to encourage her audience to feel more strongly about that which they already
believe.60
Of course, ethos is as much about what the speaker says – the choices she makes
in her communication – as it is about whether or not her audience thinks she is a good,
honorable, and trustworthy person. She must work to build ethos in how she portrays
herself as she is speaking, so that if her audience has no foreknowledge of her at all, they
will be convinced through her rhetoric that she has the right to speak to and for their
community (and orthodoxy).
For this project, the ethos created in and through epideictic rhetoric becomes
particularly important because of the speakers’ online setting. Because blog authors are
writing to a diffuse public who they may or may not know in real life, and yet are writing
within an orthodoxy that seeks to separate insiders from outsiders based on ideology,
character, habit, and beliefs, blog authors must work to create a strong ethos with their
public through their rhetorical choices; this ethos allows them to occupy a position of
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Of course, other appeals factor into epideictic rhetoric, but scholars have argued, and I would agree, that
ethos becomes of primary importance in epideixis.
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influence and credibility within their community, thereby allowing them to speak to and
for other community members. In this chapter, I look specifically at the “About Me” page
as a genre through which blog authors establish ethos within their community through
epideictic rhetoric, and, in doing so, I conclude that the ethos blog authors embody is
made primarily possible by their use of epideictic genres.

Context of and Connections between Epideictic Rhetoric and Genre Theory
Perhaps it should not be surprising to find that there is very little scholarly work done on
epideictic rhetoric by scholars of rhetorical genre theory; after all, as a field, rhetorical
genre theory is still comparatively young and has been busy establishing itself as
separate, or at least different, from the Aristotelian tradition. However, modern rhetorical
theory has complicated epideictic rhetoric to the point that its presence is almost
inescapable in any discussion of community rhetoric, identity, or literacy. Because
rhetorical genre scholars are, at the heart, concerned with how genres function as social
actions, I argue that adding the wealth of scholarship on epideictic rhetoric to a discussion
of how genres build or reinforce ideology, can only serve to benefit our understanding of
the fullness, complexity, and nuance of genre.
Epideictic is, and has been, often called a “genre” by those who do not necessarily
have rhetorical genre theory in mind. In fact, epideictic rhetoric is one of the first genres,
via Aristotle, to be discussed by scholars.61 However, modern epideictic rhetoric and
modern rhetorical genre theory have met only in passing, and then are mostly discussed
61

Epideictic, as Carolyn Miller notes (cited on the next page) is too broad to be understood as a genre by
rhetorical genre theorists. However, it seems as though genre theorists have thrown the baby out with
the bathwater, so to speak. While “epideictic” isn’t a genre, this doesn’t mean that many genres do not
function as epideictic rhetoric, and that connection needs to be further explored in the field of rhetorical
genre theory.
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by scholars of epideictic rhetoric rather than scholars of genre theory. For example, in
“The Ethos of Epideictic Encounter,” Dale Sullivan argues that in order to “understand
the importance of ethos in epideictic rhetoric, we must first understand the special
characteristics of the genre itself. Unlike literary genres, which are determined by formal
characteristics alone, rhetorical genres are tied to social situations” (114). Sullivan goes
on to discuss Karlyn Kohrs Campbell, Kathleen Hall Jamieson, Charles Bazerman, and
Carolyn Miller’s definitions of genre, tying his understanding of epideictic functions
closely to the social functions so central to rhetorical genre theory.
The relationship isn’t reciprocal, unfortunately. Carolyn Miller briefly mentions
the existence of epideictic rhetoric (as one of Aristotle’s three genres) in “Genre as Social
Action,” arguing that it, along with deliberative and forensic, are categories too broad to
be useful for discussing modern genres (164). However, little else exists that brings
epideictic rhetoric into consideration with rhetorical genre theory.
This oversight is, to put it succinctly, a gap in the field, and one that needs to be
filled for several reasons. First, as many scholars have argued, if epideictic rhetoric is
actually the dominant form of argument in western society62 (I would say particularly in
the homemaking blog community), then genres have the capacity to function as forms of
epideictic rhetoric. Second, as Sullivan notes, by combining modern theories of epideictic
rhetoric and rhetorical genre theory, we can “begin to see the special constraints put on
the epideictic rhetor” (114). In other words, the two theoretical areas, put together, tell us
more about rhetoric than either can alone. Finally, a central tenet of modern rhetorical
62

Greg Clarke makes a sweeping argument in this vein in Rhetorical Landscapes: Variations on the Theme
by Kenneth Burke. Michael Halloran, along with Sullivan, also often make the case for the pervasive,
central nature of epideictic in all communicative acts. Burke also makes this case in his discussions of
consubstantiality.
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genre theory that distinguishes it from previous understandings of genre is that the genres
function for particular purposes, not as particular forms; in the same way, when we see
epideictic rhetoric existing not in forms but in purposes, we can more fully understand
the rhetorical acts that stem from epideictic. This fuller understanding of epideictic genre
allows us to more clearly see the ways in which homemaking blog authors are reinforcing
community ideology through particular blog features, most notably for this chapter the
features of the “About Me” page.

Purposes of Epideictic Rhetoric
In “Exclusionary Epideictic,” Sullivan argues that epideictic rhetoric has five main
purposes:
1. Education (initiating the neophyte)
2. Legitimation (establishing authority to speak)
3. Demonstration (exhibiting the truth as defined by the culture)
4. Celebration (rehearsing the victories and praising the heroes of the culture),
5. Criticism (establishing knowledge and demarcating borders). (Sullivan 285-86)
In this section, I explore the ways in which the “About Me” section of the homemaking
blog enacts epideictic rhetoric through its generic actions in order to perform these five
purposes, which result in the strengthening of adherence to community ideologies, both
as demonstrated by blog authors through their presentation of their own identity, and
through the anticipated uptake by the blogs’ public.
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Education
Sullivan defines epideictic education as “initiating the neophyte,” or, in other words,
introducing the new believer (within an orthodoxy) to the dominant ideologies and beliefs
of that orthodoxy. It’s important to underline here that epideictic rhetors are not
concerned with proselytizing those not already adhering to common beliefs. Rather, as a
function of education, epideictic rhetoric seeks to more fully inform the neophyte of the
beliefs of the orthodoxy so the neophyte can better (or more accurately) enact and
reproduce such beliefs.
The connections between religious orthodoxy and rhetorical orthodoxy are clear
here and are only reinforced with a look at the homemaking blogs’ “About Me” page
genre. While the “About Me” page clearly enacts all five of Sullivan’s epideictic
purposes, education is perhaps the most explicitly stated of those purposes. In the “About
Me” page, education is both practical and ideological, though the two are not mutually
exclusive. For example, blog authors often state in their “About Me” page that they wish
to instruct younger Christian women, or those new to homemaking, in the “nuts and
bolts” of how to raise and run a family as a homemaker – how to bake bread, how to keep
a food budget, how to have a successful homebirth. However, they also often state their
desire to instruct younger women or those new to homemaking in the ideological aspects
of being a conservative Christian homemaker – why not to practice contraception, why
not to work outside the home, how to achieve a closer walk with God, or how to exhibit
and foster the characteristics of a Proverbs 31 woman. Baking bread, while a “nuts and
bolts” form of education, is closely underpinned by the ideological instruction on why
one should want to bake bread.
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In the homemaking blog “About Me,” this education is often framed within the
context of counterpublics – the authors first establish how they and their readers are
separate from the dominant, secular public. In Noble Womanhood, author Mama Rachel
begins her “About Me” page by stating: “As wives, mothers and keepers at home much
is required of us. Our days are filled with many tasks that can often seem mundane and of
little worth – and a society saturated with feminist thinking heartily concurs.” She then
goes on, in a common generic move, to establish her role as an authority within the
counterpublic with the desire to educate fellow members of the counterpublic:
We must set our minds on truth; that the Biblical role of homemaker is a
position of power and influence like none other. That we have an
incredible and irreplaceable work to do, one that serves and glorifies
Almighty God. If we can really grasp hold of this then everything changes.
When done for the Lord the commonplace becomes noble, the prosaic
becomes beautiful and the seemingly unimportant becomes highly
valuable. As the eldest of eight homeschooled children I was very much
raised to view the role of a homemaker as an honorable and Scriptural one.
Over the last several years I have come to an even deeper understanding
and appreciation of the incredible importance of that role, and of the
beauty, power and nobility of a God-honoring home and family
life. Having found such delight in learning these things, my desire is to
compile here much of what has been such an encouragement and help
to me.
Mama Rachel explicitly states her role as educator when she says, “I pray that this
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website, while no substitute for a real, in person, Titus 2 teacher, will be a small way of
meeting the need for practical teaching in this most important area.” She also marks the
twofold type of education (practical and ideological) in her epideictic rhetoric, and
provides a rationale for their connection: “May you be inspired in the beautiful “Why” of
noble, Biblical womanhood and find practical help for the “How.” Let us reclaim the
nobility of the home, for the sake of our families, and for the glory of God.”
These common moves of the “About Me” page – constructing counterpublic
status, establishing the authority of the author to instruct, and relating the two-fold
purpose of the homemaking blog’s instruction – work as epideictic rhetoric, positioning
author and reader in the same ideological space and strengthening adherence to common
beliefs. These generic moves, while not always in the same order or same language, are
common in the “About Me” page, fulfilling in part the social action of the “About Me”
genre – to establish the homemaking blog space as a place to educate within orthodoxy.

Legitimation
More than just the ability to speak, the “About Me” page establishes the authority to
speak to, and, perhaps more importantly, for, the homemaking blog community. This
authority is commonly established in two main ways in the “About Me” page: 1) lived
experience, and 2) testimony of values. The “testimony of values” often takes the form
of a list (Figure 33, 34)
From Old Fashioned Motherhood:
“As Old-Fashioned Mothers...
•

We strive to grow closer to God and align our lives with His plan for us
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•

We are dedicated to strengthening our marriages

•

We find nobility and purpose in motherhood

•

We honor and respect our husband's roles as protector and provider

•

We treasure children as the greatest gifts this life has to offer

•

We rejoice in virtuous femininity

•

We value our calling as nurturers

•

We love truth, learning, and homemaking

•

We emulate dedicated mothers of the past and present

•

We defend traditional womanhood, homes, and families”

From Grant Us Wisdom:
“Here is what I believe:
-

I believe in the Triune God – Father, Son and Holy Spirit

-

In the inerrancy of the Bible

-

I believe that Jesus Christ was born of a virgin, was crucified, died and rose again

on the third day.
-

I believe that He will return one day for His church

-

I believe that we are all sinners in need of a Savior and it is only through Him that
we will one day be in heaven forever worshipping God

I also believe:
-

That life is precious

-

Children are a gift from God

-

Family is important
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-

Learning is a life long endeavor”

In both these examples we can see the authors establishing their legitimacy through their
use of “insider” discourse that identifies them as holding values common to all members
of the orthodoxy. There is nothing particularly controversial in these lists (i.e. no
particulars of denomination) that would exclude members of the orthodoxy, and the
values listed serve to legitimize the purposes of homemaking blogs in general, no matter
their particular bent.
In a similar fashion, blog authors establish authority through the circumstances of
their lives that make them representative of the orthodoxy’s common beliefs. Central to
the orthodoxy is the role of raising children; hence, blog authors almost universally list
the number (and often the ages) of their children on their “About Me” page. Another
central aspect of the orthodoxy is marriage; while not all authors provide information
about their husbands in the “About Me” page, they almost universally define themselves
as part of a marriage (either as “wife,” “helpmeet,” or the like), establishing their
authority to speak to and about an orthodoxy that places heavy value on the nuclear
family structure. Finally, the other near-universal information used to establish epideictic
authority is the author’s identification as Christian. Separate from a testimony of values,
though obviously related, blog authors often identify as “Christian,” “Follower of Christ,”
“Daughter of God,” or other similar terms as essential to their identity, more central than
a statement of particular religious ideological beliefs. This more universal identification
allows all members of the orthodoxy to adhere to the author’s beliefs, creating strong
bonds between author and public and furthering the author’s authority to speak to and for
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the orthodoxy.
Demonstration
Sullivan argues that one purpose of epideictic rhetoric is demonstration, or “exhibiting
the truth as defined by the culture.” In other words, through epideictic rhetoric, rhetors
are able to create particular definitions of truth that adhere to the orthodoxy’s dominant
ideologies, and which, with their use, further solidify adherence by members of said
orthodoxy.
In the homemaking blog’s “About Me” page, this demonstration often generically
takes the form of defining the authors’ life purpose. Though this generic move has
multiple epideictic purposes (establishing authority, educating neophytes, etc.), it
particularly demonstrates a definition that establishes the homemaking blog community
as an orthodoxy and counterpublic. Members of the homemaking blog community define
their life purpose in ways that differ from dominant publics’ definitions, and by using the
“About Me” genre to establish their particular definition, blog authors are able to
strengthen adherence to counterpublic community values.
Heather from Crazy Messy Loud defines her life purpose succinctly (Figure 35):
I am, first of all, a Christian. Second, a wife. Third, a mother. I am a
homemaker, a keeper of my home, teacher of my children. I am a cook, a
baker, a reader, a writer, a quilter, a dreamer”
By providing a hierarchy to her identity, and by identifying what she is rather than what
she does, Heather is defining her life purpose in ways that closely align with the
homemaking blog orthodoxy’s values. As one legitimized to speak, Heather is not only
demonstrating that she is an insider, she is also strengthening adherence to the
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orthodoxy’s values by defining herself – everything she lists, particularly the first three
items, are virtually universal among blog insiders; everyone is a Christian, a wife, and a
mother (or if they aren’t, they anticipate and expect to be in the near future). Her life
purpose, implicitly, doesn’t go beyond this, nor does it need to. She is already embodying
the accepted identity, and so is already demonstrating the truth of life purpose as defined
by her orthodoxy.
In The Home We’re Building: OUR Journey, the unnamed author outlines how her
purpose in life provides a sense of reward:
I am a homemaker. A help meet to my husband and my daughter's mom. I
was created for this. I revel in this. I am living my dream as the only thing
I ever wanted to be. Does that mean it is easy all the time? No. In fact it is
the hardest thing I have ever done. I am amazed at the responsibility
placed on me, and honored that God feels I am capable of meeting the
requirements. It is the most rewarding thing I have ever done.

I am awed by the magnitude of the job before me. I must instill in these
children given to me for this time, the desire to learn and grow in God. I
must teach them the beauty of the world, even when it is hard to find.
[…]
I believe that this is the only reason we are on this earth; to know God and
make Him known. And to teach our children about Him and write it upon
their hearts, and the doorposts of our homes. I believe this is the only thing
that matters in the end. Not how you parented, but IF you did everything
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you know how to, to teach them to love God. ”
The truth, as defined and demonstrated by members of the homemaking blog orthodoxy,
is that being a Christian, mother, and wife is the ultimate life purpose, and insiders often
strive to embody this truth ever-more fully. As a counterpublic, the homemaking blog
orthodoxy clearly separates itself from the dominant public through this oft-defined life
purpose. Most “About Me” pages state some variation of this purpose, which is at odds
with a modern, dominant view of the roles (current, potential, and ideal) available to and
desirable by women. Frequent discussions in popular culture on how women can “have it
all” clearly demonstrate this difference. For women in the homemaking blog orthodoxy,
demonstrated through the epideictic rhetoric of their “About Me” pages, the truth is that
they don’t value or desire to “have it all.” Or, perhaps more accurately, they do want to
“have it all,” but their “all” looks different from a dominant public’s “all.”
The demonstration of blog authors of “having it all” lies at the heart of the
counterpublic ideology common to community members. For the homemaking blog
community, “having it all” consists of, presumably, being a good Christian, wife, mother,
and homemaker. The particulars of what constitutes “good” may vary from community
member to community member, but the agreement that all community members value
these few things above all others creates consubstantive63 ground to build a shared
community ideology.

Celebration
Sullivan says that the celebratory function of epideictic rhetoric “rehears[es] the victories
and prais[es] the heroes of the culture” (286). In doing so, the rhetor reinforces the values
63

Yes, this is a little attempt at wordplay, proving that Burke and the holy trinity have a lot in common
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such victories enact and such heroes embody; it reminds the orthodoxic public of its
“ideal” ideological form.
In the homemaking blog community, the victories and heroes look different from
a dominant ideological public’s. I would argue that, particularly in the “About Me” genre,
the victories are as much about “victory over self” (or “victory over flesh,” to use a more
biblical phrase) as they are anything else. This narrative often takes the form of the
“humble testimony,”64 where authors demonstrate their victory over self as, in part, a
victory of self-awareness. Commonly, blog authors state that while they are working
toward being better mothers, homemakers, Christians, or wives, they often struggle with
their selfish desires, but through heavenly grace they persevere.65
In A Joyfully Abundant Life, Jacquie creates a narrative of “humble testimony”:
According to the Webster's 1828 dictionary, the word abundant means
"plentiful; in great quantity; fully sufficient; as an abundant supply. In
scripture, abounding; having in great quantity; overflowing with."

That definitely describes my life! Wherever I look, there is abundance.
Abundant family. Abundant chaos. Abundant blessings. Abundant bills.
Abundant provision. Abundant love. Abundant "issues". It's all there. And
I strive to live my abundant life joyfully. It's not always easy and I don't
always succeed at being joyful, but I know that God is working in me to
64

where is this from? Find that piece on St. Augustine and autobiography theory…I don’t think this is the
exact term, though…
65
This is such a common Christian narrative (in fact, one could argue that in some form, it’s a universal
one) that I don’t know where to start. The tropes of “struggling sinner saved by grace alone,” and
“overcoming sinful flesh” are both ideological tenets and theological ones, and the practice of narrating
those struggles is as old as Christianity itself. As I discussed in Chapter Three, these familiar narratives
signal to a reader that the author is a member of the Christian community, and provide common
ideological ground to promote the author’s anticipated uptake of her blog.
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make me more like Him (and if I'd get out of the way, He'd be able to
work so much faster!)
In the homemaking blog orthodoxy, the victory is over selfish human nature – what
victory could be more important, in a Christian orthodoxy, than victory over sin? – and as
Jacquie says, acknowledging the process of “God working in me” is a celebration of the
community’s shared values.
Of course, there are more concrete victories that the orthodoxy also celebrates –
the passing of legislation restricting abortion, for example – but at its core, the orthodoxy
values a personal, internal victory over sin as much as an external, tangible, or political
victory that upholds or reinforces its shared values.66
The ways in which epideictic rhetors in the homemaking blog community praise
the heroes in their community is also unique, I think, given the common ideology that
discourages placing too much faith in fallible humanity. Throughout the blogs in my
study, I rarely saw (and almost never saw in the “About Me” section) praise of specific
people. However, one very common move for authors to make is to shift that praise away
from human examples and put it, rather, on the biblical example of the Proverbs 31
woman (Figure 36, 37).
The Proverbs 31 woman is a significant figure in the homemaking blog
community. She is not an actual woman, but rather a rhetorical figure, meant to serve as
the figure of ideal womanhood:

66

At the core here is the importance of overcoming selfishness and learning to find joy in self-sacrifice,
which is in direct opposition to the message we see in dominant publics about how women should learn
to balance career and family in order to find the most fulfillment in their lives. “Having it all,” to the
women in my study, is not something to strive for, but something to reject as selfish, self-centered,
worldly, and against the values of biblical womanhood, which values putting others (namely God,
husband, and children) above ones own desires and enjoyments.
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10

Who can find a virtuous woman? for her price is far above rubies.

11

The heart of her husband doth safely trust in her, so that he shall have no need
of spoil.

12

She will do him good and not evil all the days of her life.

13

She seeketh wool, and flax, and worketh willingly with her hands.

14

She is like the merchants' ships; she bringeth her food from afar.

15

She riseth also while it is yet night, and giveth meat to her household, and a
portion to her maidens.

16

She considereth a field, and buyeth it: with the fruit of her hands she planteth a
vineyard.

17

She girdeth her loins with strength, and strengtheneth her arms.

18

She perceiveth that her merchandise is good: her candle goeth not out by night.

19

She layeth her hands to the spindle, and her hands hold the distaff.

20

She stretcheth out her hand to the poor; yea, she reacheth forth her hands to the
needy.

21

She is not afraid of the snow for her household: for all her household are
clothed with scarlet.

22

She maketh herself coverings of tapestry; her clothing is silk and purple.

23

Her husband is known in the gates, when he sitteth among the elders of the
land.

24

She maketh fine linen, and selleth it; and delivereth girdles unto the merchant.

25

Strength and honour are her clothing; and she shall rejoice in time to come.

26

She openeth her mouth with wisdom; and in her tongue is the law of kindness.
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27

She looketh well to the ways of her household, and eateth not the bread of
idleness.

28

Her children arise up, and call her blessed; her husband also, and he praiseth
her.

29

Many daughters have done virtuously, but thou excellest them all.

30

Favour is deceitful, and beauty is vain: but a woman that feareth the Lord, she
shall be praised.

31

Give her of the fruit of her hands; and let her own works praise her in the gates.
(Proverbs 31: 10-31 KJV)67

As a rhetorical figure, the Proverbs 31 woman is a hero of the orthodoxy, and community
members often reference her and the virtues she represents as something they strive for
on a daily basis. Many blogs are named in her honor (Proverbs 31 Woman, A Virtuous
Woman, Proverbs 31 Pursuits, etc.). As an epideictic figure, the Proverbs 31 woman is
especially effective, as she is universally accepted. Because she is not a flesh-and-blood
woman, she is not subject to the suspicion of fallibility, and because she is a figure in the
Christian Bible, she is part of a shared orthodoxic mythology that goes beyond particulars
of denomination or generation. She serves the homemaking blog orthodoxy as a hero,
often celebrated in the “About Me” genre.

Criticism
Sullivan argues that the purpose of criticism within epideictic rhetoric is through
67

Despite its archaic language, I use the KJV here (King James Version of the bible) because it is the
preferred version of most members of this community. In fact, the version of the bible one uses is an
ideologically and rhetorically hefty choice – many conservative Christians believe that the KJV is the
only “true” version of the bible, and that any subsequent versions (and there are many) are
bastardizations (and even blasphemies).
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“establishing knowledge and demarcating borders” (286). As I discussed in Chapter
Three, by reinforcing community values and ideologies, homemaking blog authors can
better anticipate the ways in which their public will take up their texts. More specifically,
homemaking blog authors use epideictic criticism in their “About Me” pages in order to
reinforce those community values and ideologies.
Homemaking blog authors, in their “About Me” pages, often discuss separation
from the world, defining what they are NOT in order to define what they ARE and where
the boundary lies between the two. In Old Fashioned Motherhood, Mama Rachel uses a
poem to illustrate those boundaries:
Women of God can never be like women of the world.
The world has enough women who are tough;
we need women who are tender.
There are enough women who are coarse;
we need women who are kind.
There are enough women who are rude;
we need women who are refined.
We have enough women of fame and fortune;
we need more women of faith.
We have enough greed; we need more goodness.
We have enough vanity; we need more virtue.
We have enough popularity; we need more purity."
~Margaret D. Nadauld
By defining the orthodoxy’s outsiders in negative terms, Mama Rachel is highlighting the
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positive elements of the orthodoxy’s insiders – if insiders aren’t greedy, they must be
generous; if insiders aren’t vain, the must be humble; if insiders aren’t popular, they must
be pure. The rhetorical moves here associate insiders with biblical virtues through
enthymeme, which is an effective move because of the epideictic nature of the “About
Me” genre: by speaking to women already included in the “We” of the poem, Mama
Rachel is able to reinforce community values without needing to explicitly build an
argument. Criticizing everything that is not inside the orthodoxy is effective because all
members of the orthodoxy expect the “About Me” genre to be heavily epideictic, making
it acceptable to define “About Me” as “Not Me.”
Epideictic Rhetoric, Ethos, and Genre
Central to all epideictic rhetoric is the figure of the speaker and the ways in which
she creates, embodies, and maintains ethos. For the homemaking blog community, blog
authors inhabit an ethos-driven position – they presume to speak to and for a highly
insular community, and the rhetorical moves they make in order to create ethos is
important to our understanding of the overall community’s identity. In “The Epideictic
Character of Rhetorical Criticism,” Sullivan states that epideictic ethos has four main
facets, or four main manifestations in a community: mutual agreement, audience
autonomy, the valuing of the audience’s ends, and the equality of the listener.
For epideictic ethos, mutual agreement is important but is not the single defining
factor. To establish ethos, the rhetor and audience must agree at least on logos— the logic
of the rhetor. Without this, the rhetor will be viewed as illogical because there will be
disagreement about the premises of his argument (Burke). This does not mean, however,
that everyone has to agree about everything. The position of total identification would not
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permit exigence68 (as Lloyd Bitzer says in “The Rhetorical Situation,” exigence is
imperfection marked by urgency; there would be no imperfection if there were total
identification). If the audience and rhetor agree on the premise, and are concerned more
with ideas and concepts than with immediate action, then they are in mutual agreement.
However, mutual agreement can only occur if the audience has autonomy.69
Without it, they can’t enter into mutuality. As autonomous beings, the audience members
are afforded a more important, dynamic status than the audiences of other types of
discourse often are. As autonomous beings, the audience members cannot just be seen as
vessels to be filled with values. If the rhetor does not acknowledge or afford the audience
autonomy, she does not occupy a position of ethos.
Because the audience is autonomous in nature, it has its own ends. Those ends
may not be the same as the rhetor’s, and they may not be the same as each others’. A
difference in ends does not necessarily block ethos (or effective rhetoric) if the group is
coming together to dynamically enact epideictic rhetoric. In a similar way, the audience
holds a position of equality to the rhetor – the rhetor is speaking to “her people,” and
there is mutual respect between rhetor and audience. In this way, the rhetor does not
wield unchecked power or work to oppress her audience (though larger structures at work
may still do so, and though she may oppress them through unethical uses of rhetoric).

68

For the conservative Christian community member, temptation and sin are constant worries – at any
moment, one could be separated from such identification through unholy thoughts and actions. In many
ways, the blogs in this study work to counteract, or help prevent, such a loss of identification. If women
are reading Godly blogs by other Godly women, and turning their mind to that which is pure and good,
they may better resist temptation. The possibility of temptation and sin are in themselves forms of
exigence, both for reading and for writing homemaking blogs.
69
Though the terms have slightly different definitions, the relationship here between autonomy and free
will, a central concept in conservative Christianity on which one’s salvation hinges, seems important
here. Though the relationship is likely deeper and more complex than I can do justice to in a footnote, it
seems that any communicative act, if it is going to reach the conservative Christian audience, must
always first assume the free will of all persons.
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The rhetor and audience have entered the “dwelling place” of their community
(orthodoxy), and occupy a position of consubstantiality.
In this section, I identify the ways in which homemaking blog authors enact ethos
through epideictic rhetoric in the “About Me” genre, and I argue that through ethos, blog
authors anticipate and guide potential uptakes of their identity as credible figures within
their orthodoxy.
Mutual Agreement
Authors commonly use the term “we” when describing ideological goals and values,
bringing the audience into a place of mutual agreement by assuming (and, I’d say, usually
rightly so) that the public wouldn’t be reading if they didn’t already agree with the
orthodoxy’s commonly-held beliefs.
The use of “we” also clearly marks insiders and outsiders. As a reader/researcher
of these blogs, I often feel I am not included in the “we,” and its prevalent use is a clear
reminder of my outsider status. I’m sure it serves the same purpose to all readers who fall
outside the “we” – it makes one constantly aware that one’s uptake is not the anticipated
one, which serves to put one at odds with the social purpose of the text.
As I’ve mentioned previously in this study, my role as a researcher puts me
outside of the anticipated public for these blogs, and the blog authors did not have my
social purposes in mind when they anticipated their blogs’ potential uptakes. The use of
“we” to identify author and reader as members of the same orthodoxy serves not only to
strengthen what the “we” believes, but also to limit potential uptakes – either you are part
of the “we” and take up the text in the way it was intended, or you are part of the “not
we” and you are an interloper. Because those included in “we” statements already agree
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on logos, the author uses the ethos of “we” to establish both herself and her readers as
credible members of the orthodoxy who are working to reinforce common values and
increase adherence to community ideologies.
Audience Autonomy
In the homemaking blog “About Me” genre, authors establish the autonomy of the
audience by welcoming audience participation in the blogging process. This is usually
evidenced through the author’s solicitation of reader comments. As the author of Hidden
Treasures states,
I LOVE to receive comments. I like to know what you think of my posts
and my stories and I LOVE to hear yours too! The best place to share
your thought and comments is on my Facebook page. The comment
section of my blog is also a good place.
By inviting readers to comment on their blogs, blog authors establish their ethos as
members of the orthodoxy. As I’ve noted in several places previously in this chapter,
while blog authors, in many ways, speak for the homemaking blog community, they are
also speaking to it, and, I would add here, with it, underpinning values of mentorship,
fellowship, and friendship. By inviting the audience to participate in the creation of
meaning, the blog author is allowing the audience to enter into that position of mutuality
that allows for the author to create a position of ethos.
Not only do blog authors establish their ethos through inviting participation, they
further anticipate and guide potential uptakes of their identity by community members. If
a blog author invites readers to share their stories, as the author of Hidden Treasures does
above, she is inviting them to view her story as one narrative among many within the
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community. When the audience responds with their stories, they are solidifying their
mutuality, and hence strengthening their adherence to whatever values the author shares.

Valuing the Audience’s Ends
In the homemaking blog “About Me” genre, authors value the audience’s ends by
acknowledging that audience members have varied reasons for reading, and by respecting
these reasons. Of course, this respect is only to a certain extent – there are limits to what
kinds of reasons are acceptable, of course, and blog authors generally outline acceptable
reasons based on common ideologically-bound purposes. However, it is the
acknowledgement of reasons, while limited, that creates a space of mutuality for both
author and audience and that builds the author’s ethos.
Homemaking blog authors often mention the awareness of how busy mothers are,
a factor both they and their readers share. As the author of Blessed Homemaking says,
“Thank you so much for taking the time to share with me and for stopping by to say
hello. I do love my readers' comments. May God bless you.” Similarly Jamie at Like a
Bubbling Brook states, “Thank you for being a reader and for taking the time to share
your story, leave comments, and give of yourself. I'm humbled that you graciously
choose to spend a few moments here with me every now and then.” Giving the audience
respect by thanking them for listening (or reading) is a fairly common rhetorical move,
particularly in speeches where the speaker wants to acknowledge the autonomy of the
audience and the voluntary nature of their participation (for example, I would thank my
colleagues for attending a presentation I give, but probably wouldn’t thank my students
for showing up to class). However, there is also a sense that the reader’s time is valuable
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for the same reasons the author’s time is valuable (homemaking and child rearing are
time-intensive pursuits) which serves to highlight the author’s common end with the
reader, as this is a concern for all parties involved.
Another common “end” authors acknowledge is the desire or need for escape:
Join the fun!! We’d love to invite you to join us
on Facebook and Twitter. And, we'd be honored if you'd share our page
with your friends! Everyone needs a place to escape the stress and relax a
little. I hope this will be a place for you to find encouragement and
blessings as you strive to live each day to God's glory. Do share this site
with your friends! The more, the merrier! Together and through the grace
of God we CAN become "Treasures" that are "Hidden" with Christ in
God. (Hidden Treasures)
By establishing the common narrative of “togetherness” in this place of escape and
relaxation, the author is again anticipating and guiding potential uptakes of her identity
and her blog purpose, working to ensure that when readers encounter her writing, they
already view it through the lens of encouragement, blessing, and escape. Because the
“About Me” page is a static feature of a blog, so that readers can always find and access
it (indeed, in many cases the “About Me” page is excerpted on a marginal sidebar where
it is constantly viewable to the reader, no matter what blog entry the reader has accessed),
it serves as a sort of constant filter, always influencing uptake of what it accompanies. So
when the author works to build her ethos within the “About Me” page or blurb, she is
working to make that ethos accessible to readers at all times, not just in a reader’s first
encounter with the blog.
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Equality of the Listener
Homemaking blog authors establish the equality of their public in the “About Me” genre
by inviting the reader to occupy the position of “friend” or “fellow traveler” rather than
subordinate. This positioning serves to reinforce the insider status of both author and
reader, solidifying common community values and goals. In A Heart for Homemaking,
the author invites her reader to “Grab a cup of coffee and make yourself comfortable. It's
my prayer that you will join us as we learn to become more godly women, mothers, and
wives.” The “we” in this passage, a common construction in the homemaking blog About
Me genre, builds the ethos of the author by placing both author and reader in a place of
consubstantiality. In other words, the author, by establishing common goals for both
herself and her reader, is reinforcing their shared orthodoxy and enhancing the sense of
counterpublic-ness through her use of “About Me” conventions; “we” in many ways
stands for “not them,” here and throughout homemaking blog discourse.
Not only do homemaking blog authors establish the equality of the listener in
order to reinforce shared orthodoxy, they also do so in order to better anticipate and guide
potential uptakes of their identity as credible figures within their orthodoxy. As I discuss
in Chapter Three, the way a group (here a counterpublic) perceives itself has an effect on
how it takes up genres. By establishing equality among members, blog authors are
reinforcing ideologies common to the orthodoxy, such as all people being equal in the
sight of God and the Proverbs 31 woman as an encouraging mentor-figure for other
women rather than an authoritative one. This in turn gives them authority to speak to and
for a large, diffuse group of women. By establishing the equality of their readers,
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homemaking blog authors are enacting epideictic rhetoric in their “About Me” pages,
which has the effect of giving them the ethos to speak to the orthodoxy as both insiders
and representatives of shared values and beliefs.

Visual Generic Elements of the “About Me” Page
As I argue in Chapter Two, effective genre analysis examines the intersection of form and
content on order to provide an accurate picture of the social action a genre performs, and
hence it is as necessary to discuss the ways in which genre forms contribute to rhetorical
meaning as it is to discuss how content contributes. In this section, I explore the main
visual element of the homemaking blog “About Me” page, the personal or family picture,
in order to draw further conclusions about its epideictic function. I argue that the forms
themselves work to reinforce the orthodoxic nature of the homemaking blog community
by functioning as epideictic rhetoric.
While I’ve discussed at length the ways in which the “About Me” page’s written
content acts as a site of epideictic rhetoric – reinforcing ideologies, shoring up boundaries
of the orthodoxy, and clearly identifying insiders from outsiders – there are also visual
and formal elements of the “About Me” page that function in the same way. One common
visual element of the “About Me” page is a picture (or more than one) generally placed at
the top center or top left of the page. Of the 78 blogs in my study, 48 included personal
pictures of the author.70 A total of 30 blogs included family pictures.71
Not all blogs in my study had “About Me” pages, and not all “About Me” pages
had pictures. In fact, a number of blogs featured images on the “About Me” page that
70
71

By personal, I mean that only the author was pictured, without any family included in the image
Here I included images that featured the author with any number of family members, from just a spouse
to the entire immediate family
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were not of the author; one popular choice is, instead of posting a picture of oneself,
authors post Victorian-era72 images of idealized femininity, i.e. woman with children,
woman reading in a flower garden, etc. (See Figure 38). However, including pictures of
oneself and/or one’s family is by far the most popular choice in the homemaking blog
“About Me” page, and, I argue, has a rhetorical, epideictic purpose within the
community.
First, providing to the public one’s own picture or a picture of one’s family is a
vulnerable and exposing move in any online setting. Not only does it remove some layers
of privacy, it also opens the author up to critiques not otherwise available – critique of
physical appearance, choice of dress, etc. I argue, however, that rather than making the
author more vulnerable, the move to share self and family pictures aids the author in
building the epideictic rhetoric of her “About Me” page and solidifies her role as an
important member of the community.
As I argue above, blog authors legitimize their authority to speak through sharing
1) lived experience, and 2) a testimony of their values. An image, as the saying goes, is
worth a thousand words, and in the case of the “About Me” page, this holds true; lived
experience of raising a large family is proven through family pictures. Additionally, a
family picture may portray a testimony of biblical, conservative roles for women where
all women are clothed modestly in long skirts or dresses. The settings for these pictures
are often rural or domestic – at the kitchen table, in the yard, or outside the barn – which
also reinforces experience and values shared in the written “About Me” content.
In addition, removing layers of privacy and sharing one’s image, and the image of

72

I don’t know if these images are actually Victorian-era or if they are pseudo-Victorian (created in that
style) since I’m not an art historian, but many seem to have that Edmund Blair Leighton look.
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one’s family, reinforces the epideictic nature of much of the content of the “About Me”
page that is concerned with establishing consubstantiality – the “we’re all in this
together” rhetoric that is pervasive in the “About Me” page is highlighted by the
“humanness” of an author’s image, and images of her family. Of course, some blog
authors share their personal images but continue to use pseudonyms, so I don’t want to
suggest that the community always enacts, or even expects, a complete removal of
privacy. However, most blog authors exhibit a level of comfort with their readers that
make such sharing an act of togetherness.
I should note here that, in my research and reading, I have never seen a
commenter critique an author for her physical appearance, her family’s physical
appearance, or their choice of dress.73 Perhaps this is because an author would remove
such a comment quickly, but I get the sense that readers take up the “About Me” image in
the way it’s intended – in a show of good faith, and as a measure of the author’s
investment and belonging in the community. On the contrary, there are often positive
comments (in the cases where the “About Me” page has a comment section) from readers
sharing how beautiful they think the author or her family is and how much they love to
read her blog.
As I mentioned in Chapter Two, platform serves as a major constraint on genre
development. Blog authors without technical expertise are limited by the WYSIWYG
platform, and must work within its parameters. Blogger’s “About Me” pages only have
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As I think might be expected, it’s not uncommon for an author to critique her own appearance, though
this generally doesn’t happen in the “About Me” page, but rather in individual posts where, for an
example, a blog author is sharing her struggles with weight loss; here too, though, comments are either
positive (“you look great!”) or strive to be helpful (“You should read such-and-such book!”); I’ve never
seen a negative or disparaging comment about an author’s physical appearance anywhere on any blog,
though again, perhaps that’s due to authorial control of comment visibility.
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space for one image, and while a user can create a separate “About Me” page on her main
site, the pre-formed space is limiting. All authors using the pre-formed “About Me” page
on Blogger used an image of themselves individually, if they used an image at all.
Perhaps this is because they felt they had to “choose one” image to share, but it also may
be because Blogger prompts a user to upload a profile image that is then used every time
a blogger posts or comments across the platform; users must choose a picture that will be
shared any time they comment on another Blogger.com blog.
In contrast, blog authors who had custom-designed pages or who used a different
platform (such as Wordpress.com, which allows more flexibility in the “About Me” page)
often included more than one image. When a blog author included more than one image
in her “About Me” page, the average number of pictures jumped to 4.4. This indicates
that if all blog authors had the freedom, more might choose to include multiple pictures
(rather than the one afforded via Blogger).
Including more images isn’t a surprising move; if an author is working to
establish her ethos and to underscore the epideictic nature of the page, each image helps
her build that page. What is significant, however, it how similar these images are across
blogs within the homemaking community. Figures 39, 40, and 41 demonstrate the
similarities between family pictures across blogs: usually professionally taken but very
traditionally posed, in outdoor or domestic setting, in conservative dress. Figures 42, 43,
and 44 demonstrate the similarities between individual author pictures: cropped to
include head and chest only, with an indiscriminate background, and traditionally posed.
The similarity across images seems to indicate blog authors are drawing on
previously established genre norms, and are, generally speaking, working to uphold those
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norms rather than challenge them. Rather than just filling space, the individual and family
images on homemaking blog authors’ “About Me” pages work to uphold and reinforce
common orthodoxy while underscoring author ethos.

Conclusion
In this chapter, I established the heavily epideictic nature of the homemaking blog, and
examined one particular element common to most blogs, the “About Me” page, in order
to show how it builds the author’s ethos and contributes to the orthodoxic nature of the
community. Of course, I am not arguing that these conclusions are unique to the
homemaking blog community; other blog communities may employ “About Me” page
rhetoric in similar ways – it’s far beyond the scope of this project to say one way or the
other. However, for a community in which ‘insiders” and “outsiders” are starkly different
(and that difference celebrated and reinforced through rhetorical means by both authors
and readers), establishing the “About Me” page as a central force for epideixis means
establishing it as a central generic force for ideological and community boundary
maintenance and reinforcement.
Of course, one could conduct a rhetorical analysis on the homemaking “About
Me” page and find epideictic rhetoric without ever considering rhetorical genre theory.
And the converse is true as well; I’ve read many good genre analyses that never hint at
epideictic rhetoric. However, by tying genre to epideictic rhetoric, I have been able to
show that blog elements often thought of as “natural” or “typical” are, in fact, powerful
rhetorical tools; the generic “About Me” features, such as family pictures, statements of
life purpose, or bible verses, perform an epideictic social action – they not only show the
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reader community values and ideologies, they strengthen the reader’s adherence to such
values and ideologies by inviting her into a shared discursive space. Epideictic genres, in
the homemaking blog community, make common bonds stronger, tighter, and more
exclusive through both their epideictic nature and their generic nature.
In Chapter Five, I build on the concept of community boundaries by examining
the ways in which the ideologies central to the homemaking blog community influence
both this study’s methodology and future options for research. Chapter five serves as a
conclusion to this project, but opens up avenues for continuing investigation and analysis
of homemaking communities and their rhetorical use of genre.
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CHAPTER FIVE
CONCLUSION
Introduction
My study explores the intersections between conservative Christian women’s online
writing and rhetorical genre theory. I examined in previous chapters how, through
homemaking blogs, conservative Christian women construct public spaces in which to
share their private lives and fortify community ideologies. Modern, particularly digital,
rhetoric by conservative Christian women is not a common or popular topic in the field of
rhetoric and composition, and gets relatively little attention, especially compared to the
attention given to historical analysis of conservative Christian women (Zimmerelli 2012;
Heider 2005; Tollar Collins 1996). This is one reason, among others, that this project
focuses on the homemaking blog through the lens of rhetorical genre theory.
Another reason to study conservative Christian women’s homemaking blogs is
that they provide a rich example of how insular communities reinforce, uphold, police,
and maintain the ideological boundaries of a virtual space. Virtual community spaces
hold their own particular challenges for researchers, both methodologically and
theoretically, as I discuss later in this chapter, and the ways in which homemaking blog
community members rhetorically enact community membership through genre is of
particular interest to me in this project and for future projects, as I argue its study can
reveal important connections between identity, genre, ideology, and online communities.
Because my study focuses on the relationship between genre and the homemaking
blog, I formulated one controlling question and a number of supporting questions to
guide my research: What can be learned about the homemaking blog community through
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genre analyses of homemaking blogs, and, through these analyses, what can scholars
learn about genre, conservative women’s rhetoric, and virtual communities?
My analysis of homemaking blogs demonstrates that the homemaking blog
community uses genres in particular ways, especially epideictic ways, in order to create
distinct boundaries around their community and reinforce common ideologies. In order to
reach this conclusion, I examined both formal blog elements as well as blog content –
both types of data best allowed me to study how genre functions rhetorically in this
community, as examining form and content provides the clearest picture of the social
action of a communicative act (Paré and Medway, Miller). I analyzed the data through the
framework of grounded theory methodology in order to discern patterns of form and
content. This methodology allowed me to focus on both how individual blog elements
interacted with each other, as well as how overall blogs fit together as part of the larger
community.
In Chapter One, I situated my study in the body of scholarship focused on
rhetorical genre theory. Drawing on formative scholarship in the field (such as Bakhtin,
Miller, and Freadman) as well as on more recent developments (from scholars like
Bawarshi and Devitt), I demonstrated that genre is, indeed, a central rhetorical element in
all communication and, as Charles Bazerman notably put it, genres are ways of being;
they are at the center of how and why we think and speak.
I next argued, in Chapter Two, that because genre occurs at the nexus of form and
content (as Miller posits), it is equally important to examine the formal elements of a
communicative act as it is to examine the content; through my analysis of common blog
forms, I demonstrated that genre, on multiple levels, works to reinforce community goals
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and common ideologies; genres that do not reinforce these goals and ideologies are not
perpetuated. I then showed, in Chapter Three, that genre formation and adaptation are
deeply connected to the homemaking blog community’s sense of counterpublic-ness, and
posit that perhaps this juxtaposition of Warner’s theory of publics and rhetorical genre
theory is a useful one for multiple research avenues, particularly when studying uptake.
Finally, in Chapter Four, I discussed the ways in which homemaking blog genres are
heavily epideictic in and of themselves (both apart from content and in concert with it).
In this fifth chapter, I synthesize themes from the previous four chapters in order to
show what new knowledge and potential importance for the field this project holds. Three
summative arguments, based on chapter themes but also extending across multiple
chapters, follow:
1. Genre inhabits the nexus of form and content, and, in order to most fully capture
the complexity of social action, analysis must examine the ways in which form
and content build upon one another or diverge from one another.
2. The nature of a text’s public directly influences uptake; the relationship between
how a text positions its reader in relationship to those outside the public
profoundly shapes how the reader understands that text. Homemaking blog genres
work to position the reader as a member of a counterpublic, which has distinct
effects on reader uptake and genre adaptation.
3. The relationship between genre and epideictic rhetoric is more essential than
previously acknowledged. In fact, I’d argue that genre uptake, when successful, is
necessarily an epideictic act.
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Argument 1: Genre inhabits nexus of form and content
In previous chapters, (particularly in Chapter Two), I argued that the unique analytical
focus on the nexus of form and content that genre analysis provides can tell us more
about how a text functions than can other types of analysis. Of course, at its heart, genre
analysis is a particular form of rhetorical analysis (that term being both broad and
overdetermined) because it seeks to illuminate how a text functions socially, which
includes concerns of audience, purpose, author, exigence, kairos, and all the other terms
we commonly associate with “rhetorical analysis.” However, I argue that what makes
genre analysis particularly useful for looking at homemaking blogs is that it considers the
relationship between form and content, and holds that relationship as important to our
understanding of how a text works. It is that emphasis on analyzing form and content as
interrelated, interdependent, and each necessarily informing the other, that makes genre
analysis particularly suitable for the study of digital texts.
Throughout this project, my analysis of the relationship between form and content
has led me to conclude that, even when their choices are very limited due to platform
constraints or personal web-savvy, the blog authors in my study all choose formal
elements with an eye toward their audience, and so are making rhetorical generic choices
for blog elements that might seem to be unrelated to community-building rhetoric (such
as placement of images, color of background, etc.). Rhetorical genre analysis helps
scholars build connections across multiple arguments or themes that might otherwise
have gone unnoticed.
Argument 2: the nature of the public directly and largely influences uptake.
While the connection between form and content in genre analysis is a well-established
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avenue that my research upholds and reinforces, the connection between rhetorical genre
theory and publics (as the term is defined by Michael Warner) is uncharted territory.
While I explicitly outline the relationship in Chapter Three of this study, it resonates
across all my data chapters, as uptake is a central concern in all genre analysis. For
example, in Chapter Four, I connect a specific genre (the “About Me” page) and
epideictic rhetoric, and I argue that the epideictic nature of this genre is profoundly
informed by the counterpublic nature of the homemaking blog community. By examining
rhetorical genre theory components through Warner’s lens, I was able to show the close
relationship between genre and community ideology maintenance and reinforcement (an
epideictic function).
Because blog authors and readers conceive of their virtual community as a
counterpublic, they have a specific understanding of how their community functions in
relation to dominant publics, and this understanding changes how community authors
anticipate reader uptake. Blog authors construct their readership as “not dominant
public,” or “opposed to dominant publics,” and so are able to assume certain things about
their readers (shared ideological frameworks, shared purposes for reading that are
essentially and fundamentally opposed to dominant publics, etc.) that authors writing for
the dominant public are unable to. This allows their rhetoric to function epideictically
(through the assumption of shared beliefs and consubstantiality, for example).

Argument 3: the relationship between genre and epideictic rhetoric is more essential than
previously acknowledged.
As a result of using grounded theory methodology (GTM), I came to the unanticipated
connection between rhetorical genre and epideictic rhetoric early on in my research. As I
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worked my way through each blog, I kept making notes to myself that this or that
element, this or that post, was epideictic in nature. However, I didn’t know what to make
of it or how to include it in my study; I did find, though, that I couldn’t ignore it, as it was
too prevalent. Because I was already aware of the genre analysis emphasis on the
relationship between form and content, I began to identify places where I thought
epideictic rhetoric was most strongly exhibited at this nexus. In Chapter Four of this
project, I explicitly tied epideictic rhetoric and rhetorical genre theory together through
the genre of the “About Me” page, but I argue that the epideictic nature of the virtual
homemaking blog community is prevalent in just about every genre I analyzed.
Making visible the relationship between genre and epideictic rhetoric allowed me
another way in which to show the central importance of ideology building and
maintaining within the homemaking blog community. Though, as scholars such as
Cynthia Sheard, Dale Sullivan, and Gregory Clark have noted, epideictic rhetoric serves
an important role in the creation and maintenance of inclusive civic discourse, it can also
function as exclusionary rhetoric, as I saw it working in the homemaking blog
community. The fact that blog authors use genre to build their epideictic rhetoric is an
important connection, as it highlights in a new way the non-discursive elements of
epideictic that scholars such as Clark have been emphasizing for a number of years now.
While Clark focuses on non-discursive elements of patriotism, such as monuments,
events, aesthetics, and landscapes, that build national identity, I focus on elements that
build a sense of community among members who share only virtual space.
Epideictic rhetoric in virtual space is an area I think important for rhetorical genre
scholars to continue to study, and one I’m interested in exploring further. How do
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communities build virtual spaces that promote common values using epideictic rhetoric,
when the only basis for such commonality is that audience members, who may hale from
anywhere across the globe, have chosen to interact in that space? And in what
fundamental ways is that different (or is it?) from the family who decides to vacation in
Yellowstone and interacts with other Americans from across the country. What is at the
base of consubstantiation in a virtual space when everything about the space is composed
in some way? These questions, while rather broad in scope, could be usefully narrowed
through rhetorical genre theory to address issues of digital composition and community
formation.
The significance of the above three arguments for future research in the field is
two-fold. First, they ask scholars to synthesize two heretofore-separate concepts and use
such a synthesis to better understand a communicative act. When we combine form and
content, we more fully understand the social action of a text. When we combine uptake
with theories about how publics function, we more fully understand how both individuals
and groups negotiate community ideologies. And when we combine genre theory and
epideictic rhetoric, we more fully understand how strengthening adherence to a common
value can happen through form and content, across populations and time, because the
epideictic rhetoric is preserved and promoted through habituated, typified ways of
communicating.
The second significance the above three arguments hold for future research is that
they ask rhetorical genre theorists to indulge in cross-disciplinary work. While rhetorical
genre theory does have its roots in literary theory, educational theory, network theory, and
linguistics, genre scholars who work within the field of rhetoric and composition have
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tried hard to solidify genre theory as a legitimate rhetorical theory, perhaps at the expense
of some useful cross-disciplinary work. While my project also works to fall solidly within
the rhet/comp fold (for reasons as mercenary as marketability), I think it allows for
potential, future work to move further outside this fold, particularly by engaging with the
work of cultural studies, sociology, and literary studies.

Limitations
In re-reading Royster and Kirsch’s Feminist Rhetorical Practices for this dissertation, I
was struck by the complicated and ethically fraught nature of my methodology. While it
is still a common viewpoint in our field to identify public writing as “fair game” for
researchers to examine without authorial consent, the line between public and private is
often blurry in online settings, and researching an insular community without its
knowledge74 and participation raises a host of issues for me as a feminist researcher. In
this section, I discuss limitations to my study and then conduct a more in-depth
examination of the relationship between ethics, feminist research practices, and my work
on this project. By doing so, I hope to explicitly position this project as one mark along
the path of a larger research arc, and hopefully work towards richer, more robust, and
more diverse research practices in the future.
The biggest limitation to my study is that I was unable to solicit participation by
the blog authors themselves. Had I been able to interview or survey the homemaking blog
authors, I would have been able to not only make claims about their conscious use of
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I did contact blog authors, so in some ways they were aware of my study. However, I contacted them
with the desire to conduct interviews, and since my project has changed so much since I contacted
them, they are unaware of the actual research I conducted or what data I ended up using. I might say
that they are aware of my interest, but not of my study itself.
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genre, but I would also have been able to triangulate my own analysis with their selfanalysis and other feedback. As it is, this project is a one-sided look at a community; far
better would it be to have these authors speak for themselves rather than just me speak
about them.
In the face of such challenges, my project became an entirely new creature
because I was unable to conduct interviews. In some way, then, the lack of interviews is
not a limitation to this study because it is not necessary to interview blog authors in order
to answer my research questions. I still think, though, that given even limited access to
the homemaking community, I could have produced a more multi-faceted (if perhaps
profoundly different) project.
However, as many researchers before me have found, insular communities,
particularly religious ones, are not often willing or interested in working with academics
for multiple reasons. Of the many email queries I sent to the blog authors in this study, I
received three total replies, two of them a polite “no thank you,” and one that stated her
participation would need to be postponed many months into the future. Having worked
on other larger-scale survey and interview projects in the past, I know that replies to
email solicitations are rare, and acceptances even rarer. But I was still surprised at the
overwhelming wall of silence that met my query. Was my email poorly worded? I
wondered. Did mention of IRB turn people off? I even workshopped my methodology at
a Research Network Forum, but few suggestions were offered; mostly, people
acknowledged that this type of research is difficult, and sometimes you just have to wait
for “an in” before the community will engage.
Throughout this process, I kept coming back to Andrea Fishman’s Amish
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Literacy: What and How It Means. In her ethnography, Fishman makes particular note of
how she came to be able to study Amish literacy practices: she had an Amish friend, and
that friendship extended far beyond the bounds of Fishman’s academic interests. Though
of course there are other ways to interview members of more insular communities, the
serendipity of such relationships and their ability to foster research avenues is, in one
way, distressing, as it makes my research plans seem unattainable (I have no
homemaking blogger friend), but in another way, it is encouraging to consider the
potential for research in areas I do have more access to, and even areas I am not aware of
yet. It seems clear that, for future research in this community, I will need to make
connections and build relationships offline; My writing group recently suggested I make
contact with local church leaders (such as pastors or pastors’ wives) who may be
receptive to introducing me to church members who blog. Such an approach, I think, has
promise to succeed where online introductions have failed.
There is value, of course, in conducting analysis in the blogs in my study separate
from any interaction with the blogs’ authors. The distance created by such a lack of
interaction may create a more clear-eyed or less-biased view of the blog as product (in
that if I don’t know the story of the blogging process, it can’t influence my evaluation of
the product). I do think, however, that for a fuller, richer, and more nuanced
understanding of genre, discerning the writing processes of these blog authors would be
vital. There is only so much a researcher can determine about motive by being on the
outside looking in.

Feminist Research and the Question of “Public” Online Texts
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The above limitations, of course, are particularly relevant to the feminist
researcher, which is how I identify myself. As a comment on methodology and ethics,
this section examines the ways in which the homemaking blog is a problematic research
space, and how I personally conceive of my research in relation to methodological and
ethical concerns.
In “The Ethics of Digital Writing Research: A Rhetorical Approach,” Heidi
McKee and James Porter begin their discussion with a number of scenarios, one of which
is below:
A researcher is studying discursive constructions of identity in an online
discussion forum. Because this forum is publicly available on the Web,
she decides she does not need permission from discussants to use their
posts. For three months, she conducts an observational ethnography,
reading messages posted to the forum, but not writing any herself. She is
an unseen researcher whose presence is unknown because it is
unannounced. She justifies her invisible presence as her way of observing
the writing practices of online community members in a more naturalistic
way. Is this an ethical research practice? (711)
Though my research situation is slightly different from the above scenario (I was not
observing a discussion forum, and I did occasionally write comments on the blogs I
observed), the ethical concerns it highlights resonate with my experiences. The TCU IRB
process would say that my practices were ethical, and, in fact, had so little potential to do
harm to subjects that I was exempt from full review. However, as McKee and Porter
argue, the digital landscape changes traditional notions of “ethical” practice, and “all
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composition researchers […] need to consider ethical approaches to digital writing
research” (712).
McKee and Porter raise several ethical questions that I want to consider for my own
research:
1. “How do the persons who created or participate in a particular online forum view
their interactions: as published texts, as personal communication, or as some
hybrid of the two?
2. What is a researcher's relationship to the site(s) of study, and what ethical
obligations might the researcher have to persons at the site?” (716)
I think, perhaps more so than discussion forums, blogs are generally understood as public
texts. However, I found that authors were clearly writing with a specific audience in
mind, and readers were responding almost universally as insiders to the community. In
other words, while the blogs were public, I don’t think authors or readers expected
community outsiders to read them regularly; there seemed to be little consideration of
making blogs accessible (through a common or dominant discourse, for example) to
outsiders.
For me, this creates a strange ethical space where I am, to put it bluntly, a lurker,
perhaps some sort of methodological “peeping tom”: Yes, the window is open, and yes,
perhaps it opens to a busy street and the people inside know others can see in. But they
still might be startled to see a face pressed against the pane. McKee and Porter note that
many past studies show that people writing online don’t always perceive their writing as
public, even if it is, and this perception is what makes online composition research
ethically tricky. Publishing a blog post (making it public) is vastly different than
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publishing a book or an article; the sense that the latter is obviously, necessarily, and
unquestionably public discourse can’t always be said of the former.
In the homemaking blog community, this awareness of publicness is what
interests me as a researcher. Over the course of the past few years, as I have been
observing the blogs in my study, a number of them have changed their privacy settings so
they are only viewable to invited members; this seems to indicate an awareness of larger
public, and the desire to keep that public out. Despite these changes, many blogs that
remain accessible to the public seem to be so personal, or so focused on an audience that
already knows details of the author’s life, that I can’t say with any certainty that the
author is aware of just how public (and easily found by the public) her blog is. In a
number of cases, bloggers will casually reference family members by name, without
establishing a relationship for the reader (for example, saying “Tom and Elliott pulled
stumps all morning” without saying that Tom is the author’s husband and Elliott her son).
This probably signals that the author perceives her readers as long-time readers who need
no context. However, I do wonder if it also signals that authors are unaware (or perhaps
just entirely unconcerned) that anyone (like me) can read their blogs.
This “in-between” online space, one that is both/neither public and private, is an
interesting consideration in my research, since the blog authors I examined often post
sensitive information. Much of the sharing of personal experience is, of course, simply
personal preference, and I suspect the range of personal sharing I saw in my research
would be reflected in many blogging communities. In addition, what I deem “deeply
personal” may not seem so to others, and so my views here are entirely subjective. The
way blog authors shared birth stories, especially, was indicative of how much “deeply
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personal” information they shared on a regular basis. Some women were circumspect
about such experiences (“John and I are happy to announce the birth of our fourth child”)
while others seemed entirely comfortable letting their readers into their intimate lives
(“Here are some pictures of me giving birth”). By posting such deeply personal
experiences in a “public” space (other topics include: miscarriages, family deaths,
struggles in a marriage, financial crises, etc.), homemaking blog authors seem to have the
expectation that people will “be nice” or that readers will already be ideologically “on
board” with the them and so will welcome that sharing the way they’d welcome it from a
close real-life friend.
I would add here to McKee and Porter’s astute article that a discussion of genre
would be very useful for researchers as they triangulate their ethical practices – what
antecedents may be influencing the writers? Is a blog a diary (private) or a newsletter
(public) and is there a spectrum on which the blog entry falls? Does the heavily epideictic
nature of a blog genre suggest that the author has certain expectations about her
readership, and how does a researcher go about fitting into those expectations?
For my own research, understanding the homemaking blog in light of its generic
function allowed me to see it as a public document, one with a circulation, an audience
(both intended and real) and a social action that involves others (this is particularly clear
in the homemaking blogs’ epideictic rhetoric). The ethical question, then, of whether or
not the authors imagine their writing as a public text, is addressed through genre theory.
For the field, this combination of genre theory and general methodology may be
especially useful for addressing the question of whether a text is “meant” to be public. By
examining the social actions of similar texts, or of texts out of which a particular text
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springs, researchers may have a broader understanding of the purpose and publicness of
that particular text. If, through my research, I’d come to the conclusion that blog authors
viewed their blogs much more like diaries, and were expecting the blog to perform
similar social actions to the diary, I may not have concluded that the blogs were meant to
be public texts. However, because of the attention given to audience, both explicit and
implicit, and the community-building rhetoric that was prevalent in many blog posts, I
concluded that blog authors saw their blogs much more like newsletters or periodicals
with intentional circulation and a purposeful reaching out to an audience. Genre theory
helps the researcher differentiate between similar forms of online communications that,
without such a theoretical backing, may seem to be interchangeable when, in fact, they
have distinctly different social actions.
When the blog authors in my study write, in their “About Me” page, that they
hope their readers will “join them on their journey,” or “sit down and have a cup of tea”
with them, they seem to be invoking a strong sense that their blogs are for the public. But,
in other ways, blog authors limit what the public looks like rather severely (see my
discussion of counterpublics in Chapter Three). So, in that mix between public and
private, I think we must consider “limited public” or “community-bound public,” as a
way of understanding the role audience plays in digital writing research contexts.
Addressing McKee and Porter’s second question (listed above) about the position
and responsibility of the researcher is more difficult for me because I feel like it requires
concrete action rather than theoretical questioning. Do I have an obligation to my
research subjects? Can my research benefit them in some way? And how do I imagine
“benefit” and “them” – abstractly or concretely? If they are part of a dissertation study
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that highlights the value and rhetorical complexity of their work, is that enough of a
benefit, abstract as it may be? Or should I feel compelled to more directly offer some
kind of service to the specific set of authors I’ve included in this study?75
When a researcher/participant relationship is already established, whether it’s
through ethnographic interaction, interviews, case studies, or any other form of
communication, it seems like the above questions would be easier to answer, or, if not
easier to answer, at least easier to acknowledge their importance. However, I have no
relationship with my research subjects (I cannot call them “participants” and they have no
active part in my study) and so these questions become difficult to even conceive. I do
think that good research can come from lurking; there is value to observing those who are
unaware of the observation. However, the ethical precept of “do no harm,” is murky to
me in my own study, and, as McKee and Porter highlight, it is murky to many
composition researchers.
While ethical considerations should be a concern for all composition researchers,
the particular ethical considerations of feminist methodologists are highlighted in digital
contexts. Royster and Kirsch emphasize the importance of multiple perspectives in
feminist research:
As professionals in the field, then, we face the challenge of gathering data
with a consideration of multiple viewpoints, balancing the viewpoints that
emerge, and then coming to interpretations of this enriched landscape that
are substantive, fair, and respectful. Facing this challenge requires more
than just excellence in scholarly work. It also requires patience, attention
with caring, a willingness to consider more than one set of possibilities
75

See McKee and Porter’s criteria in “Rhetorica Online: Feminist Research Practices in Cyberspace.”
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and to forestall coming to closure too quickly. (139)
Royster and Kirsch are not the first, nor will they likely be the last, to make this point, but
it has particularly poignant implications for digital research in the light of McKee and
Porter’s discussion of digital research ethics. The relationship between what McKee and
Porter call “ethical obligations” and what Royster and Kirsch call “attention with caring”
(and at other times call an “ethics of care”) is in the methodological practice of fair and
respectful practice – digital or not, feminist or not – that should extend across
composition research.
As Royster and Kirsch, and many others in our field, have noted, “disciplinary
shifts…are taking place and reconstituting the terrain of our work” (644). However, for
my research, and for feminist researchers of digital writing in general, it seems important
to take Royster and Kirsch’s perspectives and line them up with Porter and McKee’s:
what should/can a feminist researcher do when faced with a research situation in which
she’d like to enact an ethics of care but cannot discern what that “care” might look like
despite an abundance of “patience, attention with caring, [and] a willingness to consider
more than one set of possibilities…” (Royster and Kirsch 139)?
McKee and Porter set out a number of topos for consideration in a heuristic for
digital writing research. They put forth combinations like “private à public” and
“sensitive à non-sensitive” on scales for researchers to consider when determining
ethical obligations and research parameters. Combining this heuristic approach to writing
research with Royster and Kirsch’s emphasis on humility, respect, and care seems like a
useful avenue for those researchers encountering difficult digital research settings.
Of course, “care” might not need to involve contact with research subjects at all, and it
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might simply be enough to define “care” as “do no harm.” However, given the emphasis
from Royster and Kirsch, among others, on the importance of participant agency in the
research process, it does seem that, ideally, an “ethics of care” involves more than just the
avoidance of damage.
In sum, digital writing research is full of difficult, contradictory, and confusing
spaces, and enacting a feminist ethics of respect and care becomes hard to articulate, let
alone enact, in such spaces. And I have no good answers as to how to grapple with my
own research space, let alone with such spaces in general. However, I think both Royster
and Kirsch, as well as McKee and Porter, emphasize the role of collaboration and
collaborative methodologies, as an avenue to further enact ethical practices in rhetoric
and composition, and this seems like a promising avenue for my own future research.
Developing a heuristic with other researchers who study similar spaces, and who have
encountered similar challenges, would be immeasurably useful for me as a researcher.
Articulating with others what respect, care, and “do no harm” might look like in specific
situations would help me feel much more confident that, despite the fact that the IRB
feels my research is ethical, I am acting as an ethical feminist researcher.

Other Theoretical Frames
Although genre theory was the most appropriate frame for my study of how homemaking
blogs functioned rhetorically, the project could also have been approached through any
number of other theoretical lenses. One such lens that holds particular interest for me as I
consider future research project is transfer studies. Transfer research (also alternately
called “knowledge transfer”) primarily is conceived of in our field as a study of writers
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and writing in the classroom – articles published on transfer almost invariably are
concerned with classroom practice or make a clear pedagogical turn (see work by Taczak,
Yancey, Roberts, and others in the fall 2012 issue of Composition Forum). However,
transfer and rhetorical genre theory are closely related (indeed, some would argue transfer
studies stemmed, in part, from scholarship on genre and pedagogy) and I see real value in
exploring the relationship between genre transfer and the emphases often given to
reflection and threshold concepts in transfer studies. For example, what might be revealed
about the rhetorical practices of homemaking blog authors if they were asked to reflect on
how they see writing they’ve done in other contexts informing their blogging practices?
Or how might reflective writing itself, composed as part of a research process, illuminate
the writing practices, genre influences, and uptake anticipations of blog authors?
Suggestions for Further Research
One key for further research on homemaking blog authors will be, as I mentioned earlier,
access to the community members in order to conduct interviews. This would allow the
researcher to look at the blogs’ writing process rather than just at the public, end result. I
would also like to further examine how multiple other forms of writing the blog authors
do in their daily lives informs their blog writing.
Similarly, a fuller understanding of the project could be attained by researchers by
taking a more ethnographic approach, which would help answer questions as to how
blogging fits into blog author’s perceptions of their literate lives and their sense of
identity, and how the daily literate activities of these women fold into larger ideological
of community-based activities such as church-going or group bible study. This would also
illuminate, for genre theory, the motives for which and processes by which these women
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compose, and would help situate such activities within larger genre systems, in turn
providing connections between disparate generic forms.
Conclusion
In many ways, my findings are not surprising: the conservative Christian homemaking
blog community works hard to uphold communal ideologies and polices community
boundaries, clearly separating insiders and outsiders, through rhetorical means. However,
the complex and sustained way in which community members use genre to do these
things has proven a rich and rewarding topic for rhetorical study. That virtual
communities use form and content to reinforce ideology, and that their use of genre is
both implicitly and explicitly epideictic, was an unanticipated outcome of this study, and
one that holds new avenues of research for rhetoric and composition scholars.
There is also still much work to be done on other contemporary groups of
conservative Christian women, as well as on homemaking blog authors and readers.
Acknowledging and valuing the complex rhetorical and generic practices of this group,
underrepresented in academia, helps make the field of rhetoric and composition more
inclusive, as Royster and Kirsch, among others, call for us all to strive toward.
In addition to a broadening of the field, this study also works to deepen our
understanding of how one particular virtual community works to uphold, reinforce, and
police ideology through genre. While similar studies exist that examine ideology in
virtual communities76, none yet, to my knowledge, ties ideology to genre in the virtual
community space. Making this connection is valuable for genre theory, as it emphasizes
the central nature of genre in ideology-based discourse. The connection is also valuable,
76

See Amir-Ebrahimi, Cimino, Figueiredo.
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however, for the larger fields of rhetoric and composition, as it highlights another
compelling way in which genre is an important element of all discourse, and provides
another reason why all writing researchers should be aware of and concerned with genre
theory.
It is my hope that this study has illuminated new connections between genre and
rhetoric, particularly in digital writing contexts. It is also my hope that this study will
spur more rhetorical attention to contemporary communities of conservative Christian
women writers. Finally, it is my hope that this study has added to the body of rhetorical
genre research new conclusions about the relationship between genre and ideology that
will remain useful in the changing, digital landscape.
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Conservative women bloggers constitute a growing force, both economically and
ideologically, in the United States. However, despite their influence, they are seldom
subjects of academic research, and their public writings remain largely unexamined,
particularly in the field of rhetoric. Because of their cultural importance and their
academic underrepresentation, conservative women bloggers are an ideal demographic
for study. This project seeks to explore the intersections between these women’s online
writing and rhetorical genre theory, a lens that enables us to see the complex systemic and
individual rhetorical choices these women make.
Based in qualitative data drawn from 78 homemaking blogs, this study works to
deepen understanding of how one particular virtual community works to uphold,
reinforce, and police ideology through genre. Drawing on work from Amy Devitt, Anis
Bawarshi, Anne Freadman, Michael Warner, and Dale Sullivan, among others, this
project examines how, through homemaking blogs, conservative Christian women
construct a virtual community, reinforce common ideologies, and police the boundaries
of their community. The rhetorical choices these authors make, and the ways in which the
blogs’ readers reinforce or challenge such choices, create discursive spaces from which
complex rhetorical and generic acts emerge. The study of such spaces enriches our

understanding of women’s literate lives, as well as adding to and complicating our
understanding of how genres function in new media.

